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INTRODUCTION

Isaac Luria ranks among the most extraordinary and influential

personalities that Judaism has produced. Besides being regarded as

the greatest Kabbalxst of sixteenth century Safed, Luria' s original

mystical doctrines and practices were of fundamental importance to

virtually all Jewish mystical creativity after him. Lurianism spread

throughout the Jewish world and by 1650 had established itself supreme.

Lurianic Kabbalah contributed vitally to the Sabbatian and Hasidic

movements—neither of which can be adequately understood outside of its

relationship to Luria. The immense role of Lurianic Kabbalah is par-

ticularly remarkable in light of Luria' s short life of thirty-eight

years—only two of which were spent in Safed.

Isaac Luria was born in 1534 in Jerusalem to which city his

2
father had emigrated from Germany or Poland. After his father's death

his mother took him to Egypt where he lived in the home of his uncle,

Mordecai Frances, a wealthy tax-farmer. In Egypt, Luria studied with

David b. Solomon Zimra and Uesalel Ashkenazi. Together with Ashkenazi,

Luria wrote several halachic works such as the Shitah Mefcubbeset on the

talmudic tractate Zevahim and annotations to some of Isaac Alfasi's

works

.

While still in Egypt, Luria undertook the study of Kabbalah,

retreating in seclusion to the island Jazirat
6
al-Rawda on the Nile not

far from Cairo. During this period he apparently studied Zohar and

other Kabbalistic texts. In 1569, or early 1570, Luria emigrated to



Safed and began to study Kabbalah with Moses Cordovero (1522-1570)

,

the community's leading mystical teacher. It is possible that even

before Cordovero' s death in the fall of 1570, Luria may have begun

teaching on his own to a small group of disciples. In any case,

following Cordovero 's death Luria attracted to himself a circle of

students which included Hayyim Vital (1543-1620) , who became his most

important follower. Luria's circle, thirty of whose members' names

we know, was an elite group of persons who engaged in both exoteric

and Kabbalistic studies. That membership was highly restricted is

evident from the rejection of Moses Alsheikh as participant in

Luria's closest group of associates.

According to the semi-historical and semi-legendary traditions

about Luria's life preserved in Sefer Toldot ha-Ari3 it seems that

Luria quickly became renowned as a saintly person who possessed the

"holy spirit" and who had merited the revelation of mystical secrets

and heavenly mysteries from Elijah himself. He instructed his

disciples privately in both his innovative mythological system and in

the ways of practical mystical life. The hagiographical writings

depict Luria as a true visionary. He was known to have indicated to

his disciples, while on walks in the environs of Safed, the graves

of departed righteous persons (saddikim) with whose souls he communi-

cated. These he was said to have known by virtue of revelations and

his extraordinary spiritual intuition. Luria was a mystical master

in the strict sense. He imparted esoteric wisdom to a select group

of persons, vouchsafing to each of them mystical knowledge pertinent

to their particular soul. As we shall see, Luria was able to inform



them of such important matters as the ancestry of their souls and the

specific meditations appropriate to their soul-status. They engaged

in mystical practices and liturgical exercises unique to their group,

the secrets of which they carefully guarded. As indicated, Luria's

activities in Safed were exceedingly brief as he died in an epidemic

on July 15, 1572.

II

Besides the above mentioned halachic works, Luria wrote a

short commentary on the section of the Zohav known as Sifra de-

Seniitta. This work does not reflect his own original system which

he taught at the end of his life, but reveals the distinct influence

of Cordovero. Other than this, he committed to writing virtually

nothing of his mystical teachings. Like another great Jewish mystic

of a later time, Nahman of Braslav, Luria seems to have felt unable
• .

to express himself in writing. Luria is reported to have told the

following to a disciple who asked him why he did not put his teachings

into written form:

It is impossible, because all things are interrelated. I can
hardlj' open my mouth to speak without feeling as though the
sea burst its dams and overflowed. How then shall I express
what my soul has received, and how can I put it down in a book?9

While one can appreciate the mystic's frustrations, it is fortunate

for the historian of religion that often colleagues or disciples have

recorded and preserved their master's teachings. Such is the case

with Isaac Luria. Our knowledge of his system is based entirely on

the writings of several of his disciples who recognized the importance



of preserving Luria's teachings. As these were written independently

of one another a comparison of them can help verify what Luria actually

taught

.

The major versions of Luria's teachings are those by Moses

Jonah, Joseph ibn Tabul, Israel Sarug and Hayyim Vital. It was Vital,

however, whose writings were ultimately most influential. In contrast

to the limited scope of the other's versions, Vital recorded Luria's

teachings in great detail. Vital became the leader of Luria's circle

following the latter 's death. In 1575 seven of Luria's disciples

pledged themselves to study their master's teachings from Vital only by

signing a covenant to that effect. They also promised to refrain from

asking Vital to reveal of the teachings more than he wished, and to

12
keep them within the confines of the circle. It is evident from this

document that Vital was regarded as possessing teachings not known to

all members of the group.

Vital wrote his first versions of Luria's system immediately

following his master's death. He included everything Luria had taught

in a work called Es Hayyim, which was written down approximately be-

tween 1573 and 1576. This work underwent several reworkings as Vital

continued to arrange what he had learned from Luria for many years.

The original structure of Es Hayyim, however, consisted in "eight gates"

(Shemonah Shefzrim) . Based on this version, known as mahadura kamma

(first version), which remained in Damascus with Vital' s son Shmuel,

the latter reedited and reorganized the Shemonah She*avim according to

the following format:



1) Shdhr ha-Hakdamot

2) ShcOxr Mahnaret Rashbi

3) Shdhr Mahmavei Razal

4) Shdhr ha-Pesukim

5) Shdhr ha-Misvot

6) Shdhr ha-Kavvanot

7) Shdhr Ruah ha-Kodesh

8) Shdhr ha-Gilgulim

In this version, Lurianic teachings were widely circulated from about

the year 1660. Before the dissemination of Shmuel Vital 1

s edition,

Kabbalists desiring to study Lurianic teachings used either other

13versions of Vital' s writings or those by other disciples.

Hayyim Vital 1
s writings bear unmistakable signs of faithful

transmission. His presentation is essentially prosaic and straight-

forward, indicating an interest in setting forth Luria's teachings as

simply as possible. The reliability of his version is enhanced by

the fact that he frequently points out that he cannot recall precisely

what he had heard, or that he had heard different statements on various

occasions. Sometimes he admits that a particular teaching has eluded

his memory altogether. Moreover, in most parts of the Shemonah Sheavim

Vital includes teachings which he did not hear directly, but which were

transmitted to him by Luria's other disciples. In such cases he does

not always mention the name of his source. These obviously are not the

editing methods of someone interested in personal embellishment or

deliberate misrepresentation. Although necessarily filtered through

his own understanding of the complex teachings, Vital' s Shemonah Sheh.vim



can be regarded as a reasonably accurate and faithful record of

Lurias's system.

Ill

This study is concerned with certain aspects of mystical ex-

perience as presented in the teachings of Isaac Luria and Hayyim Vital.

What immediately strikes the student of Kabbalistic history interested

in mystical experience is the paucity of attention paid to this dimen-

sion of Jewish mysticism. The overwhelming portion of scholarship has

been devoted to a presentation and understanding of the theoretical or

speculative areas of Kabbalistic literature. Confining ourselves to

the period of sixteenth century Safed—the time and place of our writ-

ings—this discrepancy is no less apparent. Of the important modern

scholarship in this field little of it penetrates the area of mystical

experience. For example, the most significant study of Moses Cordovero

is that by Joseph Ben-Shlomo, The Mystical Theology of Moses Cordovero

(Torat ha^Elohut shel Moshe Cordovero) . While it is an excellent

discussion of Cordovero' s speculative theology, it refrains from touch-

ing at all on his mystical life and experiences. To be sure, the

Cordovero who was the great synthesizer of classical Kabbalah and con-

structor of a comprehensive Kabbalistic system ±e far better known than

the Cordovero who wrote rules of mystical piety for his followers, had

an intimate familiarity with Abulafian meditative permutations, and

practiced mystical peregrinations along with his brother-in-law Solomon

Alkabes. Similarly, the only significant full length study of Lurianic

Kabbalah—Isaiah Tishby's The Doctrine of Evil and the Shell in Luxianic



Kabbalah (Torat ha-Ra
c
ve-ha-Kelippah be-Kabbalat ha-Ari) 3— is concerned

exclusively with Luria's theoretical and mythological doctrines. In

Gershom Scholem's Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism, the chapter "Isaac

Luria and his School" gives a fairly detailed account of Lurianic doc-

trine while the issues of mystical practice occupy little space. In

fact, aside from Scholem's "Tradition and New Creation in the Ritual of

18
the Kabbalists," in his On the Kabbalah and its Symbolism, his mono-

graphs on the history of sixteenth century Safed and Lurianism are

19
devoted primarily to historical problems.

It hardly diminishes the great importance and contributions of

the above mentioned scholars in this area to ask why they have dealt less

with matters of mystical experience than with matters of mystical doc-

trine. The answer to this question is likely to be found in the fact

that the bulk of Kabbalistic literature is itself of a theoretical,

speculative or doctrinal nature. This point is made most strenuously

by R. J. Z. Werblowsky:

The fact remains . . . that the discursive and even dialectical
elements are so prominent in kabbalistic literature that we may
almost speak of an intellectualistic hypertrophy. It often
looks as if the sole difference between talmudic and kabbalistic
literature resides in the different subject matter. As far as

form and approach are concerned both are equally dialectical and
argumentative, and more often than not kabbalistic literature is

less the record of the oognitio exgerimentalis dei than the sub-

stitution of a theosophical piVpul for the halakhic one of the

rabbinic lawyers. 20

Though Werblowsky' s statement may be somewhat overdrawn, his

point is nevertheless well-taken. The reason why Kabbalistic liter-

ature is weighted in this direction, however, is not because Kabbalists
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did not experience mystical inspiration and illumination. It is

rather that Jewish mystics have tended to refrain from writing about

their personal religious experiences. This re_icence and the reasons

for it have been discussed by G. Scholem. He considers this a dis-

tinguishing characteristic of Jewish mystical literature in contrast

to the mystical traditions of other religions. Let us quote at length

Scholem' s remarks on this matter as they are of great interest to us

here:

Nothing could be further from the truth than the assumption

that the religious experience of the Kabbalists is barren of

that which, as we have seen, forms the essence of mystical ex-

perience, everywhere and at all times. The ecstatic experience,

the encounter with the absolute Being in the depths of one's

own soul, or whatever description one may prefer to give to the

goal of the mystical nostalgia, has been shared by the heirs of

rabbinical Judaism. How could it be otherwise with one of the

original and fundamental impulses of man? At the same time,

such differences as there are, are explained by the existence

of an overwhelmingly strong disinclination to treat in express

terms of these strictly mystical experiences. Not only is the

form different in which these experiences are expressed, but

the will to express them and to impart the knowledge of them

is lacking, or is counteracted by other considerations.

. . . The Kabbalists . . . are no friends of mystical auto-

biography. They aim at describing the realm of Divinity and

the other objects of the contemplation in an impersonal way, by

burning, as it were, their ships behind them. They glory in

objective description and are deeply averse to letting their

own personalities intrude into the picture. The wealth of ex-

pression at their disposal is not inferior to that of their

autobiographical confreres. It is as though they were hampered

by a sense of shame. ... On the whole, I am inclined to be-

lieve that this dislike of a too personal indulgence in self-

expression may have been caused by the fact among others that

the Jews retained a particularly vivid sense of the incongruity

between mystical experience and that idea of God which stresses

the aspects of Creator, King and Law-giver. It is obvious that

the absence of the autobiographical element is a serious

obstacle to any psychological understanding of Jewish mysticism

as the psychology of mysticism has to rely primarily on the

study of such autobiographical material. 21



Moreover, most of those writings which do describe deeply

personal religious experiences, or even objectively detailed tech-

niques for achieving ecstasy or divine inspiration, have rarely been

printed. This is particularly true of those books which are explicitly

concerned with mystical meditation. For example, all of the writings

of that prominent contemplative mystic of the thirteenth century,

22Abraham Abulafia, fall into this category. While we possess numerous

manuscript copies of Abulafian texts—attesting to their popularity

and use—virtually nothing of this immense corpus has been published.

Other books following the Abulafian tradition such as Shcfarei Sedek3

Judah Albottini's Sullam ha-JHiyahj Joseph ibn Sayah's Eben ha-Shoham

24have likewise circulated in manuscripts only. The unprinted fourth

chapter of Hayyim Vital' s Shdhrei Kedushdh is a striking example of

this sort of internal censorship on the part of the Kabbalists. We

will have more to say of this last work as it forms the basis for the

final part of the present study.

Thus, in answer to our question we can point to the fact that

the largest part of Kabbalistic literature does not expressly deal

with mystical experience, and that that portion of the literature

openly concerned with such matters has been confine*] to manuscript form.

It is not surprising, of course, that those texts limited to manuscripts

have been investigated far less than printed works. At the same time,

one also wonders whether the reticence of the Kabbalists themselves has

not extended somewhat to those who have undertaken the challenge of

historically studying the literature of Kabbalah. In any case, an

extremely precious aspect of Kabbalistic life and body of material
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remains to be explored with the same vigor and precision accorded to

speculative and theoretical mystical literature. We agree with

Werblowsky when he writes: "Although our understanding of the theore-

tical and speculative systems evolved by these kabbalists has increased

enormously in recent years , the psychological aspects of the lives of

the mystics have not yet received the full attention which they de-

..25
serve.

IV

Let us define the focus of our study more precisely. We are

interested in exploring three different forms of ecstatic or illumina-

tory experience in the writings of Isaac Luria and Hayyim Vital. These

are the phenomenon of maggidism, the practice of yihudim, and Vital 1
s

contemplative technique of reading in the Mishnah. These topics con-

stitute a coherent whole from several vantage points. First, they are

tied to each other through literary presentation. Luria' s theory of

maggidism and the performance of meditative yihudim axe. both described

in Shdtzr Rudh ha-Kodesh of the Shemonah Sheavim, as well as Shdhr ha-

26
Yihudim. In editing and arrangement they are clearly conceived as

bearing upon the same basic subject. Vital 's development of the tech-

nique of reading in the Mishnah3 as we shall see, though discussed in

his dream diary and Shdkrei Kedushah, is firmly rooted in the above

mentioned works. Second, all three forms of mystical experience have

a common goal. They are concerned with the achievement of esoteric

knowledge through supernal revelations and communications—what our

texts call the "holy spirit" and "prophecy." Furthermore, all of them
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Involve communications that become manifest in the form of involuntary

or automatic speech. Third, these experiences are phenomenologically

bound to one another inasmuch as they take place outside of. the realm

27
of conventional prayer. Finally, two of the three forms of experience

28
are complete meditative disciplines. Both the performance of yihudim

and the practice of reading in the Mishnah can be successfully accom-

plished only by a person who has submitted himself to a careful regimen.

That is, the aspirant to achieving the "holy spirit" or "prophecy" must

qualify himself, prepare himself, and acquire the knowledge of a speci-

fic technique. Like the contemplative Zen Buddhist or Indian Yogi, he

must pursue a course of rigorous spiritual development and expertise

in his quest for mystical illumination.

While we have discussed the dearth of scholarship in the area

of mystical experience, there are, of course, a number of significant

studies upon which we have been able to draw. In regard to the phenom-

enom of maggidism a good deal of material has come to light in the

recent past. R. J. Z. Werblowsky has written an important study of

29
Joseph Karo's maggid called: Joseph Karo3 Lawyer and Mystic. This

is the only full length work devoted to the meditative life of six-

teenth century Safed. Werblowsky offers a detailed account of Karo's

mentor-angel with whom Karo communicated during his entire adult life.

In the course of his study Werblowsky touches briefly on the Lurianic

theory of maggidism—the only discussion of this subject heretofore.

G. Scholem has written a monograph describing a manuscript which con-

30
tains the maggidic communications of Joseph Taitasak. In addition,
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there have been several articles treating post-Lurianic examples of

maggidism.

As for the Lurianic technique of yihudim absolutely nothing

32
has been written beyond bare mention of it. Although an entire

"gate" of the Shemonah Sheh.vim3 Shahr Ruah ha-Kodesh, is devoted to a

detailed description of the theory and practice of yihudim , . no study

of this text or its parallel, Shahr ha-Yihudim, has been attempted.

Similarly, no attention has been given the extremely valuable descrip-

tions of Hayyim Vital' s own ecstatic experiences in the practice of

yihudim. These are reported in Shdhr ha-Gilgulim and his dream diary,

Sefer ha-Hezyonot. All discussions of the Lurianic kavvanot (medita-

tive intentions), of which the yihudim are a part, have focused on the

33
kavvanot of prayer. But even this very important area has not been

the subject of full investigation. Of considerable importance to the

student of Safed's spiritual life is M. Benayahu's edition of Toldot

ha-Ari, the hagiographical work which accounts Luria's mystical life.

The critical text, along with valuable notes, is a significant contri-

bution to the issues with which this study is concerned. Mention should

also be made of Benayahu's study: "Devotion Practices of the Kabbalists

of Safed in Meron."

The third part of our study, the contemplative technique of

reading in the Mishnah developed by Hayyim Vital, has not been treated

whatsoever. No attention has been given to the texts in Sefer ha-

Hezyonot or the unpublished chapter of Vital' s Shcfixrei Kedushah bearing

upon this practice. The chapter as a whole, though mentioned by Scholem
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and Werblowsky to illustrate the Kabballstic tradition of self-censor-

35
ship, has never been discussed or explored.

Finally, some studies of a more general nature relating to the

personalities and mystical life of sixteenth century Safed are deserv-

ing of mention. A classic and beautiful essay "Safed in the Sixteenth

Century" was written by Solomon Schechter quite a number of years ago.

It remains a wonderful introduction to the extraordinary life of that

community. In addition, Schechter published from manuscripts four

different lists detailing rituals, customs and mystical innovations

36
originating from Safed. The work of a modern scholar, D. Tamar, is

likewise of a more general and popular nature. Two. collections of his

essays, many of which bear upon the mystical and devotional life of

37
sixteenth century Safed, have been published.



Notes to Introduction

Concerning the relationship of Lurianism to Sabbatianism
see G. Scholem, Sabbatai Sevi (Princeton, 1973) , chapter one and

passim. On the relationship between Kabbalism and Hasidism see G.

Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism (New Yorkj 1941), pp. 337-

343.

2
Luria is frequently referred to as Ha-Ari ("the Lion") from

the initials of "Ha^Elohi Rabbi Yishak." But Luria 's contemporaries

in Safed often refer to him as R. Isaac Ashkenazi or as R. Isaac

Ashkenazi Luria indicating the origin of his family.

3
While Shitah Mekubbeset is not extant, the annotations to

Alfasi's works were'printed in Tumritat Yesharim (Venice, 1622).

4
Moses Alsheikh (d. after 1593) was born in Adrianople. He

studied with Joseph Taitasak and Joseph Karo in Salonika prior to

emigrating to Safed. In Safed he became recognized as a halakhic

authority, biblical commentator and preacher. He was ordained as

rabbi by Karo, along with Elisha Gallico and Jacob Berab II in 1546.

After Karo died, Alsheikh assumed the right of ordination. Vital

writes in his dream-diary that Alsheikh complained that his pupil
(i.e., Vital) refused to let him learn Kabbalah. See Sefer ha-

]}ezyonot (Jerusalem, 1954), pp. 8, 220, 235. Despite this report,

Alsheikh was, in fact, a member of the second most important circle of

Luria' s students, see op. ait. 3 p. 219.

Sefer Toldot ha-Ari (ed. by M. Benayahu, Jerusalem, 1967)

pp. 156-7.

6
Ibid., p. 152.

Luria 's commentary on Sifra de-Senilita is printed in the

editions of Vital 1 s Shdhr Mahmarei Eashbi'.

o

The manuscript of R. Nahman of Braslav' s (1772-1811) most

esoteric work, Sefer ha-Nisraf ("The Burned Book"), as it is known

to Braslav Hasidim, was ordered destroyed by Nahman in 1808, indicat-

ing the extent to which he went to hide his writings. Virtually all

of the extant teachings of Nahman were committed to writing by bis

loyal literary secretary and disciple Nathan Sternhartz. Concerning

the relationship between Nahman and Nathan see the recent doctoral

dissertation by Arthur Green, A Critical Biography of Nahman of Braslav}

Brandeis University, 1975.

14
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9
Likkutei Shas (Livorno 1790) 33c.

The present study is limited on the whole, to the writings
of Hayyim Vital inasmuch as the meditative practices discussed are
essentially confined to his version of Luria's teachings.

11
The version of Moses Jonah, Kanfei Jonahs was printed in a

defective edition compiled by Menahem Azariah Fano (Koretz, 1786). A
complete authentic text is extant in many manuscripts, among which
there is Ms. Sasoon 993 copied by the author himself in Constantinople
in 1582. Joseph ibn Tabul edited a systematic account of Lurianic
Kabbalah divided into derushim. This work was for a long time attri-
buted to Vital under the tital Derush Hefzi-Bah3 and was published in
his name at the beginning of Masud ha-Kohen al-Haddad's Simhat Kohen
(Jerusalem, 1921) . Israel Sarug taught Lurianic Kabbalah in Italy
and several other European countries following 1590. Though he claimed
to have been an actual disciple of Isaac Luria in Safed, the evidence
indicates that his version of Luria's teachings was based on his re-
construction of those versions of Luria's true disciples which came
into his hands. Nevertheless, his version was considered by many as

authoritative and formed the basis for most of the earlier works on
Lurianic Kabbalah, such as Tdhlumot Hokhmah and Novelot Hokhmah of

Joseph Solomon Delmedigo (Basle, 1629-31) and *Emek ha-Melekh of

Naphtali Bacharach (Amsterdam, 1649). Sarug' s own version, Limmudei
Asilut was published under Vital' s name in Munkacs, 1897. Concerning
Sarug 's relationship to Luria see G. Scholem, "Yisrael Sarug—Talmid
ha-Ari?" in Zion vol. V (1940) pp. 214-243.

1 9
See G. Scholem, "Shtar ha-Hitkashrut shel Talmidei ha-Ari"

in Zion vol. V (1940) pp. 133-160.

13
The first edition of the Shemonah Shehrim, without the title

Es Hayyim3 was published in Jerusalem, 1850-1898. Many Kabbalists,
especially among the Sephardim, recognized only this version as auth-
oritative and rejected other compilations of Luria's writings, Vital's

and others. For a full discussion of the numerous and complex corpus
of "Lurianic writings" see the Encyclopedia Judaioa (Keter Publishing,
Jerusalem, 1972) vol. 11, pp. 575-578 and vol. 16, pp. 173-176.

14
The reliability of Vital's transmission is especially strong

in the areas with which this study is concerned—preparations, quali-

fications and techniques for meditation. While it is understandable

that distortions and misunderstandings accompany the presentation of

mythological and theoretical matters, it is far less likely that in-

structions for meditation would be the subject of misinterpretation

or re-interpretation. In general, the practical ritual and liturgical

innovations of Lurianic Kabbalah were not beset by contradictory and

divergent traditions as was the case with the theoretical aspects.

Nevertheless, we are fortunate to possess a short manuscript of Joseph

ibn Tabul 's yihudim given to him by Luria. This independent evidence

confirms the nature of this practice as described by Vital. See below,

pp. 88,89.
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Joseph Bsn-Shlomo, The Mystical Theology of Moses Cordovero

(Jerusalem, 1965)

.

I. Tishby, The Doctrine of Evil and the Shell in Lurianic

Kabbalah (Jerusalem, 1952).

Scholem, Major Trends, seventh lecture.

18
Idem, On the Kabbalah and its Symbolism (New York, 1965),

chapter four.

See, for example, the list of articles in Major Trends,

pp. 433-434.

20
R. J. Z. Werblowsky, Joseph Karo 3 Lawyer and Myst%c (Oxford

University Press, 1962), p. 40.

21
Scholem, Major Trends, pp. 15-16.

99
One exception is Abulafia's commentary to the Sefer Yesirdh

entitled Gan Naul which appeared without the title or the author's

name in Sefer ha-Peliah (Koretz, 1784) pp. 50-56.

23
A number of fragments of Abulafia's works have been pub-

lished by modern scholars, especially Adolph Jellinek in the second

half of the 19th century. See Scholem' s bibliography in Major Trends,

p. 429.

0/
Concerning these works see G. Scholem, Kitbei lad be-

Kabbalah ha-Bimsd\m be-Bet ha-Sefarim ha Le\mi ve-ha Universita bi-

Yerushalayim (Jerusalem, 1930)

.

25
Werblowsky, Karo, p. 38.

9fi
Besides the Shemonah She*arim other versions of Vital' s cir-

culated during his lifetime among the Kabbalists in Palestine. Based

on these texts Meir Poppers (d. 1662), a Kabbalist active in Jerusalem

after 1640 and a pupil of Jacob Semah, became the last editor of ^the

Lurianic writings. He divided his work into three parts: Derekh Es

Hayyim, Peri *Es Hayyim and Nof *Es Hayyim. Everything having to do with

matters of prayer and meditations was included in Sefer Peri'Es Hayyim

in four sections: Kavvanot, Reasons for the Misvot, Tikkunei Avonot

and Yihudim. The third and fourth parts were published" together under

the name Shdur ha-Yihudim and Tikkunei Avonot in Koretz in 1783. All

references to Shdhr ha-Yihudim (hereafter: SY) are to the reprint edi-

tion by Mekor Hayyim, Jerusalem, 1970. Poppers' version became the

one most widely used in Poland and Germany.

27
For a discussion of this issue see chapter three, pp= 76 ff

.
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CHAPTER ONE

MAGGIDIC REVELATION IN THE TEACHINGS

OF ISAAC LURIA

The phenomenon of maggidism which developed within Kabbalistic

communities in the sixteenth century constitutes an extremely inter-

esting example of mystical experience. The present study seeks to

elucidate the theory of maggidic revelation in the teachings of Isaac

Luria. The sources for our knowledge of Luria's doctrine of maggidism

are Shahr Ruah ha-Kodesh and Shdhr ha-Yihudim.

Luria's doctrine of the maggid is associated from the start

with the attainment of the holy spirit and prophecy. Shdhr Ruah ha-

Kodesh begins with a promise to explain the matter of the holy spirit

2
and prophecy and their various aspects. Likewise, Vital in his own

Kabbalistic treatise, Shdhrei Kedushah, deals with maggidism within a

3
discussion of how to achieve inspiration. Thus, an analysis of the

maggidic doctrine will lead at the same time to an understanding of

the Lurianic notion of prophetic illumination.

Earlier Kabbalists tended to identify the path leading to

devekut (cleaving to God) with that of prophecy. No clear distinction

is drawn between the prophet and the mystic. The goals of each are

the same. Perhaps the finest example of this view is set forth by the

thirteenth century Kabbalist, Azriel of Gerona. According to Azriel in

18
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his Perush ha-Aggadot3 the contemplative mystic who cleaves with his

mind to the "nothingness of thought" in the divine world above, is

likened to the prophet who receives unique revelation and mystical

4
knowledge. Just as the levels of mystical ascension vary, likewise

the degrees of prophetic inspiration. In his Shelter ha-Kavvanah la-

Mekubbalim ka-Rishonim, *Azriel claims that just as the hasidim of an

earlier time, described in Berakhot "3a.li, were capable of achieving proph-

ecy through contemplative practice, so too prophecy is possible in our

time. The ultimate effect of contemplative practice is the attainment

of prophetic qualities. Nahmanides in his commentary on Deuteronomy

11:22 defines devekut as remembering God and His love constantly. In

his Shdhr ha-Gemul he confirms that those who cleave to God in this

way are rewarded as Moses and the other prophets with the holy spirit.

Similarly, Isaac of Acre delineates a detailed process of contemplative

ascent in which the adept achieves prophetic inspiration by passing

through the stages of "cleaving," "equanimity" and "solitude." Clearly,

Luria's equation of certain kinds of mystical experience with the

attainment of prophetic inspiration has deep roots in Kabbalistic

tradition.

For Isaac Luria one of the means of achieving the holy spirit

or the state of prophecy was by meriting angelic revelations in the

form of a maggid. A maggid, according to Hayyim Vital, is the progeny

of a man's actions. It is dissimilar to other forms of divine revela-

tion in that its creation is the direct result of a person's spiritual

activities. Specifically, a maggid is a product of study of Torah,
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piety and prayer accompanied by mystical intentions. Thus, we read

the following in Shcfar ha-Yihudim:

. . . when a man is righteous and pious, studies Torah, and
prays with [Kabbalistic] intention, from those sounds which
emerge from his mouth, angels and holy spirits are created.
. . . And these angels created from that which a man utters
are the secret of maggidim.° (1)

Maggidinij then, are angelic creations whose existence is brought

about by the sounds of a man's voice uttered in the course of religious

devotion such as prayer or study. Intrinsic to Kabbalistic ontology

is the belief that everything below is connected to everything above

and that everything below acts upon everything above. It is this

fundamental assertion which endows Kabbalistic devotion, whether it

be prayer, ritual or ethical deeds, with sacred and cosmic significance.

In applying this microcosmic-macrocosmic rule to the creation of

angelic beings, its quasi-magical implications are laid bare. This

alone, however, does not explain how a man's speech issues in celestial

beings—a matter whose mythical basis is more complex and to which we

shall return shortly.

Vital asserts that angels of varying sorts are brought about

depending upon the nature of a man's speech and deeds:

As they [i.e., the Rabbis] said: He that performs one misvah
obtains for himself one advocate etc. {Abot. 4:11). For from
man's speech good or evil angels are created, according to [the

quality of] his speech. (2)

Vital cites Mishndh Abot 4:11, the second part of which is a key to

understanding the influence a man's deeds exert upon the character
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of the maggidic creation. It reads: "but he that commits one trans-

gression obtains for himself one accuser." Thus, the quality of the

maggid depends directly on the quality of a man's actions. Evil or

inadequate deeds are just as powerful as righteous ones. Their

enactment produces maggidim whose composition is fused with good and

evil elements. Consequently, nothing that emerges from a man's mouth

is without potential significance:

Indeed, everything is according to the action of a man, for

if that Torah which a man studies is read for the sake of heaven,

the angel created thereby will be extremely pure and supernal,

and all its words can be believed as utter truth. And thus, if

he reads it without error or mistakes, this angel will be with-
out error, and all its words will be trustworthy. And thus the

misvah a man performs, if it is properly done, a very pure angel

wiil be produced. . . . And indeed, it is certain that the power

of an angel produced from the study of Torah is greater than the

power of an angel produced by means of a misvah.^ (3)

There are some persons who are not privileged to receive maggidic

communications at all:

There are men to whom these maggidim axe not revealed at all,

and there are those to whom they are revealed. Everything
depends on the nature of their soul, or their deeds . . . (4)

The supernal world from which the maggidim derive is also

related to the nature of the deeds a man performs. Maggidim created

from good deeds performed without appropriate kavvanah have their

source in the world of Asiyyah3 whereas those brought about through

study of Torah are from the world of Yesirah. The most exalted maggidim

originate in the world of Beviah and are created by means of study of

12
Torah or the performance of a misvah accompanied by kavvanah. Vital
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reports that Isaac Luria told him how to determine the truthfulness

or reliability of a maggid:

And the criterion that my teacher, may his memory be blessed,

gave me, [consists in this:] if we see that all his [i.e.,

the Kabbalist's] words are truthful; if all his words are for

the sake of heaven, and if he does not nullify a single letter

of his words; also, if he is able to explain the mysteries of

the Torah and its secrets—certainly such [a man's maggid] we

can believe in. And according to his words we can determine

and recognize his greatness and according to his knowledge [we

can recognize] his rank. " (5)

In other words, a man must be truthful and able to explain esoteric

secrets if his maggid is to be trustworthy. Moreover, the status of

a man's maggid can be determined by the wondrous and hidden nature of

14
the Kabbalistic secrets he can reveal.

Exactly how does a maggid manifest himself and what are the

dynamics of his operation? The angelic communicator which Luria pro-

pounded makes himself known through vocalization. The process consists

of two parts, each of which requires the adept's own vocal functions.

First, the voice that a man utters while engaged in study of Torah or

mystical prayer ascends above, thereby creating a maggid. At a later

point in time this created spiritual voice descends below by "clothing"

itself in the mystic's current voice—again, during the course of his

speaking while in prayer or study. This second moment constitutes a

state of prophetic inspiration in which the maggid speaks through the

adept's own voice, enabling him to perceive the revelation:

And here is the secret of prophecy and the holy spirit. It is

assuredly a voice sent from above to speak with this prophet,

or with this man endowed with the holy spirit. But this same
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supernal spiritual voice cannot by itself materialize and enter
the ears of this prophet unless it first clothes itself in his
physical voice which emerges from this man's mouth when, at a
given moment ftitah] , he studies Torah or prays and the like.
And then it [i.e., the supernal voice] clothes itself in it,
[i.e., the physical voice] joining it and comes to the ear of
this prophet who [then] hears it. And vrithout the man's own
present physical voice it cannot achieve existence.^ (6)

Vital 's description stresses the necessity of vocalization through the

actual speaking voice of the adept. The celestial voice requires

material incarnation by means of the mystic's own physical utterance

during the moment of prophetic inspiration. There is a distinction

here in time between the act creating the maggid3 and the reincarnation

of the voice at a later moment in time. This is clearly an experience

of automatic speech, a form of motor automatism, in which words begin

to issue from the Kabbalist's voice without prior reflection. A passage

in Shelter Ruah ha-Kodesh explicitly attests to this:

This is the secret [explanation] of the verse in II Samuel 23:2:
"The spirit of the Lord speaks by me and His word is upon my
tongue." For the spirit and the word which is the first speech
[i.e., the supernal speech], already created through study of
Torah and performance of a rrisvah as described above, rests at
this moment on him upon his tongue. And voice and speech actually
issue from his mouth, and truly speak through his mouth. And the
man then hears it. " (7)

There is a second way in which the celestial voice that a man

creates can function. It is possible for the maggidic voice to join

with the voice of a departed saddik (righteous person) in the world

above. These two voices, having merged, then descend and speak through

the voice of the adept. The saddik whose voice joins the celestial

voice can also be "of our time." This refers to a contemporary who
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has recently departed rather than an actual living person. Vital

describes the second process in this way:

It [i.e., the maggidic communication] is also possible another

way: That celestial voice will clothe itself in the voice of

other early saddikim who preceded him, either from the period

of the early "Rabbis or those of our present time. And the two

will unite and will come and speak with him. . . . But know

that it is impossible for the voice or speech or breath of

another saddik to speak with him unless that saddik is from the

[same] soul-root of this present man. Or unless the misvah
performed by this man is in accordance with this saddik 's

character. And by means of one of these two conditions [the

voice of the maggid] will come and rest upon him in the manner

described. 17 (8)

The idea that some persons have common soul-roots or that

certain misvot correspond to particular souls, is based on Lurianic

teachings concerning man's psychic structure. According to Luria,

Adam's soul contained within it, as the Midrash records, all of the

18
souls of mankind. Each of the six hundred and thirteen "limbs" of

19
Adam's soul, corresponding to the same number of rmsvot, formed a

complete parsuf (sefirotic configuration) known as a shoresh gadol

("great root"). Each of these contained, in turn, six hundred and

thirteen, or as some versions have it, 600,000 "small roots." The

pertinent point for our consideration is that souls descending from

a single "small root" comprise "families" having special relations of

attraction and affinity for one another. Because of this, souls

having a common root are capable of uplifting one another from the

realm of material existence. Knowledge of one's soul-root is of ex-

treme importance as it enables a man to restore his soul to its supernal

source through communion with a fellow soul who has departed this world.
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Such sympathy of souls makes possible the joining of a man's maggid

with the angelic voice of a departed saddik. Similarly, it explains

why the performance of a particular misvah, which has its source in an

individual "limb," can facilitate the communion of two celestial voices.

Every soul has its source in a particular root which, in turn, is the

place of special misvot.

Vital distinguishes three aspects of vocal utterance and their

corresponding celestial creations : kol (voice) , dibbur (speech) , and

hebel (breath). Depending upon the status of his soul and the quality

of his actions, a person's utterance can manifest itself in any of these

20
aspects. While a supernal kol that a person has originally aroused

can garb itself, at a later point in time, in the kol of his current

physical voice, a supernal dibbur in the current dibbur and so on, a

variety of other combinations are also possible. Thus, a supernal kol

can descend and clothe itself in the current dibbuv of an individual, or

a supernal hebel can invest itself in a current dibbur, for example.

In addition, Vital introduces the notion that a kol3 dibbur or hebel "of

21
the past" can descend at a later moment of prophetic inspiration. In-

asmuch as every previously created maggid manifests itself at some later

point in time, the term "of the past" must refer to a celestial maggid

which materializes at a point long after it was originally created.

Based on these distinctions our sources delineate a hierarchy

of prophecy and the holy spirit. Eebel is the lowest grade of revelation

and has its source in the Sefivah Malkhut. Dibbur is the next highest

grade, its source being a combination of Tiferet and Malkhut. The most
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exalted type of celestial communication is through the utterance of kol

whose origin is in Tiferet alone. Whereas prophecy has its origin in

the male aspect of the Godhead, that of the holy spirit derives from

the female aspect. Inasmuch as kol is related to Tiferet (male) and

dibbur to Tiferet and Malkhut (male and female) , Luria defines prophecy

as consisting in the descent of the kol or dibbur which invests itself

22
in any of the three aspects of man's current physical voice. The

holy spirit, on the other hand, manifests itself when a supernal hebel

clothes itself in any of the other three aspects. In either the attain-

ment of prophecy or the holy spirit, one whose celestial maggid descends

directly, without first uniting with the kol, dibbur or hebel of a

departed saddik is of a superior grade.

Our texts do not shed much light on the substantive distinction

23
between prophecy and the holy spirit. They are two degrees of the

inspired state of which prophecy is the greater achievement. Prophecy,

as we have seen, is tied here to the male side of the Godhead. This

is exemplified in the case of Moses who achieved the level of kol.

This, according to Vital, means that he prophesied through the "luminous

mirror" (aspeklariah ha-me%rah) . All the other prophets gained their

inspiration from the "non-luminous mirror" (aspeklariah she*eina meXrdti)

.

These two terms refer respectively to the Sefirot Tiferet and Malkhut.

This view is in accord with that of earlier Kabbalists who, basing them-

selves on rabbinic passages in which Moses is said to have prophesied by

virtue of aspeklariah ha-me%rah, identified this term with the Sefirah

Tiferet. Bahya b. Asher, apparently following Ezra of Gerona, records
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such a tradition. Similarly, Azriel of Gerona, in his Perush ha-

Aggadot, indicates that Moses prophesied through Tifevet as well as

27
lower Sefirot. The Zohar reports that Moses prophesied through as-

peklariah ha-meirah which is Tiferet, as opposed to all other prophets

whose divine source was the aspeklaviah shieina meXrah^ that is,

28
Shekhinah or Malkhut which has no light of Her own.

The various prophets of Israel can be ranked by means of these

criteria. The greatest prophet of all, of course, was Moses. Accord-

ing to Luria, his pre-eminence derives from the fact that his own

celestial kol, without uniting itself with that of another saddik's,

clothed itself in his physical kol. That is, his prophecy was of the

highest possible type and was the result of direct communication. Moses

29
did, however, prophesy from lower levels of inspiration as well.

Following Moses on the ladder of prophetic exaltedness is Samuel whose

actions produced a kol which invested itself in his physical dibbur.

No other prophets, according to Luria, achieved such supreme levels of

prophetic illumination. Of all those to have attained the inspiration

of the holy spirit, King David stands above the rest. His deeds created

a hebel which at a later point in time manifested itself in his physical

hebel. As with Moses, David's maggidic communication was achieved with-

out the assistance of another saddik.
*

II

Isaac Luria' s primary literary source for the development of

his theory of maggidic revelation is the Zohar. Both Shaar Ruah ha-Kodesh
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and Shdhr ha-Yihudim allude to several Zoharic texts in the context of

discussing the maggidic phenomenon. An examination of some of these

sources will elucidate the mystical background of the Lurianic doctrine.

In describing the relationship between a man's deeds and the creation

31
of a maggid, Vital refers to a passage in Zohar Beshallah 59a. R. Jose

is discoursing on the question of how King Solomon, in Ecclesiastes 1:2,

could possibly have asserted that all human actions are vanity (hebel) .

He explains the meaning of hebel in this way:

And these hdbalim are the basis of the world above and below.

... It has been explained in the following way, and it is

truly so. At the moment that proper actions are done, and a

man seeks to serve the Holy King, from that word [that is spoken
below] a breath is produced in the world above. And there is

no breath which has no voice; and this voice ascends and crowns

itself in the supernal world and becomes an intercessor before
the Holy One, blessed be He. [Contrariwise,] every action which
is not done with this purpose becomes a breath which floats

about in the world, and when the soul of the doer leaves his
body, this breath rolls about like a stone in a sling . . .

But the act done and the word spoken in the service of the Holy „_

One, ascends high above the sun and becomes a holy breath . . . (9)

In this passage the Zohar asserts the principle which forms the basis

for Luria's own conception. Every human action produces a supernal

voice which, depending upon the deed and the intention with which it

is performed, benefits a man or functions destructively. In the Zoharic

schema, however, the holy breath becomes an advocate before God on be-

half of the individual. Rather than return to man for the purpose of

communication, as in the Lurianic doctrine, this breath guides the soul

of the departed to the region of supernal glory. Other Zoharic texts,

however, come even closer to Luria's conception.
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In Zohar Lekh Lekha we learn that it is angels who hover above

prepared to grasp any voice they hear and are ready to carry it away to be

33
judged. But it is in Tikkunei Zohar that an actual identification

34
between angels and voices is established. Here we find the notion of

heavenly voices manifesting themselves as angels. A rabbinic passage

in Hagigah states that every speech of the Holy One, blessed be He,

creates an angel. In Shaar ha-Pesukim of the Shemonah She'arim, Vital

quotes this passage while alluding to Tikkunei Zohar where Exodus 20:15

is interpreted in relation to the Hagigah text:

And this is the secret meaning of the sages' statement "there
is no speech which emerges from God's mouth which does not create
an angel" (Hagigah 14a) . And this is the matter of the breath
and the voice which issue from His mouth at the moment of the
supernal union of kissing as mentioned above. 3° This is what
Scripture said ["By the word of the Lord were the heavens made]

and all the host of them by the breath of His mouth" (Psalms

33:6). And these are the angels which are called voices as

mentioned in the book of Tikkunim on the verse "and all the
people perceived the thunderings" [lit. voices] (Ex. 20:15).
And more important, we know that even from man's speech other
angels are created, both good and evil." (10)

Based on the Hagigah text, the author of Tikkunei Zohar identifies the

voices of Exodus 20:15 with angels which are heard by the Israelites.

God's breath or voice is actually an angelic revelation. Drawing upon

this motif, Luria carries the idea a significant step forward. Accord-

ing to him, man's own utterance is similarly capable of creating angels.

Just as God's speech creates angels, so a man's speech likewise brings

about angels which communicate with him. Herein lies Luria' s innovative

conception. Combining two Zoharic themes—to wit, that man's actions
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produce holy voices and that God's speech creates angels—Luria fashions

a theory whereby each action below generates a holy voice, i.e., an

angelic maggid, whose purpose is to reveal Kabbalistic mysteries to

its progenitor.

The germ of the notion that the angelic voice returns in order

to communicate with man is also found in the Zoharic literature. Vital

cites Tikkun 22 of Tikkunei Zohar which states that the voices and
• • • •

breaths of man while engaged in study of Torah become chariots to the

38
souls of the righteous. These voices descend in order to teach this

man Torah. In Zohar Shelah Lekha explicit reference is made to a

celestial voice which a man's utterance has produced. Rav Metivta (the

fictitious "head of the Academy") is asked by Rabbi Simeon b. Yohai

a question regarding new mystical secrets of which he may be ignorant:

He [R. Simeon] said to him: "Do you know something new of which
I am unaware?" He said to him: "Speak." He [R. Simeon] said to

him: "I want to know [about] the voice that returns. A man
speaks out aloud in a field or another place, and a voice returns
[to him] and he does not know [where it comes from.] He replied:

"If he is a holy saint, by virtue of this [speaking out aloud] a

number of voices are aroused. •" (n)

In light of the other Zoharic texts we have discussed, it appears likely

that "the voice that returns" in this passage refers to the heavenly

voices and breaths aroused by a man's righteous activities. The nature

of the communication is left undefined.

Thus, there is a variety of themes in the literature of the Zohar

upon which the Lurianic theory of maggidism draws. Utilizing these motifs,

Luria expounds a specific magico-mystical process whose purpose is the
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revelation of esoteric Kabbalistic knowledge. Entirely innovative,

however, is the notion that the maggidic voice speaks through the

Kabbalist's own voice by means of automatic speech. To shed light on

this extraordinary phenomenon we shall have to take into account the

occurrences of maggidism prior to Isaac Luria.

Ill

Maggidism was already a known occurrence by the time Luria

40
arrived in Safed. Both the term and the experience were sufficiently

commonplace for Vital to speak of it as a well-known matter:

This is the matter of the angels which reveal themselves to
man, telling them of the future and [Kabbalistic] secrets, and
are called in books maggidim.^ (12)

The first instance of maggidism of which we are aware is that

of R. Joseph Taitasak. Taitasak stands out as a renowned scholar and
• •

42
a central personality among the Kabbalists of Salonika. A recently

discovered manuscript contains maggidic revelations received by

43
Taitasak. The revelations were possibly recorded in Spain shortly

before 1492. The text, entitled Sefer ha-Meshib, discloses that the

communications received by Taitasak were related to him, not by an

angel or other celestial intermediary, but by God himself. Further-

more, the experiences involved the highly unusual occurrence of automatic

44
writing.

The best known experiences of maggidism is that of R. Joseph

Karo (1488-1575) . There is evidence that Karo knew and was influenced
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45
by Taitasak while he was still in Turkey. It is also clear that

46
Karo was acquainted with Taitasak' s maggidic experiences. Karo met

Taitasak most probably in Salonika where he also entered into the

acquaintance of Solomon Alkabes (1505-1576). It is in an account of

an experience during a Shavrfbt vigil in about 1530 that we learn from

47
Alkabes of Karo's visitations by a maggid-angel .

~T

The revelations

appear to have consisted in exhortations, spiritual advice, flattering

praise of Karo, and the communication of Kabbalistic explanations on

biblical passages. The Maggid, speaking through Karo's mouth and en-

abling others who were present to hear it, manifested itself following

the study of mishnayot. Such maggidic visitations continued throughout

Joseph Karo's life. Instructed by his Maggid i:o record the communica-

tions, Karo composed a diary called Sefer ha-Maggid, of which a large

48
portion has survived under the title Maggid Meshavim. The Maggid

would come to Karo at different hours of the day and night, although

the most propitious time was after midnight, in the early morning,

especially on Sabbath mornings. The diligent and continuous study and

repetition of the mishnayot, as well as ascetic exercises and austere

practices, induced the revelations. The following words of Karo's

Maggid suggest the conditions under which it made his appearance:

Yet by the merits of the six orders of the Mishnah which thou
knowest by heart and by the merit of the mortifications and
austerities which thou has practised in former days and also
now, it has been decided in the Celestial Academy that I return
to speak unto thee as before, not to leave thee and not to

forsake thee. . . . Therefore, my son, hearken unto my voice
whatever I command thee and devote thyself always, day and night
without interruption, to my Torah; think of no worldly thing but
only of Torah, of the fear of me, and of my Mishnayoth." Then I
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slept again for about half an hour and awoke with grief saying,
"Now the speech has been interrupted because I fell asleep,"
and I recited [more] Mishnayoth. [Then] the voice of my beloved
[again] knocketh in my mouth, saying, "Thou shouldst know that
God and the whole Celestial Academy send thee [the greeting of]

peace and have sent me unto thee to reveal unto thee the works
of God." 49 (13)

A comparison of Karo's experiences and the Lurianic theory we

have delineated is instructive. Whereas according to the Lurianic

doctrine maggidic revelation results from the study of Torah, prayer

and the mystical performance of misvot, Karo's messenger is induced

specifically by the study of mishnayot and acts of mortification. In

both instances the maggid manifests himself by means of automatic

speech. Karo's Maggid, however, at least during his Safed period, is

at the same time the Mishnah personified, speaking through Karo's mouth.

In both situations the function of the maggid is to expound upon and

reveal Kabbalistic mysteries, as well as foretell the future. In Karo's

case there is a significant additional set of functions. His Maggid

acts as a super-ego who praises him for his proper behavior, purity of

thought, ascetic practices and study of mishnayot, while admonishing

him when he fails to meet these high standards. He is often reprimanded

for having overslept and not studied, or for having relaxed his austere

life-style. Finally, just as the quality of one's maggid, according

to Luria, depends on the quality of the mystic's actions, similarly the

fluency of Karo's involuntary speech was contingent upon his behavior.

Karo is told that stammering or mistakes made by the Maggid are due to

his worldly thoughts during prayer.
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There is ample evidence that Hayyim Vital, and no doubt Luria

himself, knew of Karo's Maggid. In Sefer ha-Gilgulim Vital writes that

the Maggid has led Karo astray with regard to the former incarnations

52
of Karo's son's soul. Vital records in his mystical diary called Sefer

53
ha-Eezyonot, in the year 1557, that Karo's Maggid had declared that

half of the world existed because of the merits of Vital 's father, a

famous scribe who wrote "tefillin in holiness," and the other half ex-

54
isted through Vital 's own merits. We also learn from Sefer ha-Eezyonot

that Moses Alsheikh, Karo's disciple and Vital's teacher in exoteric

studies, was told by the Maggid to instruct his pupil (i.e., Vital) well,

as he would someday assume Joseph Karo's place. This passage instructs

us not only in Vital's ambitions and his conviction that Alsheikh re-

ceived a communication from Karo's Maggid, but also in the faith that

Vital had in the prophetic character of Karo's mentor.

Another important source for knowledge of Kabbalistic Safed is

the hagiographical work of Solomon Shlomel Dresnitz, published under

« . 56
the title Shibhei ha-Ari (Praise of the Lion). Dresnitz preserves

the following tradition which suggests that Karo's Maggid was well-

known in Safed, as was the title of Karo's manuscript diary, Sefer ha-

Maggid:

Every time Rabbi Joseph Karo—may he rest in peace—recited the
nrishnayot by heart, the Maggid appeared to him . . . and all the
things that the Maggid revealed to him he recorded in a book
which he called Sefer ha-Maggid. -^ (14)

It is reasonable to conclude that the Kabbalists of the circle around

Isaac Luria were familiar, not only with the existence of Karo's Maggid,
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but with the nature of its communications as well.

We find in the writings of Moses Cordovero, the most important

Kabbalist in Safed before the appearance of Luria, a theory of maggidism

which bears some remarkable similarities to that of Shaar Ruah ha-Kodesh
•

and Shdar ha-Yihudim. Cordovero composed as part of his commentary on

CO
the Zohar, known as Or Yakar, a commentary on Zohar Song of Songs.

The first part of this commentary is called Enquiries Concerning Angels

59in which Cordovero discusses the nature and function of angels. Among

the different kinds of celestial angels which can enter the human soul

is a type known as a maggid:

And thus we have seen that an angel can invest himself in him
and speak within him words of knowledge and this is what men
call a maggid. 60 (15)

According to Cordovero, the angelic messenger can enter a man's nefesh

(soul) , ruah (spirit) or neshamah (intellectual soul) . The angel speaks

the words of knowledge through a man's own voice who recalls them only

after the angel has departed. Though Cordovero 1
s treatment of the

maggid is brief and unsystematic, there are several points of similarity

with Luria' s theory. While Cordovero does not advance the idea that

the revelations are man's creation, he does, as in the Lurianic concept,

suggest a relationship between receiving communications and the study

of Torah and performance of misvot. He also asserts that the grade of

exaltedness of the divine powers that rest upon a man is contingent upon

62
his actions. Moreover, in both cases the maggid materializes as

automatic speech. Beyond this, Cordovero affirms his belief that some
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books were composed under the inspiration of the holy spirit in the

63
guise of a maggid. He testifies that Bevit Menuhah was written in

such a manner:

And all the words of this book [Bevit Menuhah] are words of the
holy spirit transmitted from mouth to mouth or through the mouth
of a genuine maggid to the pious and holy person.^ (16)

Although Cordovero's discussion of the maggid reveals nothing about any

personal experience, his well-known mystical peregrinations with his

brother-in-law, Solomon Alkabes, suggest a type of experience quite akin

65
to maggidism. Cordovero recorded their experiences of wandering about

the environs of Safed in which they visited the traditional gravesites

of rabbinic teachers. They understood these peregrinations (lit.

"exiles") as symbolically imitating the exiled Shekhinah. By wandering

from tomb to tomb they participated, as it were, in the suffering and

fifi

homelessness of the female aspect of the Godhead. A corollary purpose

of these peregrinations was to receive mystical revelations. The pro-

cess involved asking a question based on a biblical verse and having an

explanation revealed without requiring prior reflection. The communica-

tion manifested itself spontaneously by means of involuntary speech

inasmuch as the words were "spoken of themselves" or "were shining forth

of themselves." Cordovero writes of the experience in the following way

in Or Neerab:

• • • what I and others have experienced in connection with
gerushin, when we wandered in the fields with the Kabbalist
Rabbi Solomon Alkabes, discussing verses from the Torah,
suddenly without previous reflection. On these occasions new
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ideas would come to us in a manner that cannot be believed unless
one has experienced it many times. The gifts which I received
during [these] gerushin, and which came to me by the mercy of

God, I will set down in a special treatise. 67 (17)

It is thus evident that Isaac Luria had a considerable tradition

of maggidic theories, and experiences of earlier Kabbalists, upon which

to draw in the development of his own conceptions. That he in fact did

so is apparent from the close similarities of his own theory of maggidic

revelation with those of his predecessors. Pre-Lurianic Safed abounded

in experiences involving various forms of divine communications and

celestial auditions. Techniques designed to encourage and induce such

revelations constituted an important dimension of mystical spirituality

for these Kabbalists.

It remains to be noted that the occurrence of maggidic exper-

iences became quite frequent following the sixteenth century. The

outstanding Polish Kabbalist R. Samson b. Pesah of Ostropol was reported

to have had a maggid who appeared daily to teach him Kabbalistic

68
mysteries. Sabbatians of no less importance than R. Abraham Rovigo

and Nathan of Gaza are known to have had raaggidim whose influence upon

their actions were decisive. Finally, mention ought to be made of

the Maggid of R. Moses Hayyim Luzzato (1707-1746) , which played such
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an important role in this scholar's life.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE PRACTICE OF YIHUDIM:

PART ONE

Any attempt to understand the discipline of contemplation in

Lurianic Kabbalah requires a thorough familiarity with the theosophi-

cal and mythological bases which stand at the root of Luria's system.

Indeed, the mystical workings of the Godhead and its highly complex

nature constitute the focus of contemplation for Isaac Luria and his .

disciples. Luria's teachings—which we will summarize here —con-

cerning the creation of reality, divine and otherwise, are expressed

in three great symbols, corresponding to dramatic events in the life

of the Godhead: the simsum, or self-limitation of God; the shebirah,

or "breaking of the vessels"; and tikkun, or reconstruction and mending

of the flaw which occurred by yirtue of the shebirah. We will devote

greatest attention to the doctrine of tikkun inasmuch as this notion

is most central to the activities of contemplation.

2
The idea of simsum has no place at all in Zoharic Kabbalah.

Whereas the latter conceives of the initial action of the Godhead as

an outward one—the self-disclosure of the deepest hidden Self known

as the Ein Sof—Luria describes the first movement as a step inward,

a withdrawal of God into Himself. Simsum is the process in which He

contracts His essence, retreating "from Himself into Himself," abandon-

ing a space within Himself thereby creating an "empty" region. This

43
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step inward seeks to solve this problem: how is the existence of the

world possible if the Infinite, that is the Ein-Sof, fills all reality?

Luria's answer is that by withdrawing into His own depths the Ein-Sof

establishes room for creation, for actuality that is not Ein-Sof.

Simsum does not suggest the concentration of God's power in a place,

but its withdrawal away from a place. The space created is a mere in-

finitesimal point in contrast with God's infinity. Nevertheless, from

man's perspective it is the space in which all dimensions of existence

are formed, both on the spiritual and corporeal levels.

Prior to simsum, the various powers of God, the Sefix-ot, were

harmoniously balanced without any discernible differentiation. In par-

ticular, the opposing forces of Mercy (Hesed) and Stern Judgement (Din)

existed in perfect unity within the essence of the divine. However,

in the process of simsum, Ein-Sof gathered in one place all the roots

of Stern Judgement. This brought about a separation between it and

Mercy. By this means the forces of Stern Judgement became concentrated

and achieved a measure of independence and distinctiveness. Thus the

simsum, from one point of view, is regarded as an act of self-limita-

tion or self-j udgement for the purpose of separating out and eliminating

the forces of Din. More radically formulated, the purification of the

divine organism from all elements of potential evil took place in this

process. The dross within God was purged from His Being.

This empty space into which all the forces of Din were concen-

trated and in which all processes of emanation and creation take place

is called tehiru (vacuum) . It is the vacuum resulting from the divine
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withdrawal. According to Lurianic teaching, a vague residue of the

divine light, known as veshimu (traces), remained in this empty space.

At this point, a third element, a ray from God's essence, broke through

and entered the tehivu. It acted upon the existing mixture of veshimu

and the roots of Din. This illuminating ray is represented by the

first letter of the Tetragrammaton, yud, and is the kab ha-middah, or

"cosmic measure" which organizes the structure of the Sefivot. The

hob ha-middah acts as a permanent link between the Ein-Sof and the

tehivu produced through simsum. It seeks to organize the reshimu and

the forces of Din that have filled the empty space and which are in-

herently opposed to one another.

The manifestation of the divine produced by this first ray of

light which penetrates the tehivu is termed the Primordial Man {Adam

Kadmon) . Entering the tehivu like a beam of light, it is the first and

highest form in which the Divinity proceeds to manifest itself follow-

ing the simsum. In the Lurianic schema it indicates a realm of Divinity

above the four worlds of Asilutj Bevuzk3 Yesivah and Asiyyah. iLuria

employs two different images to describe the emanative process from

Adam Kadmon, "circle and line," Qiggul ve-yoshev) . The ten Sefivot

originally took shape in Adam Kadmon in the form of concentric circles,

the most external circle remaining in close contact with the Ein-Sof.

Following this, the Sefivot reorganized themselves in a line, that is.

in the shape of a human body. From the head of tb : s linear structure

lights burst forth. The lights shining from Adam Kadmon 's ears, nose

and mouth constituted a collective structure. In this state the Sefivot
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were as yet undifferentiated and needed no vessels to contain them.

However, the light issuing forth from the eyes of Adam Kadmon emanated

differently. They were atomized or separated into different Sefirot

so as to require constraint in special vessels (.kelim) . These vessels,

composed of a "thicker" light, were to serve as spiritual shells for

the purer light. Additionally, these vessels served the function of

purging the aspects of Din of the "dross" which they contained.

The vessels designed to contain the upper three Sefirot, Ketev,

Hokhmah, and Binah performed properly. The light flowing into them was

held within the vessels and their emanation was orderly. At this

juncture, however, the vessels which were to shelter the lower Sefirot

from Hesed through Yesod proved insufficiently strong for the task.

Under the impact of the simultaneous flow of light into these six lower

vessels they shattered and were dispersed into the tehiru in a chaotic

fashion. This catastrophic event is known by the term shebirat-ha-

kelitn ("breaking of the vessels") . Luria identifies it with the Zoharic

4
image of the "dying of the primordial kings." While the vessel con-

taining the final Sefirah, Malkhut, also cracked, it did not completely

shatter as did the others. Most of The light that had been contained

in the vessels returned to its divine source, while the remainder (288

sparks, according to Luria) fell below and attached themselves to the

now broken shards . From these shards of broken vessels the powers of

the kelipot, that is, husks or shells were produced. These husks are

the evil forces of the "Other Side," the Sitra Ahra. The sparks of

light that failed to return to their primordial source remained .
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imprisoned, as it were, among the shells. The shells, in turn, are

constantly nourished and strengthened by the holy sparks attached to

them. The kelipot represent, then, material reality and the manifesta-

tion of evil which prevents the liberation and return of the divine

light to its proper source. According to some explanations the catas-

trophe occurred by virtue of the weak structure of the lights emanating

from the eyes of Adam Kadmon. From another point of view, the shebirah

took place as a result of the separation of the dross from the holy, a

cathartic process within the divinity. Whatever the cause—an issue

always the subject of discussion—the Kabbalists all agreed that the

shebirah constituted the decisive event in the cosmological process.

The problem that Lurianic teaching now confronts is how to mend

the injury done to the Godhead and the cosmos. Tikkun refers to the

processes by which restoration and repair are to be effected. They

comprise the greatest part of Lurianic theory and are extremely complex.

The primary medium for tikkun is the sefirotic light that continued to

issue from Adam Kadmon following the shebirah. This light is now re-

organized under different structural principles known as parsufim (lit.

"faces"). These parsufim, or configurations of divine light, are to

restore order to the confusion produced from the shebirah- The Sefirah

Keter is reconstituted as the parsuf of Arikh Anpin (lit. "the long-

faced one," i.e., "the indulgent one" or "forbearing one") or Attika

Kaddisha ("the Holy Ancient One") . The Sefirot Hokhmah and Binah are

formed as the parsufim of Abba and Jmma. The fourth parsuf is that of

Ze%r Anpin (or simply Zeir) which contains the six lower Sefirot, from
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Geburah through Yesod. The final parsuf is Nukba de-Zeir, the "female

of Zeir," representing the Sefirah Malkhut. This parsuf contains two

aspects: Hahel and Leah.

The process by which these parsfuim manifest themselves is

described in language of human development: conception, pregnancy,

birth, suckling and maturity. The "parents," Abba and Imma engage in

union known as zivvug which results in the creation of Zeir Anpin.

Yenikah (suckling) is the process by which Zeir Anpin is nourished after

its departure from the womb of Imma' By the power of this suckling Zeir

is able to grow and comprise the six lower Sefirot. In the course of

its development Zeir receives three formative powers called mohin-
m

These represent three stages of growth from "childhood" to "maturity":

1. Mohin of ibbur (pregnancy): in this stage the mohin of Hokhmah
• • •

and Binah are present in Zeir, but the final one, Da*at, is

lacking. The two that are found are not yet activated.

2. Mohin of katnut (immaturity) : in this stage all three are pre-

sent, but Hokhmah and Binah are weak and Daht is incomplete.

During this stage, Hokhmah and Binah are in the head of Zeir

while it suckles at the breasts of Imma'

3. Mohin of gadlut (maturity): here the three mohin are complete

and are fully situated within Zeir Anpin, the suckling having

been completed. The moah of Boat is sent down into Zeir by

means of powers called hasadim and geburot that flow from Abba

and Imma'

In its primordial state, union or zivvug between Abba and Imma was con-

stant. The two lower parsufim, Zeir and Nukba de-Zeir were likewise
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in a state of unity with one another. The two pairs of male and female

were looking "face to face" , (histakkelut panim-be-fanim) in a perpetual

condition of marriage.

According to Luria, Adam's soul was comprised of all the various

worlds and was intended to reintegrate all the divine sparks that still

remained within the kelipot. When Adam was created the cosmic process

of tikkun had virtually been completed. It was Adam's task to finalize

cosmic restoration through contemplative exercises. He was capable of

doing so as his body was a perfect microcosm of Adam Kadmon. Through

his mystical activities Adam could have separated the holy sparks from

their demonic shells, thus reestablishing the primordial unity of all

things.. He would have purged the realm of holiness of the final

vestiges of dross. The kelipot would have sunk beneath the lowest world

of Assiydh and lost all their power. The cosmos would have achieved its

original state of perpetual communion with the divine light. Finally,

the cosmic exile would have been ended and the historical process would

have come to a close.

None of this, however, came about. Instead of accomplishing

his great task Adam sinned, interrupting his communion with the upper

spheres and attaching himself to the lower worlds. Adam's sin parallels

on an anthropological level what occurred on the ontological plane

through the shebivat ha-ketim. Among the many injurious consequences,

Adam's sin returned the relationship of Zeir and Nukba to one of "look-

ing back to back," (ahor-be-ahor) . Likewise, the "female waters"

(jnayyim nukbin) , the power which ascended from Nukba to arouse the
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energy of Zeir, was cut off. Similarly, the "male waters" (mayyim

dukhvin) , the power which flowed from Zeir to Nukba during zivvug,

ceased to flow. The existence of the worlds dependent on the union of

these two parsufim was thrown into disorder and confusion. But there

were other consequences as well. The worlds that had begun to rise and

to move to their proper position when Adam entered the Garden of Eden

once again fell with his exile. The entire world of Assiyah descended

into the realm of the kelipot, and good and evil were again thoroughly

mixed in with each other. Mankind and all reality in the world of

Assiyah became materialized. All that had once been purely spiritual

now took on physical existence. Lastly, the sin of Adam caused the

sparks of all human souls which had been contained within his own to

fall and become imprisoned as well within the kelipot. There they

nourish the evil powers of the lower world.

Tikkun, therefore, involves two fundamental aspects. First,

it means the gathering of the divine lights that had fallen into the

sphere of the kelipot. It necessitates the complete separation of

the holy from the enclosing shells. In addition, it means the gather-

ing of all the holy souls likewise imprisoned in the kelipot. The

Lurianic term "raising of the sparks" (h&zlat ha-nisosot) includes,

then, both these responsibilities. But how specifically is tikkun to

be achieved? If it is each man's greatest challenge and obligation

to help bring about tikkun—and it stands within his powers to do so

—

what is he to do to accomplish this? Man's task, according to Luria's

teaching, is essentially a contemplative one. Every religious action,
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regardless of the kind, requires contemplative concentration on the

parsufim in order to "raise up the fallen sparks." Each such an act

of contemplation is capable of effecting re-unification, even if

c t 8
only momentarily, of the parsufim Zeir Anpin and Nukba de-Zeir. More

specifically, every action done in the world below, accompanied by

concentration on the dynamics being initiated through such action,

causes the "female waters" to become aroused and ascend with the two

hundred and eighty-eight sparks that had been in the broken vessels.

The "female waters" act as the spiritual "chemicals" which bring about

zivvug. The crucial point here is that the renewed zivvug depends

entirely on the works of man. No unification can take place without

this ascent of the "female waters." This is a process that can only

be set in motion through the contemplative exercises of Kabbalists whose

souls are thoroughly cleansed and purified. Thus, the focus of con-

templation is the inner dynamics of re-organization and re-structuring

that takes place through acts of devotional piety.

What are the activities by which the Kabbalist accomplishes

this extraordinary goal. We can divide them into three basic categor-

ies: prayer, the performance of misvot, and the practice of yihudim.

The same general contemplative idea characterizes each of these kinds

of activity. There are kawanot (mystical intentions) to accompany all

of them. But the practice of yihudim constitutes a unique and rather

extraordinary meditative discipline. Our study will be organized

around the several distinctive features of this discipline. The first

of these will be discussed in the current chapter, while the remainder
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will be considered separately in the one that follows. These are:

1. special qualifications and purifying exercises which are

prescribed for any person wishing to engage in the performance

of yihudim,

2. the time and place required for such practice which dis-

sociates it entirely from the contexts of prayer and the per-

formance of other misvot,

3. communion with the soul of a departed saddik for the dual

purpose of tikkun and meriting the revelation of Kabbalistic

mysteries.

II

Intrinsic to virtually every system of meditation is a stage

in which the future adept must prepare himself so as to become fit and

9worthy for successful mystical practice. According to Luria's teach-

ings, the attainment of prophetic inspiration or the holy spirit was

not possible without having first passed through such a stage. Proper

mental and physical preparation, though prior to the act of meditation

itself, is an indispensable prerequisite. The yihudim are. not to be

practiced by just anyone. Nor can they be performed casually. Rather,

intense and methodical effort must be exerted by someone wishing to

engage in such activity. The aspiring adept must train himself to be-

come worthy to even begin the practice. It is clear that we are dealing

here with a systematic meditative discipline whose stages of practice

the Kabbalist had to master gradually and carefully. As we shall see,
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these preparations had two related goals: the breaking of the powers

of the demonic and purification of the soul. They can be divided into

two categories for purposes of analysis:

1. spiritual and ethical qualities, and ritual practices,

2. acts of penitence known as tikkunei *avonot ("mendings of sins").

In the first category we can distinguish between those matters

having to do with the attainment of various spiritual qualities and

particular ritual customs and practices. One quality which Luria

considered essential for anyone who wished to practice yihudim is

happiness. Whenever a man performs a nrisvah, whether it be study of

Torah or prayer, great heartfelt joy is indispensable. The joy of

performing God's will ought to be regarded as greater than all material

wealth. Correspondingly, a man must avoid sadness if he wishes to merit

divine inspiration. No quality prevents the possibility of divine

revelation as much as sadness. Elsewhere, Vital reports that sadness

prevents the soul from receiving supernal light. Sadness during con-

12
fession of one's sins, however, is permissible. Vital' s discussion

of happiness and sadness in his treatise Shaarei Keiushah sheds light

13
on the concern with these qualities. He writes that happiness

strengthens a person enabling him to love God and cleave to Him whereas

sadness derives from Samael, the evil power. The Shekhinah cannot rest

14
in a place where sadness exists.

A closely related spiritual trait is the absence of anger.

Luria places great significance on the idea that anger inhibits the

prospects for prophetic inspiration. Citing Pesahim 66b which states
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that a prophet's inspiration w.'ll depart when he is angered, Vital

writes that Luria was more stringent with regard to this matter than

all other transgressions. Whereas every sin causes damage to one

"limb," the sin of anger injures the soul as a whole, altering it

completely. When a person is angered his intellectual soul (neshamah)

leaves him and is replaced by a soul (jiefesh) from the side of the

kelipot. Citing Job 18:4, "Thou that tearest thyself in thine anger,"

Luria teaches that anger "tears" the soul making it trefa (lit. torn)

.

1 fi 17
Following earlier rabbinic and Zoharic traditions, Luria identifies

anger with idolatry. When a man is angered he is filled with "a strange

god" whose removal can only be brought about through great acts of re-

18
pentance. The danger of anger is such that it draws man to sin and

makes divine inspiration impossible. Because it damages the soul in

its entirety, atonement requires tikkun of every aspect of one's being.

Vital relates that Luria reproached him for having become angry with

19
his (Vital 1

s) brother. Elsewhere, Vital is reproached for becoming

20
angry with his wife. Nor is anger justified in the performance of a

misvah. As with sadness, anger makes one vulnerable to the powers of

evil who are prepared to occupy the void created by the departure of

holiness

.

Qualities of modesty which are stressed in both classical-

rabbinic and medieval Hebrew literature are also considered of great

importance in order to qualify oneself to receive divine inspiration.

21
A person must conduct himself in meekness, humility and fear of sin.

Correspondingly, one should avoid pride, jesting, gossip and pedantry.
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A person ought not be too strict or severe even if there be significant

22
cause. Nor should a person indulge in idle conversation, i.e., in

23
talk not related to Torah. All these standards are typical of

24
rabbinic and medieval Jewish piety and ethics. Moreover, they were

of particular concern to the Kabbalists of sixteenth century Safed

who wrote treatises on repentance and Kabbalistic ethics. The particu-

larly Lurianic feature, however, is the stress on the notion that failure

to meet these standards results in severe injury to the soul. In addi-

tion, Luria establishes these norms as pre-requisites for engaging in

the practice of yihudim.

Luria also prescribed a variety of ritual observances and special

customs designed to qualify one to perform the meditative yihudim. The

basic purpose of these customs was to destroy the power of the demonic

kelipot and purify the soul. Such purification necessitated a continuous

war with the evil powers whose persistance prolonged the work of tikkun.

As Vital reports, Luria informed him that attainment of the holy

spirit depends, among other things, upon the care and kavvanah with

which blessings on enjoyment (birkhot ha-nehenin) are carried out. This

is especially true in the case of enjoying food:

. . . Since through them [blessings over food recited with
kavvanah] the strength of these kelipot which cling to physical
foods, and cleave through them to man who eats them, is abrogated.
And by virtue of the blessings over them [i.e., the food] recited
with kavvanah, he removes these kelipot from them, purifies his

physical self, and becomes pure, and ready to receive holiness*.

And he [Luria] warned me carefully in this regard. 25 (1)

Food as a particularly potent vehicle for the demonic is a

popular notion among the Safed mystics. We shall see shortly that the
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attraction to fasting as a penitential act is directly related to the

attitude toward eating. Karo's Maggid conveys to him precisely the

same warning regarding the relationship between eating and evil:

... by your penance . . . your life was prolonged. . . . But
then you forsook your ways and made room for the evil powers
through [excessive] eating and drinking. °

Elsewhere, the Maggid cautions Karo about enjoying eating as well as

physical pleasures in general:

Beware of food and drink and bodily pleasures. Whenever you
experience pleasure at eating or drinking, meditate on the
repulsiveness of food as it is chewed [in the mouth] and even
more on its repulsiveness as it is evacuated from the body. '

Luria also enjoined his disciples to practice the custom of

rising at midnight for the purpose of praying and studying through

the night. This practice he felt was extremely efficacious in qualify-

28 t
ing one for the contemplative exercises of yihudim. In Shaar Ruah

ha-Kodesh, Vital records that the midnight vigil will only be effective

for one who has performed certain deeds during the day, including

causing others to repent, giving charity anonymously and reading the

29
literature of the Posekim (rabbinic legal decisions) . We shall see

30
that the most favorable time to perform yihudim is also at midnight.

Other special observances included strict observance of the

Sabbath in all its details, entering the synagogue with great awe and

31
trembling, ard wearing tefillin the entire day. Furthermore, the

attainment of the holy spirit requires the fixed study of Scripture,

32
Mishndh, Talmud (i.e., Gemava) and Kabbalah.
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An activity which Luria regarded as crucial, calling it

essential to achieving divine inspiration, was intensive study of the

33
law (halakha) . According to Luria, the kushia, the difficult

problem in a halakhic argument requiring resolution by intellectual

acumen, represents the evil keliTpdh which covers the brain, the holy

element. In resolving the halakhic difficulty a person must con-

centrate on breaking the keliipah which will result in disclosure of

the halakhah, the holy inner core. The latter consists of secrets of

the Torah and Kabbalistic know^adge. The person to whom such in-

tensive study comes easily is required to spend an hour or two each

day engaged in it. One who finds it difficult should study only

halakhic rules (dinim) rather than neglect the study of Torah by

dwelling on complex arguments.

Vital also records those practices which other students of

Luria told him they received from the mouth of the master. In the

34
name of R. Jonathan Sagis, Vital reports that Luria regarded ritual

35
immersion as essential to attainment of the holy spirit. Immer-

sion was deemed a purifying exercise of such significance that it was

to be practiced regularly, Vital adds that Luria could not practice

ritual immersion for six months during one winter due to illness

,

though he suffered no loss of divine inspiration.

36
R. Eliezer ha-Levi Berukhim told Vital that Luria related

to him the following activities as being conducive to inspiration:

avoidance of idle talk, rising at midnight and weeping on account of

our lack of mystical knowledge, and study of forty or fifty pages of
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Zohav each day without intensive reflection. R. Samuel Uceda re-

ported he was told by Luria that one who passes forty successive days

without speaking anything but words of Torah will achieve mystical

39
knowledge and inspiration.

The purpose of these customs and rituals is clear. They are

intended to cleanse the soul and make it receptive to divine inspira-

tion. This can be done only by destroying the power of the kelipot or

by preventing the infiltration of evil into the purified soul. The

kelipot, as we have seen, resulted from the evil dross thrown off by

the Deity in the process of creation. Out of this dross originated

the Sitta^Ahra. This demonic power entrenched itself in the depth of

the abyss and established there a reign of darkness. The task of

tikkun, the removal of the demonic forces from the worlds and the

lifting up of the sparks of holiness, involves a never-ending battle.

Man is constantly warring with the forces of the "Other Side." Thus,

Luria' s advice and instructions are concerned with a dynamic process.

Laxity or passivity on the part of the aspiring adept fortifies the

evil powers and entrenches their position while spiritual qualities

and practices destroy their potency. The essence of mystical religious

life consists in the shattering and discarding of the kelipot. Through

the performance of special acts of piety and by adhering to strict

standards of personal spiritual conduct, the Kabbalists seeks to save

the "Holy Side" from the grasp and defilement of the "Other Side."

The second category of qualifying exercises are acts of peni-

tence known as tikkunei'avonot. The Lurianic Kabbalists, as was the
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case with all the sixteenth century Safed mystics, possessed a profound

sense of their own sins. The oppressive feelings of guilt harbored

by these pious men derived from several sources. In the first place,

collective sin was the traditional explanation for historical calamity

and suffering. The consciousness of exile weighed heavily upon the

Safed Kabbalists precisely because they were convinced it was on account

of their sins that the Spanish expulsion of 1492 occurred. Moreover,

this sense of guilt and failure was continually reinforced by the

belief that the exile was prolonged by virtue of every new transgression.

This latter notion was tied to the conviction that every sin partici-

pated in the primordial transgression of Adam. Every sinful thought or

act was patterned after that original fall. As Adam's sin interrupted

his communion with the upper spheres and caused a breach within God,

so each transgression prevents communion and deepens the exile of God's

Shekhinah. The belief that the fate of the Godhead itself was bound

up with the Kabbalist's actions served as the most powerful source of

guilt. It is one thing to be preoccupied with one's own private

spiritual salvation and bliss. It is quite another matter to feel res-

ponsible for the destiny of the Godhead as well as the redemption of

the cosmos as a whole. In other words, the Kabbalist's concern reached

far beyond the vicissitudes of his soul to an objective reality outside

himself—the divine life and the fate of the cosmos.

Isaac Luria prescribed specific penitential acts whose purpose,

in the words of Shmuel Vital, was "to mend his [i.e., the Kabbalist's]

soul" and "cleanse him from the filth of the disease of his sins."
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Afterwards, writes Vital' s son, he would be prepared to perform the

various kinds of yihudim. Vital himself introduces the tikkunei^vonot

with a discussion of the relationship between man's soul and sin. The

following passage provides a clear account of the Lurianic theory of

sin and the effectiveness of genuine repentance:

Man is created from matter and ;[also from] form which consists
of soul (nefesh), spirit (ruak) and intellectual soul (jieshxmdti) ,

the divine portion from above, as it is said: "and [God] breathed
into his nostrils the breath of life" (Gen. 2:7). And his body
is dark matter from the side of the shell, luring and preventing
man from [achieving] perfection of his soul [in order] to cut it

[i.e., his soul] off from the Tree of Life . . . and so "there
is not a righteous man upon earth that doeth good and sinneth
not" (Ecc. 7:20). And it is known that sin is a blemish, stain
and rust in the soul, and this is the sickness of the pure soul.

When it [is immersed] in filth and stain, it is unable to per-
ceive and achieve the true perfection, which is [attainment of]

the mysteries of the Torah. . . . And the transgression becomes
a barrier separating it [i.e., the soul] from her Creator, pre-
venting her from perceiving and comprehending holy and pure
supernal matters, as it is said: "The law of the Lord is perfect,
restoring the soul" (Ps. 19:8). . . . When the soul is pure and
unblemished then the supernal holy matters take shape in her,

and when she dwells in rust and stain everything becomes bitter-
sweet [i.e., evil appears as good], [This is] similar to the

sick person who, when he is ill, abhors the good things and

loves things which aggravate his illness. The doctor, in order
to restore his health, gives him spices including gall, by which
his nature will return to what it originally was, and his health
as before.

So, too, the sick soul, to remove the sickness from her,

must receive the bitterness of medicine and "return" in [the

form of] mortifications and fasts, sackcloth and ashes and stripes,

ritual immersions, and purifications from filth and the stains of

sins. [This is] in order to be able to attain and comprehend

supernal matters, which are the mysteries of the world . . .
40 (2)

Only the weapons of ascetic practices are potent enough to

cleanse the soul of the filth that clings to it. Luria himself, pro-

claims Vital, is the healer of diseased souls.. Luria' s powers stem
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from the spirit of prophecy which he possessed, meriting him divine

light and knowledge with which to teach his followers. But Luria only

revealed his knowledge to those disciples who were completely pure

and worthy. To this end he prescribed for each of them penitential

activities to meet their specific needs:

He [Luria] would not reveal any of the mysteries of this holy
knowledge to one in whose soul he perceived, with the [aid of
the] holy spirit, a blemish—until he gave him [i.e., the dis-
ciple] penitential acts to straighten out all he did crookedly. ^2

And like the expert doctor who prescribes for each sick person
the proper medicine to cure this illness, so too [Isaac Luria]
may he rest in peace, used to recognize the sin, tell him where
he incurred a blemish, and prescribe for him the penitential
act needed for this transgression in order to cleanse his soul,
so that he could receive the divine light, as it is written:
"0 Jerusalem, wash thy heart from wickedness, that thou mayest
be saved" (Jer. 4:14). 43 (3)

Vital decided to record all the tikkunim which he heard from

his teacher's mouth for the sake of those who needed to purify their

souls. We shall present several of these to illustrate their character.

One tikhm prescribes the penitence for the sin of thinking

44
about a transgression. A fast of eighty-seven days is required to

45
atone for this sin. A man must concentrate on the name of God YHWH

4fi
(mn* ) as it is written out "plene" (bi-millui) so as to spell the

name of each letter in the following way: R Mn 1 "m K"n "T"l*

47
The gematria of this name equals forty-five. By adding up the number

of letters involved in this spelling, i.e., ten, plus the number of

letters utilized to spell out the millui of the millui, i.e., twenty-

eight, and the four letters of the simple YHWH, we arrive at forty-two.

Adding forty-five and forty-two the figure of eighty-seven is achieved,
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accounting for the fast of eighty-seven days. This is a relatively

simple, though representative example of the way in which the technique

of gematpia is used to derive practical results. It is based on the

conviction that the numerical equivalents of names and words are not

arbitrary, but suggestive of the "meaning" or "power" of the name or

word. In most cases this meaning is made explicit by associating the

gematria of one name with that of another, thus establishing their

48
"inherent" relationship.

Another tikkun is one connected to transgression of the misvah
• • •

49
of honoring one's father and mother. According to Luria, the

parsufim of Abba and Imma are associated with the divine name YaH

( «t ' ) . The millui of YaH equals twenty-six which is the number of

fasts required to atone for this sin. In addition, twenty-six lashings

are prescribed. In this case the figure of twenty-six is related to the

source of the blemish within the Godhead. Performance of the penance

atones for the sin, not merely by raising the sinner's consciousness

with regard to his act, but also by "mending" the damage done to the

relevant parsufim through this transgression. Thus, the number twenty-

six is of the utmost significance for the penitent. By concentrating

on the number of fasts and lashings, their relationship to YaH and Abba

and Imma, the sinner repairs the injury suffered by the Godhead.

An exceptional tikkun is that required for one who has publicly

humiliated another person. He must roll upon thorns called Ortigas.

Luria derived this practice from Proverbs 24:31, "The face thereof was

covered with nettles." The word face is taken to mean the face of one
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who has been put to shame in public. Just as the humiliated person is

covered with "nettles," the guilty party must suffer affliction with

thorns

•

Still other mortification practices were enjoined as acts of

repentance. Transgressions involving sexual matters called for parti-

52
cularly severe affliction. For example, a person who has had inter-

course with the wife of another man must submit to a fast of 325 days,

53
corresponding to five times the gematvia of the name * }iyt(ADNY ).

For every one of the fasts he must don sackcloth and rub dust on his

forehead, traditional signs of mourning. Moreover, the final portion

of each meal which breaks a day of fasting must be dipped in dust be-

fore eating. In this case Luria equates the number 325 with 320 dinim

whose severity is "sweetened" by adding five times the letter alef from

the five times ADNY. In other words, it is concentration on the name

ADM, whose source is in the parsuf Nukba de-Zeir, that atone for this

transgression. The wearing of sackcloth and application of dust signi-

fies the reunification of the parsufim Zeir Anpin and Nukba de-Ziir.

This is possible because these two parsufim are symbolized by heaven

(shamayim) and earth (ares) , the gematria of which equals that of the

Hebrew words for sackcloth and dust, 681.

A man who engages in homosexual intercourse is required to fast

54
a total of 233 days and concentrate on the names YHWH and EHYH-

Raising up these names represents an effort to return the parsufim of

Abba and Imma to their proper place within the Godhead. This trans-

gression is responsible for dislocating these parsufim and initiating
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a union in a place where it cannot take place. In addition, the peni-

tent must fast 161 of the required days during the winter so as to be

able to roll in the snow on these days. This is performed by stripping

naked and rolling face down as well as on one's back nine times.

One who is guilty of having had intercourse with a menstruating

woman must fast for a total of fifty-nine days, corresponding to the'

gematria of the word niddah (menstruant) . Moreover, he must be lashed

and immerse himself in water each day. He is not permitted to sleep on

his bed during the fast days. Vital asserts that he heard this par-

ticular tikkun from R. Abraham ha-Levi Berukhim.

How are we to account for the preoccupation with sexual trans-

gressions and the severe penance necessary for their expiation? The

answer lies in the very emphasis given to the sexual element in Jewish

mysticism. The Jewish mystical tradition reflects a positive attitude

towards sexual practice within the boundaries of the law. The

Kabbalists regarded married sexual life as a sacred mystery. More

than a vehicle for fulfilling the essential misvdh of procreation or

an opportunity to avoid sinful thoughts and deeds, marriage enabled

the mystic to realize the divine union of God and His Shekhinah, to

58
mend the breach within God caused by human sin. In sixteenth century

Safed, the sacramental and theurgic qualities of married sex took on

great significance. As R. J. Z. Werblowsky has pointed out, this meta-

physical understanding o± the meaning of the sex act did not represent

a romantic notion of sexuality. Rather, the focus of attention was

transferred from one's partner to the sacred unification of male and
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female within God. As such, one's sexual life, carried out without

passion or even pleasure, served a purely instrumental purpose—even

if that purpose was of an exalted nature. In his Sefsr Earedim,

Eliezer Azikri testifies to this attitude. He writes that while God

has given man a wife of flesh and blood whom he is to love, his real

love must be for the daughter of the King, i.e., the Shekhinah.

If sexual practice within the bounds of marriage is sanctified,

outside of married life it is thoroughly evil. The abuse and misuse

of one's sexuality, improper emission of seed, illegitimate sexual acts,

serve the purposes of the demonic world. This is most clearly brought

out in Luria's tikkun for the sin of hoscftzt sera I'battaldh, improper

emission of seed—also known as hashhatat sera, "destruction" or

"corruption" of one's seed. In its most obvious form this sin in-

volves masturbation or self-pollution of an involuntary nature. Accord-

ing to the Zohar this vice is regarded as a sin more serious than all

the sins of the Torah:

Of all the sins which defile a man, that which defiles him the
most, both in this world and in the world to come, is the sin
of spilling one's seed."^ (4)

Besides being tantamount to an act of murder by virtue of destroy-

ing potential generative seed, this sin is regarded in Kabbalistic liter-

ature as responsible for the creation of demons. According to Talmudic

tradition, having completed the primary works of creation, God began to

produce spirits in the twilight of Friday evening. Before He had a

chance to clothe these spirits the Sabbath entered and intervened.
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Obliged to cease from labor, God gave up the effort which resulted in

demons without bodies. This conception was combined with another

theme. According to this notion demons or evil spirits were produced

64
from the sperm of Adam during his long separation from Eve. After

the murder of Abel by Cain, Adam decided to cease having sexual rela-

tions with his wife. During this prolonged separation of one hundred

and thirty years, female demons known as succubi came to him and

conceived by him. This union brought forth demonic offspring known as

nig'ey beney Adam ("Spirits of harm that come from man"). These rabbinic

conceptions were taken up by medieval writers and the Zohav. Thus,

abuse of a man's generative powers is an extremely pernicious activity,

responsible for the progeny of Sitva Ahra.

It is these conceptions which form the basis for Luria's attitude

towards this transgression. This sin gives vitality and strength to

the kelipot. It causes the male from above to descend into the

kelvpdh instead of Malkhut where the seed properly belongs. This seed

is used for fertilization by the female partner of Sitva Ahra who pro-

duces demonic offspring. Thus, the holy is mingled with the unholy and

a man's potential sons become demonic "children" instead. Luria

makes mention in this connection of a rite whose purpose was to re-

trieve or redeem these "ill-bred" (banim shobabim) sons of man. The

ritual is known as Tikkun Shobabim Tat, the last two words being an

acrostic formed by the initial letters of the names of the eight weekly

portions of the Torah (Ex. 1-30) read during the winter months. Accord-

ing to this ritual, the Kabbalists fasted on Mondays and Thursdays
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between the readings of the Torah portion Shemot through Tesave, in

order to expiate the sin of nocturnal pollution and onanism. It was

hoped that through this ritual the "ill-bred sons" would be returned

69
to the realm of :he holy. This Lurianic rite and the earlier

Kabbalistic conceptions which serve as its basis, reflect the general

Lurianic attitude towards sexual transgressions. Misuse of generative

powers, lust and passion, strengthen the realm of the "Other Side" by

investing evil with aspects of holiness. Strict penance is required

to extract and eliminate this holiness from its improper receptacle.

Before closing our discussion of qualifying procedures, it will

be valuable to examine the significance of fasting as a penitential

exercise. Virtually every penitential act involves a certain length

of fasting. Vital indicates a variety of reasons for fasting as peni-

71
tence. In one explanation he writes that a person is to regard

himself as a sacrifice in which the blood and fat are given up to God

through abstention from eating. This understanding of fasting is tied

to the conception that a man's sins initiate a breach within the

letters of the divine name IBNE. Sacrifice, through fasting, draws

the separated letters near to one another again. Such sacrifice

nourishes the supernal powers. Another explanation regards fasting as

72
the tikkun for that which one has already eaten. The soul of a

departed sinner will undergo transmigration (gilgul) and come to reside

73
in an animal or vegetable. When a man consumes meat, it is possible

that the soul of such an Israelite dwells within the food. During a

fast a person should concentrate on the tikkun of what he has eaten
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with the intention of raising up the soul of the departed sinner. In

addition, fasting, receiving lashes and other ascetic exercises serve

74
to eliminate and destroy the power of the kelipot. The light which

constitutes the holy inclination is separated from the darkness of

the evil inclination. A reason offered for fasting on the third and

fifth days of each week is because Din, divine strictness, rules on

these days. Fasting is intended to "sweeten" the severity with Hesed,

r a* 75
God s mercy.

It is clear that the ritual exercises prescribed by Luria for

expiation of sins and purification of the soul were not intended to

be mere physical afflictions. In contrast to Christian mortification

practices, these rituals were not designed primarily in order to

punish the body and afflict the flesh. Rather, they were to cleanse

the soul by calling to mind the blemish within it and the damage done

to the corresponding elements within the Godhead. The emphasis rests

with the proper attitude of repentance (teshuvah) and the mending that

this repentance accomplishes. The tikkimei avonot thus served a dual

purpose: the cleansing and complete purification of one's soul, along

with the mending of the Godhead by struggling to separate the divine

sparks from the kelipot. Having purged the filth from his soul, the

adept is now prepared to engage in meditative acts of unification.
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Isaac Luria's mythological system is excellently presented
in several places. Our summary of this system claims no originality
(and often employs the very language used by G. Scholem) except in-
sofar as we have sought to place Luria's mythology in relation to the

issue of contemplation. It is based upon the following works: G.

Scholem, Major Trends, pp. 260-86; idem, On the "Kabbalah and Its
Symbolism, pp. 109-17; idem, Sdbbatai Sevi, pp. 22-44; I. Tishby,

Torat ha-Ra* ve-ha-Kelipah be-Kabbalat ha-Ari.
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obscure work which was written in the middle of the thirteenth century
and which Luria appears to have knovm. See G. Scholem, Major Trends,

p. 260, 410 n. 42; see also his "Le-yidiat ha-Kabbalah bi-Sefarad
cErev ha-Gerush," Tarbis, 24 (1955), pp. 167-206. .
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See above, chapter one, p. 38, n. 12.
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G. Scholem, Major Trends, pp. 266, 412 nn. 65-6.
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literature see A. Altmann, "Eleazar of Worms' Symbol of the Merkabah"
and "The Motif of the 'Shells' in Azriel of Gerona" in his, Studies
in Religious Philosophy and Mysticism, pp. 161-79.

Concerning the various theories about the reason for the
shebirah see I. Tishby, Torat ha-Ra\ pp. 39-61.

Luria took the names of the parsufim from Zoharic symbolism,
especially as found in the Idra Rabba and" Idru Zutta.

Q

This Lurianic theurgy is simply an extension of the funda-
mental tenet of Kabbalah that no action done below is without signifi-
cance in the world above. In Lurianic Kabbalah everything depends
on the mystic's theurgical expertise, his own redemption and that of
the cosmos.

9 . .

Concerning this see, for example, E. Underhill, Mysticism
(London, 1926), part II, chapter three.

Shmuel Vital writes that he brought together all the positive
qualities that a man must achieve if he desires to attain any degree
of inspiration, SRH, 33.
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Elijah de Vidas writes that doing so enables a person to destroy the

kelipot which imprison the Skekhinah, Resh.it Hokhmah (Venice, 1593),
Shctar ha-Ahavah, ch. 10; Eliezer Azikri, Sefer Haredim (Jerusalem,
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Yctakob (Safed, 1578), 36a. Cf. M. Benayahu, Toldot ha-Ar'i, p. 336.
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Shdhrei Kedushah (Benei Brak, 1967), part two, gate four.
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SRH, 33b.

Cf. Shdbbat 105b, Nedarim 22b.

Cf. Zohar I, 27b; II, 182a-b; III, 179a.
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Haredim, pp. 217-8, 220.
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SRH, 34a-b.
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Sefer ha-Hezyonot, pp. 17-8.
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Hokhmah, Shdar ha-Anavah. Cf. also his Tosctot Hayyim (Jerusalem, 1971),
pp. 5a- 7b.

22
SRH, 34b.

23
Ibid. Cf. Shdhrei Kedushah, part two, gate five; Cordovero's

customs, no. 6, 9 and 10 in Schechter, Studies, p. 292.

Cf. for example, Bahya ibn Pakuda, Hobot ha-Levavot (Amster-
dam, 1737), Jonah b. Abraham Gerondi, Shaarei Teshubah (Fano, 1505).

25
SRH, 34b.
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<9p. cit., 34b-35a.

See chapter three, p. 77-79.
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32
Op. ait., 35b. Vital discusses the significance of the

various levels of study in Shcftzr ha-Misvot, Parashat Va\thanan. Cf.

also Vital, Tcfamei Misvot (Jerusalem, 1972), Parashat Vaethanan.

33
SHR, :35a. Cf. Shdar ha-Misvot, 79a; Benayahu, Toldot ha-

\vi, p. 336; Vital' s introduction to 'Es Hayyim (Warsaw, 1891).

Jonathan Sagis was one of Luria's close disciples and an
associate of Vital' s. He was one of the signatories to the covenant
promising to study Luria's teachings only from Vital. See above, p. 4.

Concerning Sagis see Scholem, Zion, 5 (1940), 134, 144 ff.

35
SRH, 36a. For kawanot to accompany ritual immersion see

Shdar ha-Kavvanot , pp. 24b-26a. Cf. Shdav ha-Misvot, 128a where
immersion is said to cleanse one who has had a pollution. The same

reason: is given by R. Abraham ha-Levi Berukhim in his special customs,

no. 6, in Schechter, Studies, p. 297.

Berukhim (1515-1593) emigrated to Safed from Morocco. He

joined Cordovero's circle but became a member of Luria's group when

the latter began teaching. He was well-known in Safed for his extreme

piety and his exhortations to others to repent. His rules of piety
were published by Schechter in his Studies in Judaism, pp. 297-9. He

was responsible for collecting sections of Zohar which had not been
included in the Mantua edition of 1558-60. These were subsequently
published under the title Zohar Hadash.

37
SRH, 36b.

38
Samuel Uceda (b. 1540) was born in Safed and studied under

Luria. He was one of the signatories to the covenant of 1575. When
he was forty years old he established an important yeshiva in Safed

where both Talmud and Kabbalah were taught. See Scholem, Zion, 5

(1940), pp. 134, 145.

39
SRH, 36b.
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40
Op. ait., 39. The basis for the analogy of the sick body

to the sick soul appears to be drawn from Maimonides, Mishneh Torah3

Hilkhot Deebt, ch. 2; Shemonah Perakim , ch.3.

41
Op. ait., 39b-40b. Concerning the theme of Luria as heal-

ing doctor and diagnostician of the soul's injuries of. SRH, 14a and

Sefer Toldot ha-Ari, pp. 156-7.

This phrase is an allusion to Ecclesiastes 1:15: "That

which is crooked cannot be made straight ..."
43

SRH, 40a.

Op. ait., 41a.

45
Vital explains that a fast-day does not include the night.

Moreover, two successive days of fasting which do include the night

are equivalent to twenty-seven days, whereas three consecutive days

and nights are equivalent to forty days of fasting. SRH, 25b-26a.

Millui consists of spelling out the full name of each letter

in a word and adding up the numerical value of the combined letters.

47
Gematria is the technique of determining the combined numer-

ical value of the letters of a word or phrase and relating it to other

words or phrases of numerical equivalence. Through millui the gematria

of a word can be greatly increased. The technique of millui can be

extended so as to calculate the millui of the millui etc.
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Concerning the use of gematria see below , pp. 108 ff.

SRH, 48b.

Op. oit., 49a-b.

The term "ortigas" is Spanish for nettles. Among the various

extreme self-afflictive acts R. Abraham b. Eliezer ha-Levi Berukhim was

reported to have practiced was that of rolling upon a bed of thorns

called (in German) "Brehnesseln" which felt like fire to his flesh.

See Sefer Toldot ha-Ari, p. 226.

52
Sexual transgressions for which Luria prescribed tikkunei

caVonot include: relations with a menstruating woman, adultery, rela-

tions with an animal, necrophilia, homosexuality and pollution.

53
The multiplication of the gematria of ADNY in this connec-

tion by five appears to be arbitrary.

SRH, 57a ff . Vital reports that he did not receive this

tikkun from Luria himself, but from three men who performed it.
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There is no suggestion as to why the number nine is enjoined
here. Cf. the remarks of Eliezer Azikri concerning ascetic practices
utilizing thorns and snow, Sefer Haredim, p. 214. According to preci-
pitation statistics for Israel, Safed has, on the average, five days
of snowfall per year. Snow usually falls in January and February, the
coldest months. See Efraim Orni and Elisha Efrat, Geography of Israel
(Tel Aviv, 1971), p. 147.

56
SEH, 52b.

57
Elsewhere Vital writes that it is proper for one who is fast-

ing and wearing sack-cloth to sleep on the ground using a stone for a
pillow. Cf. SRH3 25b; SY 4d, 34b-c; Sefer Toldot ha-Ari, p. 226. Con-
cerning lashings (jnalkot) as a penitential instrument, Vital reported
that Luria was not as strict as he was with fasts, inasmuch as "in
this generation there are no ordained rabbis (semukhin) and experts."
See SY 34d and Shdar ha-Misvot, p. 143a-b. Based on Maimonides opinion
that "if all the Palestinian sages would unanimously agree to appoint
and ordain judges, then these new ordinants would possess the full
authority of the original ordained judges" (Yad3 Sarihedrin 4:11), an
effort was made in 1538 by R. Jacob Berab of Safed to reinstitute the
practice of ordination. A famous controversy developed between Berab
and the chief rabbi of Jerusalem, Levi ibn Habib over the question
whether the revival of ordination by the rabbis of Palestine was per-
missible at that time or not. Berab succeeded in convincing the rabbis
of Safed to ordain him, but they were refused the consent and approval
of Habib. Despite this, Berab went on to ordain four others before
he left Safed—Joseph Karo, Moses di Trani, Abraham Sahalon and Israel
di Curial. Of concern to us is the fact that one of the primary motiva-
tions behind Jacob Berab' s effort was his hope to be able to enjoin
the proper rabbinic punishment of lashes. This was felt necessary in
order to allow marranos to become fully cleansed of their sins. Lack-
ing the necessary authority to impose such punishment, Berab—who felt
that the messiah's appearance was near and that atonement had better
be accomplished—sought to attain-that perogative. It is of great
interest here that Isaac Luria appears to side with the position taken
by Levi ibn Habib that such a right did not exist in their time. Con-
cerning this issue see J. Katz, Zion, 16 (1951), pp. 28-45; M. Benayahu,
in: Sefer Yovel le-Yishak Baer (I960), pp. 248-69; H.Z. Dimitrovsky,
in: Sefunot, 10 (19665, pp. 113-92.

58
The treatise Iggeret ha-Kodesh, incorrectly attributed to

Nahmanides, is a Kabbalistic work of the thirteenth century dealing
with the problems of leading a moral family life. It is especially
concerned with the proper means of having sexual intercourse with one's
wife. It is a classic statement of the Kabbalistic view according to

which married sexual life reflects the relationship between male and
female, Tiferet and Mdlkhut, within God. On its authorship see G.

Scholem, Kiryat Sefer vol. XXI, pp. 179-186.
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Werblowsky, Karo , pp. 135 ff.

Sefer Haredim, part seven, chapter four. Cf. Cordovero,
Tomer Deborah, chapter nine.

For a full treatment of this concept see D. Feldman, Marital
Belations3 Birth Control, and Abortion in Jewish Law (New York, 1974),
chapter six.

62
Zohar II, 188a.

Abot 5:6; Gen. Rabbah 7:7.

64
Gen. Rabbah 20:28, 24:6; Midrash Tanhuma, ed. S. Buber, I,

pp. 12, 20;
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Erubin 18b.
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See J. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magie and Superstition (New

York, 1939), p. 29: Rashi's commentary to II Samuel 7:14.

66
Zohar II, 231b.
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SRH, 63a. Cf. the remarks of Karo's Maggid concerning the

fortification of evil powers as a result of his (Karo) having polluted
himself, Werblowsky, Karo, pp. 138-9.

Shatcr ha-Kavvanot, p. 363b.

69
SRH, 62b. On this ritual see Scholem, On the Kabbalah and

Its Symbolism, pp. 156-7. The complete ritual is developed in Moses
Zakuto, Tikkun Shobabim (Venice, 1716).

Concerning the function and motives for fasting among the

rabbis of the Talmudic period see S. Lowy, "The Motivation of Fasting
in Talmudic Literature," in Journal of Jewish Studies, IX, 1-2 (1958),

pp. 19-38. Lowy considers, among others, the fast motivated by the

need to atone and repent.

71
SRH, 24b ff.

72
Op. ait., 24b.
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Gilgul, the transmigration of souls, or metempsychosis, is

developed by Luria on the basis of earlier Kabbalistic conceptions.

It is elaborated upon by Hayyim Vital in great detail in Shaar ha-

Gilgulim and Sefer ha-Gilgulim. If, as we have seen (see above, pp.
24-5) Adam contained the souls of all persons, all transmigrations are

ultimately migrations of the one soul whose exile atones for its fall.

Gilgul is thus a fundamental part of the process of tikkun. Gilgul is

not concerned so much with retribution, in the Lurianic system, as it
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is with providing an opportunity for souls not yet complete to perfect
themselves. It enables the soul to fulfill its task by giving it
another chance in the life of another person. Souls which have ful-
filled the commandments properly are exempted from the need to migrate
further. They simply await their integration into Adam's soul when
the general restitution of all things is achieved. The exile of a

sinner's soul into a non-human entity such as an animal or plant or
stone, is regarded as an especially terrible form of punishment. For-
tunately, such a soul has an opportunity to be redeemed through the
help of souls with mutual affinity. Thus, eating accompanied by proper
kawanah may possibly restore a sinner's soul to purity. See Scholem,
in: Tarbis, 16 (1945), pp. 135-40; idem. Major Trends, pp. 280-4;
idem* Von' der mystisehen Gestalt der Gottheit, pp. 193-247, 297-306.
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SRH, 25a-b.
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Op. ait., 25b.



CHAPTER THREE

THE PRACTICE OF YIHUDIM:

PART TWO

Having discussed the first of our three subjects in regard to

the practice of yihudim, preparatory procedures, we wish now to turn

our attention to the time and place for the performance of these

exercises. The practice of yihudim is an independent exercise, de-

tached entirely from the contexts of prayer and the performance of

misvot. The total setting suggests an experience quite different from

either of the others. According to our sources, there are two places

in which yihudim can be performed: at the grave of a saddik or in one's

own home. The former is considered preferable inasmuch as it actually

arouses the soul of the saddik with whom one intends to commune. Such

communion, we shall see, constitutes a fundamental part of these exer-

cises. The special need to perform these meditations at the grave will

become clear when we consider the act of meditation itself. The alter-

native setting in which the yihudim can be performed is in one's home.

The goal of cleaving to the soul of a saddik is equally important in

this instance. Far greater purity, however, is required in order to

bring about such communion when not done on the grave itself.

76
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Certain days were considered more propitious than others for

2
the practice of yihudim. Practice at the grave could be done on all

days except for the Sabbath, New Moon (Rosh Eodesh) and Festivals. On

3
these days the souls (nefashot) , which normally hover above the grave,

ascend to the "terrestial paradise" to be with God and are thus unavail-

able for communion and communications. While all other days are

acceptable, the most preferable are the eve of the New Moon and the

eve of the fifteenth day of the month. On these days a man is consider-

ed likely to be more spiritually prepared. In the case of yihudim

performed at home all days are acceptable—including the Sabbath, New

Moon and Festivals. While both types of yihudim can be adequately

practiced at any hour of the day, the "favored time" is after midnight.

For this is the time at which the Holy One, blessed be He visits the

righteous. If one practices at home it is particularly important to

wait until the midnight hour. Viewing midnight as the most propitious

time for heavenly revelation is an opinion expressed in the Zohar-

The following passage illustrates this motif and its meaning:

Rabbi Abba sent out from Tiberias to go to the house of his

father-in-law. With him was his son, Rabbi Jacob. When they

arrived at Kfar Tarsha, they stopped to spend the night. Rabbi

Abba inquired of his host: Have you a cock here? The host said:

Why? Said Rabbi Abba: I wish to rise at exactly midnight. The

host replied: A cock is not needed. By my bed is a water-clock.

The water drips out drop by drop, until just at midnight it is

all out, and then the wheel whirls back with a clatter which

rouses the entire household. This clock I made for a certain

old man who was in the habit of getting up each night at mid-

night to study Torah. To this Rabbi Abba said: Blessed be God

for guiding me here.

The wheel of the clock whirled back at midnight, and Rabbi

Abba and Rabbi Jacob arose. They listened to the voice of their
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host coming up from the lower part of the house where he was
sitting with his two sons, and saying: It is written, "Midnight
I will rise to give thanks unto Thee for Thy righteous judgments"
[Ps. 119:62]. The word "at" is not used, and so we assume that
"Midnight" is an appelation of the Holy One, be blessed, whom
David speaks to thus because midnight is the hour when He appears
with his retinue, and goes into the Garden of Eden to converse
with the righteous. Rabbi Abba then said to Rabbi Jacob: Now
we will surely be with the Presence and be together.

And they went and seated themselves by their host, and said:

Tell us again that which you just said, which is very good. Where
did you hear it? He replied: My grandfather told it to me. He
said that the accuser angels below are aroused and go and flit all
about the world during the first three hours of the night, but
exactly at midnight the accusations halt, for at this moment God

enters the Garden of Eden. 6 (1)

We have here a mythological conception concerning the varying degrees

of God's presence at different parts of the day. The demonic powers

are considered most dangerous at dusk and evening. At these hours,

when "the accuser angels below are aroused" a man must be on special

guard against sin. At midnight, however, God appears in the Garden of

Eden to commune with the righteous. His presence suggests His protec-

tive power and men need not fear the evil forces. His mercy begins to

flow making it the most opportune time to seek Him.

Rising to pray and study at the midnight hour developed, on the

basis of the Zoharic motif, into a popular custom in Safed. The testi-

mony of R. Abraham b. Eliezer ha-Levi Berukhim implies that the original

ritual revolved around study—and only later became combined with the

theme of mourning on account of the destruction of the Temple and the

exile of the Shekhinah:

Most of the masters of Torah, when they arise to study Torah at

midnight, sit on the ground, wrap themselves in black, and lament
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and weep on account of the destruction of the Temple. Such is

the custom of the circle of repentants [on the] day of visiting
[the family tombs]. 8

(2)

Moses Cordovero speaks only of rising at midnight in order to mourn

the destruction:

Every night [one should] sit on the ground, lament the destruction
and weep on account of one's sins which delay the redemption. ^ (3)

In its fully developed form these themes served as the basis for the

Lurianic ritual of Tikkun Hasot. This practice centered around mourn-
• • •

ing the destruction followed by prayers and psalms extolling the near-

10
ing redemption. Independently, Luria advocated the practice of

yihudim at the midnight hour based on these motifs and earlier customs.

There is no evidence that these two distinct practices were ever combined.

They represent completely separate devotional activities. Nevertheless,

their roots are to be found in the same mythical notions of an earlier

time.

This dissociation of contemplation from the context of prayer

is not without great significance. In the first place, it is reasonable

to suggest that the prayer of mystics, in general, is given to private

experience. Mystical prayer is characterized by an unusual degree of

concentrafci.-™;. and intensity, as well as by a concern for the highly

personal apprehension of God or the sacred. As a result, the history

of mysticism reveals a strong attraction to individual devotion.

Jewish mystics, however, have always had to deal with the entrenched

tradition of communal prayer, according to which a quorum (jninyan) of
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ten men is required for public worship. Due to this, the earliest

Kabbalists never considered developing forms of contemplation not based

upon traditional prayer. It was the text of prayer to which the mystic

turned in his longing for sacred experience. A most notable exception

to this tendency was the teachings of Abraham Abulafia (1240-c. 1291).

Abulafia developed a very important system of meditation that was

wholly outside of traditional prayer. It was based on contemplation

of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet and the names of God. We will

return to Abulafia 's teachings as they bear upon our understanding of

the yihudim.

Other Jewish pietists too gave vent to the urge for devotional

solitude. Outstanding among these were Bahya ibn Pakuda (12th century)

and Abraham Maimonides (1186-1237), each of whom were deeply influenced

12
by Sufism. It is significant that Eliezer Azikri, the most prominent

exponent of the value of solitude in sixteenth century Safed, was

13
greatly influenced by Bahya. None of these writers, however, suggest-

ed that traditional prayer be practiced in solitude. They developed

their theories of meditation and solitude outside of the realm of con-

ventional liturgy.

In Luria's case, the practice of meditation in private, as

with the yihudim, is understandable from several points of view. Al-

though the kawanot of prayer remained tied to communal worship, the

nature of the contemplation involved tended to shift the emphasis from

collective dynamics to individual experience. Lurianic meditation in

prayer vas of an extremely complex nature, requiring intense and lengthy
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14
concentration. Moreover, the pvzmavy focus of contemplative atten-

tion was no longer directed toward the text of the prayers themselves

as much as toward the sefirotic system to which the words of prayer

corresponded. These factors necessarily led to an increased withdrawal

into oneself in the course of prayer. As J. Weiss has indicated,

the extraordinary difficulty involved in acquiring the meditative tech-

nique of prayer with kawanot according to the Lurianic system, en-

sured that only a contemplative elite would be praying in such a manner

within a public worship context. As a result, the adept would need to

more or less cut himself off from the public activity so as to success-

fully pursue his contemplative goals. Weiss speaks of this situation

as follows:

The Kabbalistic method of Kavvanoth is founded on the "paradox

of solitude and community." It is an aristocratic art practised
by the Kabbalists within the praying community of simple, plebeian
worshippers of the non-Kabbalistic fashion. The usual setting of

the Kabbalistic Kavvanoth is thus in the solitary practice of the

exceptional individual who is outwardly embedded in the prayer-
life of his community. The large gathering of the synagogue
would never be capable of reciting the prayers with meditative
perfection; this is why the Kabbalist, even though praying in a

synagogue and thus participating in corporate worship, will
practise the Kavvanoth in a climate of mental isolation—to say
nothing about the unavoidable time-lag between the community
praying at a non-meditative pace and himself enveloped in linger-
ing Kavvanoth.^

From this tendency it was an easy transition to meditation

detached altogether from public worship. Such a form allowed for the

development of freer techniques for raising up one's soul and contem-

plating the intracacies of the divine world. Furthermore, the goals of
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yihudim were not entirely the same as those of prayer and the fulfill-

ment of misvot. The added dimension of communion with the soul of a

departed saddik for purposes of esoteric communication necessitated a

technique and setting other than that of communal devotion. Finally,

there existed a wide precedent for contemplative techniques outside of

public worship. The peregrinations carried out by Alkabes and Cordovero,

the rite of Tikkun Hasot before Luria, and the experience of maggidism
• • •

all represent examples of mystical devotion unencumbered by communal

prayer. It is thus not surprising that alongside of the elaborate

system of kawanot of prayer, Luria fashioned a meditative technique

detached from public prayer. We will now turn our attention to the

technique of contemplation itself.

II

Our discussion of the actual technique of meditation will be

organized under the following headings:

1. communion with the saddik

2. the content of meditation

3. the experience of meditation

1. Communion with the Saddik

In our treatment of maggidism in Lurianic Kabbalah we discussed

a form of the phenomenon in which the voice of a departed saddik joined

that jf a pious Kabbalist. One of the primary goals of the practice of

yihudim is communion between the adept's soul and the soul of a departed
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saddik. A passage in Shaar ha-Yihudim recognizes the relationship

between this form of maggidism and the performance of yihudim. It

states that whereas in maggidism the souls of departed saddikim only

reveal themselves to persons with identical soul-roots, or to persons

who perform a misvah in accordance with the root of this saddik's soul,

neither of these two conditions is necessary in the case of yihudim.

The reason why this is so is clear. There are many saddikim, who, dur-

ing their lifetime, practiced yihudim at the most propitious times—at

18
those moments considered especially favorable for communion. Yihudim

performed at such times bring about the unification of alt the supernal

roots, whereas meditation at all other hours unifies only the adept's

own soul. By virtue of this superior accomplishment of some saddikim,

present saddikim who also perform yihudim at the proper moments can

cleave to the souls of these former souls—even if they are not from the

same soul-root. Saddikim who unified all the worlds through their

meditative exercises included Moses, Benayahu ben Yehoyada, Rav Hamnuna

19
Saba and Rav Yeiba. While divine inspiration is thus possible through

the communion of heterogeneous roots, it is even more powerful when the

20
adept and the saddik with whom he engages are of the same root.

The great significance of communing with the souls of departed

saddikim is reflected in Vital' s admonition not to neglect the practice

21
of yihudim—even at the expense of study of Torah. A person who be-

gins practicing yihudim must not curtail such activity abruptly. It is

far more important to sustain one's meditation than to break it off for

the purpose of study. Thus, Vital writes the following:
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Do not say that study of the Torah is great, and it is unfitting
to neglect it—for the matter of the yihudim, described above,
is greater than the study of Torah. For it [i.e., the practice
of the yihudim] unifies all the upper worlds, and is called: „_

study of Torah and unification. And all is [joined] together. (4)

This, it appears, represents a rather extreme view of tradi-

23
tional priorities. Meditational exercises are justified by subsuming

Torah study under such practice. Study of Torah is "included" in the

activity of contemplation. We have seen elsewhere that Luria enjoined

the fixed study of Mishnah and Gemara as well as the intensive pre-

occupation with kushiot. But it is significant that these activities

seem to have less to do with their intrinsic value than with qualifi-

cation for contemplative exercises. The real goal of study is to be-

come worthy of divine inspiration. It is because of this fact that

study can be seen as being involved in the activity of contemplation.

Bold as it may have been, Luria proposed the supremacy of meditation

over the traditional priority of study. The latter was important pri-

marily insofar as it participated in the goals of cleansing the soul

from evil, qualifying one for meditation and leading one to the attain-

ment of divine inspiration. On the basis of this commitment to contem-

plative activity, the meaning of Luria' s injunction against the abrupt

curtailment of the yihudim for the purpose of study becomes clear.

Vital' s account of the process of communion with the soul of

another saddik is contained in a series of short "introductions." He

describes the performance done at the grave in the following way:

Know that in the case of all possible yihudim, if you perform the

yihud by actually stretching yourself out on the saddik's grave
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[i.e., in a prone position], you should "intend" that by virtue
of your stretching out on top of him you also cause the saddik
to stretch out his soul, which will [then] spread out in his bones
that are in the grave: [whereupon] he comes "alive" and his bones
become like a "body" to the soul that is stretched and spread out
within them. This [particular] soul is the one that remains in
the grave, as is known, which is the secret [meaning] of: "And his
soul mourneth over him" [Job 14:22], And it is as if this saddik
lives in body and soul at this moment. 25 (5)

This extraordinary technique clearly has a magical quality to it. The

adept, through his prostration on the grave of the saddik, arouses the

latter' s soul. This, in turn, activates his bones so as to "revive"

him temporarily. In other words, the soul of the saddik imitates the

adept's action.

Having achieved this, the mystic now directs his mental concen-

tration to raising up his own soul and that of the saddik together.

He seeks to have them cleave to one another. In order to understand

the nature of this contemplative goal it is necessary to delineate in

greater detail the affinity of soul-roots to which we have made mention

27
earlier. Every human soul consists of various lights which, when

combined, constitute the "individual spark" of that person. In each

spark there is a division into soul, spirit and intellectual-soul

Qnefesh, ruah and neshamah) . These three kinds of souls are ordered in

an ascending hierarchy so that an individual realizes his spirit only

after having perfected his lower soul and so on. Perfection consists

in each aspect exhibiting the complete structure of six hundred and

thirteen spiritual limbs. Man's goal is the perfection of his individual

28
spark on all levels and the attainment of the highest point within its
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soul-root. That is, it seeks to reach the "head" of the parsuf in which

his soul has its source. The Kabbalist felt it a necessity to discover

the root of his soul inasmuch as only such self-knowledge would enable

him to restore it to its supernal root within the upper worlds of

29
divinity. Finally, it is worth reiterating that there is an inner

attraction, a sympathy of souls which binds all sparks deriving from

the same root or parsuf, G. Scholem writes of this relationship as

follows

:

These souls have a special aptitude for assisting each other and
supplementing each other's actions, and can also by their piety
lift up those members of their group or family who have fallen
onto a lower plane and can enable them to start on the return
journey to higher forms of existence. 30

Thus, according to Luria's conception of the adept's communion

with the soul of a departed saddik, if both souls have their source

in the same root within the Godhead, it is far simpler to join them

together. According to Luria, while the soul of the departed saddik

has already risen to the highest point within the parsuf which is its

soul-root, the living Kabbalist must struggle to raise his soul to that

31
same point. The soul of the saddik has already ascended to the "head"

of the root in which his soul is bound up. The adept, however, has to

concentrate upon raising up his soul from, for example, the "foot" or

"heel" of his root to its "head." At this point the two souls can join

together. In the course of such concentration the "female waters,"

the powers which ascend from Nukba to stir the energy of Zdir, are

aroused, enabling the ascent of the now joined souls to even deeper
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recesses of the Godhead. The actual visit to the grave is preferable,

as indicated earlier, as it makes the process of communion a more

immediate and direct one. Communion between the soul of the adept and

that of the saddik serves the mutual benefit of each. The Kabbalist

arouses the saddik's soul, breathing life into it, as it were, while

the soul of the saddik acts as a sort of vehicle aiding that of the

adept in its ascent.

The Kabbalistic doctrine of man and his soul dealt at length

with the fate of the soul after death. According to the Zohav, there

are three different dwelling places for the three aspects of the soul:

32
nefesh, vuah and neshamah- One is for the souls of the righteous which

hover above the grave following death. The second dwelling place is

called the "terrestial paradise" (gan*eden de~arhh) in which are found

the spirits of righteous individuals. This represents a stage on the

soul's way to the highest paradisical realm. The latter is known as

33
the "bundle of eternal life" isevora de-hayyei) and houses the in-

tellectual-souls of the righteous. According to the Zohav, the lower

souls (nefashot) remain in this world in order to protect the living.

When the living come to them and beg for mercy the souls inform the

spirits setting off a chain reaction of celestial communication:

We have learned that when the world requires mercy and [the in-

tervention of] those righteous ones, that soul which is in the
world to shield mankind, ascends, goes and flits about the world
to tell the spirit, and the spirit ascends, removes itself, and
tells the intellectual-soul, and this tells the Holy One, blessed
be He. Then God has pity on the world and the reverse process
takes place, the intellectual-soul telling the spirit and the

spirit the soul. 34 (6)
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Our Lurianic sources utilize this Zoharic motif for their own

35
purposes. Both Vital 's text and that of Joseph Tabul cite the con-

tinuation of the above passage, according to which the living inform

the souls of the righteous when the world is in distress so that they

might cleave soul to soul with the righteous. An interesting discussion

follows among R. Simeon b. Yohai's companions. R. Hiyya wonders

whether there are men besides themselves who know how to inform the

souls of the departed regarding the world's troubles. R. Abba replies

that when there are none who know how to do this they bring out the

Torah scroll to the graveyard. The dead thus know, adds R. Jose, that

the world is in need of God's mercy. Then men will lament on account

of the dishonor done to the Torah by having brought it to the grave-

yard. If these men repent and weep with all their heart, then all the

souls of the departed saddikim gather together and seek mercy in their

behalf.

It is apparent that the Lurianic practice of communing with the

souls of departed saddikim at their graves is based, at least partially,

on these Zoharic conceptions. The primary concern in the Zohar consists

in the appeal on the part of the living to the departed, to inform God

of their distress. Luria goes further and develops an elaborate rite

of contemplation, one of whose central components is the actual commun-

ion of souls.

There is other evidence of a ritual involving visits to the

37
graves of saddikim. The German Hasidim would visit the graves of

relatives and scholars in the hope that they would intercede in behalf
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qg
of the living. There are reports as early as the thirteenth century

of visits to the cave of Hillel and Shammai in Meron in order to pray

39
for rain. Even before the Expulsion, visits were made to the grave

40
of R. Simeon bar Yohai, also in Meron. Testimony by Abraham Galante,

Joseph Karo, Moses Cordovero and Eliezer Azikri indicate the widespread

custom of visits to Simeon b. Yohai' s grave for study, prayer and medi-

tation. For example, Karo's Maggid tells him that Simeon b. Yohai

and his son Eliezer reveal supernal mysteries to those who study Zohav

41
at their graves. Cordovero' s peregrinations—which, as we have seen,

also involved revelatorj' experiences—took him to the graves of Simeon

b. Yohai and other sages. Of great interest is Cordovero 's comment

on the Zoharic passage cited above describing weeping over the graves

of saddikim.

And this is the meaning of "soul bound up with soul"—this is

when he "pours" his soul upon the grave of the saddik,
cleaving soul to soul, and speaks with the soul of the saddik-
He informs him [of the world's distress], and the soul tof the

saddik] arouses other souls . . . ^ (7)

Commenting on the same Zoharic passage quoted by Vital and

Tabul in reference to the practice of yihudim, Cordovero describes a

similar exercise. That is, communion and communication with a saddik

at his grave. It is not clear whether Cordovero intends by the term

"pour" the meaning of stretching oneself out on top of the grave. Were

he to mean this we would have before us textual evidence of an earlier

prototype of the technique described by Hayyim Vital. In any case, it

is clear that Cordovero is describing a practice akin to Luria's,
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inasmuch as each of them involves communication with the soul of a

departed saddik at his gravesite. It is also of extreme interest that

Cordovero reports that such a practice was performed by "men who worked

[wondrous] things in Spain." It is possible that the peregrinations

for purposes of mystical communications that he and Alkabes experienced

were inspired by this tradition. It is clear, in any case, that by the

time Luria arrived in Safed the custom of visiting the graves of sages

for various devotional purposes was already quite common. These

practices, along with the conceptions of the Zohar described above,

served as the framework for his own technique of contemplative exercises

and communion at the graves of saddikim.

2. The Content of Meditation

While maintaining a state of cleaving to the soul of a saddik,

the adept moves on to a second stage of practice. The primary focus

of meditation is now the totality of divine names. These correspond

to the pavsufim and their sub-configurations whose unification is brought

44
about through such contemplation. If, as we have already seen, every

act of contemplation is capable of effecting re-unification of elements

within the divinity, Luria employs in this case divine appellations to

45
bring this about. To exercise one's concentration successfully upon

the names of God is to theurgically reorganize and restructure elements

within the world of God. It serves the cause of divine well-being and

cosmic tikkun. In the state of cleaving with his soul to a czddik—

thus redeeming his own spark—the adept possesses the power with which

to arouse the reunion of male and female within God. We wish to consider
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several meditations in order to illustrate the content of contempla-

tion in this stage of the practice. ** In this way, we hope to indicate

some of the more prominent aspects of these meditations.

a. The very first yihud which Vital describes among those given

to him by Luria is exemplary.*7 It exhibits the most essential elements

of the meditations. It is concerned with the unification of Hokhmah

and Bindh {Abba and Imma) , as well as that of Tifevet and Malkhut

(Zeir Anipin and Nukba de-Ziiv) , the totality of which represents the

complete Tetragrammaton (YZMMJin*)

.

To understand this meditation it will be necessary to delineate

in some detail the relationship between the Tetragrammaton and the

elements of the Godhead. According to Luria, the figure of Adam

Kadmon possesses four structural dimensions, as indicated earlier:

eyes, ears, nose and mouth. Each of these is the source of different

parsufim, which, in turn, correspond to various forms of the Tetra-

grammaton. That is, the "organs" of Adam Kadmon each have their sefiro-

tic equivalent as well as a corresponding divine appellation. These

"organs" can thus be conceived of as divine lights which combine to

form names, the expression of which represents different aspects of the

divine structure. According to this conception, the Tetragrammaton can

assume four basic forms. They are known as the Names 72, 63, 45 and

52 and are based on different spellings (milluim) of YHWH:

1. Name 72 is expressed by millui de-yudin with a yud in the vav

and is written as follows: »"n l" ,

»l ' "n •?"•»'

The gematria of this name is seventy-two.
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2. Name 63 is expressed by millui de-yudin with an alef in the

vav and is written as follows: ' "n 1 "XI »"n T M T»

The gematria of this name is sixty-three.

3. Name 45 is expressed by millui de-alfin which is written as

follows: K"n 1
HK1 K"n T MT

In this name the two heh' s and the vav are written with an

alef. Its gematria is forty-five.

4. Name 52 is expressed by millui de-hein which is written as

follows: a"n i"i n M a *i"i"»

In this name the two heh's are written with a double heh.

The gematria of this name is fifty-two.

In addition to represent, .g one of the parsufim that make up

the entire divine structure, each of these names corresponds to one of

the four letters of the simple Tetragrammaton. We can summarize this

set of associations as follows:

"Organ" of

Adam Kadmon Parsuf Name
Letter of

Tetragrammaton

Eye Abba 72 Yud *»

Ear Imrna 63 Heh n

Nose Ze%r Anpin 45 Vav 1

Mouth Nukba de-Zeiv 52 second Heh fl

This yihud begins by describing the unification of Hokhmah

and Binah {Abba and Imma) . According to this meditation, the adept con-

centrates on the name YHWH within Hokhmah and on the name EHYH within
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Binah. In his mind he joins the two names by interspersing their

letters—thus forming the single divine appellation: n"7PinnK»

To unify Hokhmah and Binah the adept must do more than simply visualize

the combination of YHWH and EHYH. He accomplishes this by concentrat-

ing upon the Name 72 as spelled out above. It is by means of the adept's

concentration on this name that the unification of Hokhmah and Binah

is initially stimulated. Moreover, all this is effected by the commun-

ion of intellectual-souls of the adept and the saddik to whom he is

cleaving. Together they are rooted in Hokhmah which enables the con-

templation on the Name 72, itself rooted in Hokhmah, to be efficacious.

This action represents the first letter of the simple YHWH .

In the second stage the adept concerns himself with the comple-

tion of this unification by attempting to bring about the ascent of

the "female waters." He does this by concentrating on the Name 63

whose source is in Binah. This is aided through the power of the

intellectual- soul of the saddik with whom one is communing inasmuch

as it is rooted in Binah. The ascent of the "female waters" aroused

by the adept's concentration on the Name 63 acts as the spiritual chem-

icals which finalize the union of Hokhmah and Binah. This represents

the second letter of the simple YHWH.

Following this the adept turns his attention to the unification

of the lower two parsufim, Tifevet and Malkhut (Z&r Anpin and Nukba

de-Ze%r) . He concentrates on the name YHWH within Tifkvet and ADNY

within Malkhut. In his mind he combines the two names by interspersing

their letters—forming the single divine appellation: '"nanriK*
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In this instance the initial unification is achieved through contempla-

tion of the Name 45 which itself corresponds to Ze^ir Anpin. It is aided

by the power of the saddik* s spirit, which is rooted in Tiferet. This

represents the third letter of the Tetragrammaton

—

vav. In the second

stage, the adept finalizes the unification of Z&iv and Nukba de-Z^ir

by raising up the "female waters" from Malkhut. This is achieved by

contemplation on the Name 52, itself rooted in Nukba de-Z&tv and by

virtue of the saddik' s soul which stems from Malkhut. Malkhut represents

the fourth letter of the Tetragrammaton

—

heh.

In sum, then, this meditation consists of two parts, each of

which has two stages. In the first part, the unification of Abba and

Irrma is achieved, first through contemplation on the Name 72 which

corresponds to Abba, and then through contemplation on the Name 63 which

corresponds to Imma. In the second part, the unification of Zdiv and

Nukba de-Z&iv is achieved, first through contemplation on the Name 45

which corresponds to Zeiv, and then through contemplation on the Name 52

which corresponds to Nukba de-Ze-iv. The net result on the theosophical

plane is the total unification of the Tetragrammaton. Inasmuch as each

parsuf corresponds to one of the four letters of the simple YHWH, when

the parsufim are brought into proper relationship to one another through

contemplation, the Tetragrammaton itself is restored to its primordial

state of unity.

The following chart outlines this meditation:
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la. Unification of Hokhmah and Binah: n'^'innn'

lb. Arousal of "female waters" to

complete unification: »"n 1
MK1 "»"n *? M 1*

(i"0)

Ila. Unification of Tifevet and Malkhut: » "^3^nK ,

(n"») *c"n i"m «"n i"i»

lib. Arousal of "female waters" to
complete unification: n"n l"l n"n "t

M l'

<a"j)

Illustration 1
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b. Vital is specifically instructed to perform this yihud at the

c 49
grave of Yehudah bar Ilai. He is to concentrate on the name YEHUDAH

( mill') which is equivalent in gematria to thirty. The number thirty

corresponds to the number of letters that make up the Names 72, 63 and

45—each of them having ten letters. These three names, taken together,

represent the mystery of the masculine with the Godhead, according to

Luria. Thus an equation is established between the name YEHUDAH and

the male aspect of God.

Vital is now instructed to draw down these three names (repre-

senting Ze^r Anpin) to Nukba de-Ze'ir. This is accomplished by concen-

trating on the Name 42 which derives from each of these three names.

Forty-two is established by adding the number of letters of each name

spelled out in its simple form, its millui, and the millui of the millui-

Taken together their total is 126. The contemplative must draw down

this 126—representing the three names 45, 63, 72—to Nukba de-Ziiv.

This can be done by concentrating on the Name ADNY which is divided

into four names in this way: '"JTK 3""TK "l"* *K . These names similarly

equal 126 in gematria. By concentrating upon them, the three names

belonging to the male side are drawn down to Nukba de-ZSiv and Z^Cr

and Nukda~~'a.re unified. In this yihud the name of the sage upon whose

grave it is being performed is the basis for the contemplative associa-

tions .

c. Vital records that this yihud is one Luria instructed him to

perform following the New Moon during the month of Elul. As it pre-

cedes the "Ten Days of Penitence" which usher in the Rosh Hashanah
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festival, the entire month of Elul became a period of repentance

characterized by special ascetic and devotional practices. Consider-

ing the importance of Elul it is understandable why a yihud as elaborate

as this one was specified for this particular time of the year. Vital

writes the following in regard to this meditation:

On the day of the New Moon Elul, the year of creation 4331, my
teacher, may his name be blessed, said to me that I should fast
successively the two days directly following the day of the New
Moon; And that by virtue of this I shall attain some degree of
inspiration. ^2 (8)

The focus of this yihud is the names YHWH and ERIE which, as

53
we have seen, represent the parsufim Abba and Imma. The gematria

of these names combined, including one for the total name as a whole

(ha-kolel) , is 48. This corresponds to the number of hours in the two

days during which the meditation is to be performed. Forty-eight names

are derived from these two names in the following way: Each name

possesses four letters. By means of their total number of combinations

(serufim) they can each assume twelve different forms:

unn' n'nn
n*»sn mrpn
nrps nsn»
K'nn •»n«n

nn»n •»nn«

»Knn nwn

'nni ma'
m'n •»mn
nnT» n'rn
nnn in*»n

nn'i inn*
l'nn rpin

To these twenty-four names twenty-four more can be derived by including

one form of EHYH within one form of YHWH and then reversing it. For

example: n"m 'nn'IC . The chart shown on the following two pages appears

in Shdhr Ruah ha-Kodesh (Tel Aviv, 1962, pp." 123-124).
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Every line of this chart represents four meditative hours.

During the first hour the adept is to contemplate the simple name EHIH.

During the second hour he should contemplate the name EHIH interspersed

(hibbva>) with the name YHWH as above. In this manner he proceeds from

one of the forty-eight names to the next. Vital indicates that is is

ideal if the adept can contemplate each name during its properly assigned

hour. But if one lacks the strength for this (it would require two full

days of no sleep'.) he can condense the meditation by contemplating all

four names of the first four hours during the initial hour. He would

then wait until the beginning of the next four hour cycle and contem-

plate the second four names during that hour. Whether or not he chooses

this abbreviated method, Vital is instructed how to condense the medi-

tation to be performed during the nightime hours. He can include in

one hour of meditation the twelve hours of meditation that would normally

occupy the night hours. The best way to do it, however, would be this:

Contemplate the six hours thatprecede midnight in condensed fashion,

prior to going to sleep. That is, at 6:00 P.M. concentrate on the

names for the first six hours during that one hour and then retire. At

midnight he is to arise and stay up through the night. This enables

him to meditate upon each of the next six names for the full hour alloted

to each of them. The following is the writer's own time-table represent-

ing the first twenty-four hours according to this method:
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6:00 P.M. HTlK

nin*

'nn«

Retire until 12:00 P.M.

9:00 a.m. K'nnnnn

10:00 A.M. HK»n

11:00 a.m. nn*m*nn

12:00 A.M. nMn

1:00 p.m. nntP'Trin

2:00 p.m. n*nn

3:00 p.m. 'Krnnnn

4:00 P.M. f\7\Tf

5:00 P.M. „, nnnn -

When we turn to a consideration of the literary sources behind

the Lurianic yihudim and the variety of methods employed to manipulate

words and numbers, we confront a rather complex situation. The methods

Luria uses such as concentration on divine names, gematpia, notarikon^

seruf, hibbur and temurah, all have deep roots within Jewish litera-

ture. Moreover, a wide variety of literary traditions utilize these

53
different methods. It is thus difficult to assess with absolute

assurance the exact sources for the content of the meditations and the

techniques used to form them. Nevertheless, there is much evidence

to support the suggestion that a fundamental influence upon these med-

itations is the writings of Abraham Abulafia. Almost all of the

12:00 P.M. inn*

1:00 A.M. nnnnnK'

2:00 A.M. nn»K

3:00 A.M. nnnnv'K

4:00 A.M. am*

5:00 A.M. annrt'ia*

6:00 A.M. Kn'n

7:00 A.M. 'Knnvnn

8:00 A.M. »nin
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different techniques Luria used to formulate his meditations are found

in Abulafian writings. These techniques are basic to Abulafia's system

and directly influenced many others. Furthermore, there is strong

evidence that Abulafian writings and traditions were well-known in

sixteenth century Safed and to Isaac Luria himself.

Abraham Abulafia is an unique figure in the history of Jewish

mystical literature. His writings represent a highly eclectic syn-

thesis of devotional ideas and practices. He draws upon such widely

divergent traditions as German Hasidism, Spanish Kabbalah, Maimonidean

philosophy and Indian Yoga. His "Science of Combination" (hokhmat ha-

seruf) became the basis for an important tradition whose influence

manifested itself through fairly recent times. A consideration of

his basic conceptions and techniques will clearly suggest the intimate

similarities between his teachings and Luria' s yihudim.

Man, in his normal state, according to Abulafia, resides in the

world of sense perception and physical impression. His awareness is

dominated by material forms which define and limit his awareness. In

•this way the soul is protected against the potentially inundating flow

of the divine stream. The forms and images which make up the gross,

physical environment actually sustain normal functioning. At the

same time, however, the sou^ is prevented from breaking through to a

higher level of existence—a state of consciousness which makes spiritual

and divine forms perceptible. In contrast to the world of natural

forms there exists the world of the intellect folam ha-muskal) , which is

characterized by pure intellectual forms, immaterial and wholly
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spiritual. The soul, bound to a state of earthly consciousness and

"tied up in knots" is capable of freeing itself and becoming elevated

to a higher spiritual awareness. This cosmic life is represented by

the active intellect (sekhel ha-po&l) of the medieval philosophers.

Following Maimonides' theory of prophecy, Abulafia asserts that the

human intellect is capable of awakening and entering into union with

the cosmic principle, the active intellect, producing a purely spiritual

mode or consciousness.

Abulafia' s system seeks the release of these bonds which im-

prison the soul and is concerned with the means capable of bringing

about such a release. His method is designed to discover ways of

making available to man the higher spiritual forms without effacement

of individual consciousness. His solution is to use as an object of

meditation one which, while capable of acquiring ultimate meaning, has

no arresting significance of its own. He believed he found such an

object of meditation in the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet.

Following the Sefer Yesira, Abulafia views the letters as the building

58
blocks for the entire structure of creation. The letters and the

infinite combinations of which they are capable are, on one level, pure

"intellectual" abstractions. According to Abulafia, the soul can ascend

to ever higher stages of awareness by focusing on the various configura-

tions of the letters. Here Abulafia accepts the Kabbalistic doctrine of

divine language as the substance of reality. According to this doctrine,

the Kabbalists described the emanation of divine energy as the unfolding

of divine language. In addition to speaking of Sefirot, the attributes
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of God, they also speak of divine names and the letters of which these

names are composed. That is, the hidden world of the Godhead is con-

ceived of as a world of language, of divine names that express the

varied dimensions of His existence. According to these conceptions,

the Torah is conceived as the Name of God, or more accurately, the many

Names of God. The Torah read in this esoteric way is concerned essen-

tially with the concentration of divine energy in infinitely varied

combinations of the letters of God's Holy Names. These, of course,

are not names in the ordinary sense, but God's transcendent Being, in-

sofar as it is revealed to man. The Torah, then, is the concentrated

energy of God Himself, as expressed in His many Names. An important

variation of this notion was set forth by Joseph Gikatilk, a thirteenth

century Spanish Kabbalist who came under the influence of both the

Zohar and Abulafia. According to him, the Torah is not itself the Name

of God but the explanation of God's Name. It is an explanation of His

Name in the sense that the Torah was woven from it. In his famous

introduction to Spanish Kabbalah, Shahjcei Orah, Gikati3fe expresses this

view:

The whole Torah is a fabric of appellatives, kinnuyim—the

generic term for the epithets of God, such as compassionate,

great, merciful, venerable—and these epithets in turn are

woven from the various names of God [such as Ets Elohim3

Shaddai]. But all these holy names are connected with the

tetragrammaton YHWH and dependent upon it. Thus the entire

Torah is ultimately woven from the tetragrammaton.59 (9)

In adapting these conceptions, Abulafia utilizes the names of

God to stimulate the mind to higher awareness. By piercing the veil
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of natural forms and severing all relations with the senses, medita-

tion on the letters and names was to engender altered states of aware-

ness leading to ecstatic spiritual visions. Abulafia expresses the

effect of combining letters in his Sefer Gem NdUl by likening it to

the effect of music upon the listener:

Know that the method of seruf [combination] can be compared to
music [lit. that which is heard by -the ear]; for the ear hears
the sounds, and the sounds combine, in accordance with the
form of melody and pronunciation. Also, two different instru-
ments can form a combination, and if the sounds combine, the
listener's ear registers a pleasant sensation in acknowledging
the difference , , . It is impossible to produce it except
through the combinations of sounds, and the same is true of the
combinations of letters. It touches the first string, which
is comparable to the first letter, and proceeds to the second,
third, fourth and fifth, and the various sounds combine . . .

And the secrets, which express themselves in these combinations,
delight the heart which acknowledges its God and is filled with
ever fresh joy. 60 (iq)

This "science of combination" is set forth in manuals to in-

struct the initiate in techniques from the simple act of writing and

pronouncing the letters to increasingly complex permutations using a

variety of methods. The structure around which Abulafia organizes

his instructions is comprised of three basic stages. These are charac-

terized by different techniques and represent different levels of

consciousness. They are "writing" {mikhtab) , "articulation" (mibtct) ,

and "thought" (mahshab) . The initial stage, mikhtab, recognizes the

physical reality of the letters , and involves the act of writing out

the letters in simple and complex variations. This phase, the most

closely tied to the natural images of the world, sets the entire process

in motion. The next stage uses the mode of vocal expression and
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represents a less material level of awareness than the written. The

final and highest phase, mahshab, consists in relinguishing the grosser

forms of writing and speaking to the purer activity of imagining in

one's mind the Holy Names of God.

The following specific techniques are among the principal

methods described by Abulafia in Hayyei Olam ha-Ba. What is of special

interest to us is the similarity of these techniques to those used by

Isaac Luria.

1. Seruf

This is the simple combining of letters in all their various

possible combinations. The most basic form of seruf is the combination

of each letter of the alphabet with every other one. The heart of

Hayyei Olam ha-Ba* is the system of serufim derived from concentration

62
on the Seventy-two letter name of God. This name is divided into

twelve groups of six names each. They are written out along the peri-

meter of twenty-four circular designs, with each circle containing

three triads, i.e., nine letters (see Illustration 3). Meditation on

the letters and triads comprising this name of God constitutes the

basic activity of seruf. The following explanation is recorded in

Hayyei Olam ha-Ba}

Know that all these combined Names [found] here explain the

secrets of these seventy-two letters. And from them prophets
can attain the life of the world-to-come (hayyei

colam ha-Ba*.)

Hence this book is called Hayyei Olam ha-Ba*. ... at the moment
that the enlightened scholar combines them there will emanate
upon him the flow of the Holy Spirit . . . [Combine that letter]

which is first {in each triad] with the end and the end with the
first and the first with the middle, and the middle with the
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first and the end with the middle and the middle with the end

—

and so by this means every letter will be combined forwards and

backwards in many melodies. One should begin easily, quickening

and accustoming himself until he is thoroughly expert in the ex-

change of combinations. °3 (H)

2

.

Gematria

Gematria, as we have seen, is the technique of determining the

combined numerical value of the letters of a word or phrase and relat-

ing it to other words or phrases of numerical equivalence. Abulafia's

64
writings rely on the extensive and extreme use of gematria. He

employs it for the purpose of discovering new mystical truths as well

as a means of confirming previous traditions. In addition, Abulafia

made particular use of the variation of "millui."

3. Notarikon

Notarikon is the technique of creating abbreviations by either

shortening the words of a phrase or by combining the first or last

letter of each word in a passage or phrase. It can also be formed by

decomposing one word into several others. Used widely in medieval

homiletical and Kabbalistic literature, Abulafia employs it extensive-

ly. For example, he decomposes the words Gan Eden ( 7 T7 7A ) into

five words: gimel stands for guf (body), nun for nefashot (souls),

cayin fox^esem (essence), dalet for da
c
at, and nun for nishi (eternal).

Luria, likewise, indulged in the extreme use of notarikon in the

66
yihudim.
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4. Temurah and Eibbur

Temurah is the manipulation of divine names or words by substi-

tution or permutation of letters, for example, by alternating their

component letters. Another means of temurah is replacing the letters

of a word with artificial equivalents obtained from one or another of

a group of formal anagrams. An example of a simple transposition within

the letters of a single word is illustrated by the twelve names that

derive from the jumbling of the name YHWH. Used by Abulafia, we have

also seen this particular manipulation in one of the yihudim-

Eibbur, another variation of seruf, is the simple joining of

words or the intersperal of more than one word. This method, as we have

also seen, is extensively used by Luria. The following Abulafian ex-

ample combines the methods of temurah and hibbur in a discussion suggest-

ing the relationship between the name of God, Shaddai, and the three

patriarchs. Taking the final letter of each of the patriarch's names,

Abulafia derives the word BKM ( Dpi ) which, by the technique known as

AT-BASH equals Shaddai in gematria. By joining opa with *ib? he

69
derives the words: QV 'P3T meaning "dingers to the Name."

As we indicated above, there is evidence that Abulafian writ-

ings and traditions were well-known in sixteenth century Safed and that

Luria was familiar with them. In the first place, one of the most im-

portant books in the Abulafian mystical tradition was written at the

beginning of the sixteenth century in Jerusalem by Yehudah Albottini, a

Spanish exile. Albottini 's work, Sullam ha-Aliyah ("The Ladder of

Ascent") is the finest systematic introduction to Abulafia' s prophetic
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mysticism. Its eleven chapters are a clear and succinct presentation

of Abulafian techniques, elaborated upon by the author. It is highly

improbable that this work was unknown to the mystics of Safed.

David ibn Abi Zimra (1479-1573) , with whom Isaac Luria studied

in Egypt, as indicated earlier, reveals familiarity with Abulafia's

Hayyei 'Otam ha-Ba"! In his Magen David, ibn Zimra cites this mystical

manual and remarks that all its words are those of the living God.

Magen David is, in fact, devoted entirely to mystical explanations of

each of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. He extensively uses the

method of gematvia in this work as well as his other Kabbalistic writ-

72
mgs.

The two most important Kabbalists of Safed prior to Luria'

s

arrival, Alkabes and Cordovero, were likewise familiar with Abulafia's

73
writings. Alkabes cites Hayyei

K
Olam ha-Ba in his Berit ha-Levi-

Cordovero, with whom, as we noted, Luria studied for a short while,

reveals in his writings a considerable knowledge of and interest in

Abulafia's teachings. In three "Gates" of his Pardee Rimmonim he

makes use of these writings. In Shdar ha-Shemot and Shdar Peratei

ha-Shemot, Cordovero expounds upon the relationship between the names

of God and the Sefirot- These two sections unmistakeably reflect the

c } 74
direct influence of Hayyei Olam ha-Ba and Or ha-Sekhel- Chapter one

of Shdar Peratei ha-Shemot is largely a direct quotation from Or ha-

Sekhel* Shdar ha-Seruf is devoted entirely to an exposition of the

techniques of seruf, gematvia, notarikon, temurah and hibbur in the

Abulafian fashion. Additionally, Cordovero 's commentary Or lakar on
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Zohar Song of Songs includes a lengthy discussion of serufim which

is clearly indebted to Abulafia. Beyond this, Hayyim Vital him-

self, as we shall see in the following chapter, explicitly uses

Abulafian texts. It is by no means clear if Luria ever studied

Abulafian texts directly, or if his knowledge of that system derived

from intermediate sources. Nevertheless, it is apparent that the

development of the meditations owes much to the extraordinary creativity

of that thirteenth century mystic.

3. The Experience of Meditation

It remains for us to describe the nature of the experience it-

self that the adept underwent in the course of practicing yihudim. What

were the effects upon the psyche and the body of the contemplative

Kabbalist and what were the ultimate consequences of his practice? What

answers we are able to provide to these questions derive from two sources.

First, we rely upon fragmentary and incidental statements in the theo-

retical accounts describing the yihudim found in Shahr Ruah ha-$odesh

and Shdhr ha-Yihudim. Second, Vital has recorded several of his own

experiences during the performance of yihudim. These valuable reports

are preserved in Shctav ha-Gilgulim and Sefer ha-Hezyonot.

We have seen that the adept contemplates upon two letters:

cleaving to the soul of a departed saddik and the mystical actions gen-

erated by his unification of divine names. Both of these elements

influence the nature of the mystical experience. The flow of divine

power set off by the re-uniting of Ze%v Anpin and Nukba de-Zeiv
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constitutes the source of celestial inspiration—either for the attain-

ment of prophecy or the Holy Spirit:

All the prophecy of prophets derives only from Nesah, Hod and

Yesod of Ziiv Anpin—because from there they cause an illumina-
tion to shine upon Malkkut, the feminine [aspect of Ziiv Anpin]

.

From this illumination prophets draw their prophecy . . . There
is no comprehension for any prophet or seer except by means of

Nukba de-Ze%r.
76

(12)

That prophetic illumination derives through Nukba de-ZdCr is

in complete accord with the traditional Kabbalistic doctrine of prophecy

through Malkhut. Uniting the parsufim of zSiv and Nukba provides the

prophet with "nourishment" and enables him to speak words of prophecy.

At the same time as he is contemplating this union, he is cleaving to

the upper realms through the soul of a saddik. As a result of both of

these intense activities the Kabbalist merits supernal inspiration.

The "Spirit" (i.e., the Holy Spirit or the spirit of prophecy) begins

to rest upon him and manifests itself through unreflected speech and

other involuntary physical symptoms. The essence of the physical ex-

perience, prophetic utterance, requires great power and is not always

easily achieved:

There is one who begins to achieve some inspiration and the
Spirit rests upon him. But it [i.e., the Spirit] does not possess
perfection with which to cause the voice of prophecy and the Holy
Spirit to dwell upon his lips and tongue. Without speaking, he
only feels at the moment of yihud that his hair stands up, his
body and limbs shake, his lips tremble—but the power of speaking
is not in his mouth. ° (13)

This condition may afflict an adept only after he has already

achieved a certain degree of inspiration. The Spirit speaks within him,
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but does not manifest itself. Luria prescribes several yihudim whose

specific function is to invest the adept with power to bring forth

the prophetic speech:

If the person who performs yihudim has already obtained some
arousal on the part of his intellectual-soul which speaks to
him, by means of some yihud which he has performed, but he does
not have the strength to bring forth the speech upon his lips
from the potential to the actual—he should perform this yihud
before he does the other yihud.%® (14)

Although Vital writes in one place that "God will reveal to

him [i.e., the adept] wondrous things from His Torah,," the speech

itself which the contemplative either hears from without or utters from

his own mouth, derives from the saddik with whom he is communing:

On account of these yihudim they [i.e., the saddikim] reveal to

them secrets of the Torah and matters of the future. 82 (15)

Elsewhere, we read the following:

And how is this mystery of communion [performed]? Let a right-
eous person stretch out on the grave of one of the TannaXm or
one of the prophets, and cleave with his soul to his [i.e., the
saddik 1

s] soul, and with his spirit to his spirit. Then the
Tannd*begins to speak with him as a man talks to his friend-—and
answers all that he asks, revealing to him all the mysteries ox

Torah. 83 (16)

As with the revelation of maggidim, the adept obtains knowledge

of celestial mysteries and Kabbalistic secrets. He will be able to

learn everything that he desires from the saddik with whose soul he

communes

:
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There is no doubt that if the person always practices these "in-

tentions" he will be as one of the angels who minister in heaven.

And he will attain knowledge of all that he wishes. . . . and

everything depends upon the power of his "intention" and his

cleaving above. °^ (17)

Before turning to Vital' s autobiographical accounts, we should

take notice of a passage in Sefer Toldot ha-Ari which mentions Isaac

Luria's practice of yihudim. Though there seems to be no other testi-

mony concerning Luria's performance of these exercises, it is reasonable

to assume that he engaged in the same contemplative practices he pre-

scribed for his disciples. In the course of listing all the esoteric

powers that Luria possessed and "sciences" that he knew, the author of

this hagiographical work discloses Luria's practice of yihudim at the

graves of saddikim:

He [Luria] also knew how to practice yihudim at the graves of

saddikim, stretch himself out on their graves with extended
arms and legs, and draw down [the] soul, spirit and intellectual-
soul of that saddik, ["revive" him] and speak with him. And
this saddik would reveal to him mysteries and supernal secrets

that were elucidated in the Heavenly Academy. And his face used

to shine like the sun, and no creature could gaze upon his

countenance. °$ (18)

This passage suggests a comparison between Luria and the greatest of

the prophets, Moses. Moses' prophecy was similarly compared to the

86
sun, and, as we have seen, related to the Sefirah Tiferet-

Vital' s autobiographical accounts provide us with unusually

excellent evidence of his meditational life. We learn that he was

accustomed to performing yihudim on a regular basis. He reports that

Luria reprimanded him for not having engaged in meditation for a month,
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and warns him of the necessity to continue. The disciple's account of

his own preparatory and qualifying activities, the warning described

above, as well as other matters related to the performance of yihudim,

correspond almost exactly to the instructions as they are formulated

87
in the theoretical sources. Luria prescribed for his chief disciple

certain tikkunei hvonot for sins Vital had committed. Vital had in-

dulged in alchemical studies during the years 1566-68, just prior to

88
his taking up with Luria—a practice which he later regretted. He

considered this to be a great transgression involving neglect of Torah.

He also needed to cleanse himself for having become angry with his

wife, for having drunk forbidden wine with an apostate, having cursed

his parents and having committed a minor sexual transgression on his

89
wedding night. Luria told him that he would have to undergo a two

and one-half year period of absolution and cleansing in order to fully

qualify himself for contemplative experience . At the end of this time

his soul would have become complete and he would be able to attain

90
powerful inspiration. Following is an account of one of Vital 's

experiences

:

On the evening of the month of Elul, 1571, my teacher
}
maw, his

memory be blessed, sent me to the cave of Abaye and Rava.

There I stretched myself out on the grave of Abaye, may his memory

be eternally blessed, and I began by performing the yihud of the

mouth and nose [of the parsuf] of
e
Attika Kadisha, whereupon sleep

fell upon me. When I awoke I saw nothing [i.e., I received no

revelation] . After this I again stretched myself out once more

on Abaye' s grave itself, performing the yihud written down by my

teacher himself.

^

2 While I was joining and linking the letters

YHWH [and] ADNY, in the well-known manner, my mind became con-

fused and I was unable to join them. I ceased from contemplating

this unification and then imagined that a voice was saying to me:
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"Retract, retract," numerous times. And I thought to myself
saying: "Indeed, this is the expression used by Akabya b.

Mehalalel speaking to his son, as is known. "93 Then I returned
to contemplating this joining [of letters] and completed it. I

then imagined that [the voice] was saying to me: "God will pro-
vide Himself the lamb for a burnt offering my son," ( D'a^K

awn iV ilKV) [Gen. 22:8] as if expressing to me its mean-
ing [i.e., the meaning of this verse] in this sense: my worry on
account of having not succeeded with the first yihud was unwarrant-
ed. Indeed, [the yihud] had been effective and successful before
God. And this was [the meaning of] "God will provide Himself the
lamb etc." I imagined [the voice] was explaining to me that in

this verse the entire yihud I performed was hinted at because the

gematvia of the initial ietters of [the words] iV nx*P O'nVK
Jiwn is equal to forty-seven [with one added to it for the

entire phrase] as in the number of the yihud of ^ ,J,K ^ in *
.

And the initial letters of ' Ja 7\*?V?b rori form [the word] hebel
[lit. breath] . This is the mystery of the breath of the supernal
mouth that I intended with this yihud- And it seemed to me as if
they were telling me with the initial letters of the words T\V7\ lV
fl'nyV : This [i.e., the word formed from the initial letters of

these words] is VVn (Hillel) the elder but I do not understand
this matter.

I imagined all this at the time whereafter exceedingly great

fear and trembling fell upon me in all my limbs. And my hands
trembled in touching each other. My lips were also quivering
exceedingly, trembling rapidly and unceasingly in a very hurried
way. And it was as if a voice was settling upon my tongue be-
tween my lips , and was saying extremely rapidly , more than a

hundred times: "What shall I say, what shall I say?" And I

strengthened myself, as well as my lips, so that they would not

quiver, but I could not quiet them whatsoever. After this I

thought of asking for wisdom whereupon the voice burst in my
mouth and tongue saying: "Wisdom, wisdom" more than twenty times.

Then it began again saying: "Wisdom and science, the wisdom and

the science," a number of times. Then it began again saying:
"The wisdom and the science are given to you." Then it began
again saying: "The wisdom and the science are given to you from
heaven, like the knowledge of R. Akiba." 9 ^ Then it began again

saying: "And more than R. Akiba." Then it said: "and like R.

Yeiba Saba."95 And then it said: "and more than R. Yeiba Saba."

Then it said: "Peace unto you." Then it said: "From heaven they

send you peace." And all this happened very quickly—a wonderful
thing—many times while I was awake. And I fell upon my face,

stretched out in Abaye's crypt [i.e., the hollow surrounding the

grave]. 96 (19)

Vital' s experience, as described here, consisted of two distinct

stages. The first stage involved the contemplation of the yihudim
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themselves. His initial efforts at unification appeared to him to be

unsuccessful. His mind became confused after attempting a second

yihud, and he heard a voice uttering the request of the dying Akabya

b. Mehalalel to his son. We learn from Vital 1

s diary that Akabya

97was one of the many qaddikim who made up his gilgul ancestry. That

he "heard" the expression used by Akabya is thus not surprising. Having

heard this voice he returned to contemplation of the second yihud which

he successfully completed. Again he heard a voice which this time

uttered a verse, the notarikon and gematria of which elucidated the

meaning of the initial yihud. The initial letters of several words in

this scriptural passage, forming as they do the word hebel (breath),

indicated to Vital the mystery of the supernal mouth intended by the

first yihud. This demonstrated to him that it had been successful be-

fore God.

Having achieved a level of inspiration in which he heard the

external voices of others speaking to him, Vital entered a more intense

stage of experience. He was overcome with physical trembling and began

to repeatedly and quickly utter short phrases in the manner of automatic

speech. He was apparently "possessed" temporarily by the voice that was

speaking through his own mouth. He found himself unable to control it

at all. The substance of the disclosure elicited after his having

"thought of asking for wisdom," consists in a confirmation of the exalt-

edness of his soul. He is promised the attainment of knowledge and

power equal to or exceeding that of some of Israel's greatest teachers.

We learn from Sefer ha-Hezyonot that both R. Akiba and R. Yeiba Saba were
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part of Hayyim Vital' s gilgul ancestry. The status of his soul, the

transmigrations through which it has gone, and the unlimited possi-

bilities for illumination of which he is capable, are themes with

99
which Vital is unceasingly preoccupied.

One useful way of analyzing any experience of meditation is in

terms of the nature of the object of contemplation and the nature of

the effect such contemplation has upon the mystic. We will consider

each of these elements with regard to the experience of performing

yihudim. Meditative techniques may be divided into two general varieties:

those practices which seek to restrict awareness of the external world,

focusing attention on the object of meditation; and those which involve

a deliberate attempt to "open up" awareness of the external environment.

The former is a directive approach in which the individual places him-

self under the influence of a formal or traditional symbol, whereas the

latter is a non-directive approach in which the person allows himself

to be guided by his own inner nature. The concentration upon divine

names and their corresponding aspects within the Godhead, as in the

case of the yihudim, clearly illustrates the approach which tends to

restrict awareness by dwelling upon an externally given form. We

may term such activity concentration meditation.

In all forms of concentrative meditation the first goal is to

shatter the normal flow of awareness. Normal consciousness is subject

to the infinitely disparate stimuli of the sensual world. Meditative

techniques are designed to produce alterations in consciousness. Medi-

tation of this sort represents an attempt to separate oneself for a
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period of time from the regular flow of daily life, to interrupt the

continuity of normal existence so as to enter a new mode of conscious-

ness. In order to become receptive to especially designated stimuli

—

be they internal or external—one must "turn off" the automatic stimuli

of the outside world. This is almost always done by separating one-

self from the normal activities of life. The adept usually isolates

himself and finds a quiet place that will reduce distractions to the

greatest extent possible. Often, as in Yoga and Zen Buddhism, there

is stress on maintaining a specific body posture so as to keep body

movements to a minimum and therefore out of awareness during the medita-

tive period.

In concentrative meditation the goal is to restrict awareness

to a single, unchanging source of stimulation for a definite period of

time. The perfectly sustained nature of the concentration is of the

essence. If the exercise involves vision, the adept gazes continually

at the meditative object. If it is auditory, such as sound, chant or

prayer, it is repeated over and over again. If it consists in physical

movements, the movement is repeated for an uninterrupted length of

time. What all these methods have in common is the desire to break

down the habitual awareness of normal consciousness and pierce through

to another mode of consciousness through monotonous and repetitive

concentrative activity. Such is the goal, for example, of rhythmic

breathing in Zen, gazing steadily on the mandala in Yoga, and the rapid

spinning and repetition of phrases of the Sufi whirling dervishes.

In these terms we can perhaps better understand the technique

designed by Luria. In the first place, arising at midnight to meditate
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—be it on the grave of a saddik or in one's own home—clearly served

to establish a quiet, nondistracting environment. Vital indicates

101
that the adept is to close his eyes while concentrating. More-

over, the very deprivation of sleep might reasonably have contributed

to inducing an altered state of awareness. Susceptibility for this

would surely be enhanced if the adept was fasting as well. Concentra-

tion for sustained periods of time upon the various names of God, as

with the y-ihudim, appear to have served the purpose of breaking down

habitual awareness as described above. It would seem that the names

were not recited aloud, but simply imagined in one's mind. The time

involved no doubt varied with the adept's ability to successfully

unify the divine names. Such concentration served the dual purposes

of excluding from the mind's consciousness all external reality and

absorbing the mind to an intense degree so as to raise one's awareness

to a new level. Thus Vital instructs that the contemplative must

exert intense powers of concentration, turn his heart from all exter-
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nal thoughts, and divest his soul completely of its bodily aspect.

Mystical literature speaks of a great variety of responses to

concentrative meditation. Vital' s experience is characterized by

several features that commonly accompany altered states of conscious-

ness. For example, he indicates that while joining the names YHWH and

ADNY his "mind became confused." Mystics frequently report a loss of

control and fears of losing their grip on reality. In addition to

feelings of disorientation, contemplatives report alterations in con-

centration, attention, memory and judgement.
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The central feature of Vital' s experience, of course, was that

of hearing voices communicating to him and through his own mouth. Thus

he writes: "And it was as if a voice was upon my tongue between my

lips ..." This, as we have seen, was accompanied by violent physical

symptoms. Motor automatisms such as automatic speech in the case of

yihudim and maggidism, or automatic writing such as Joseph Taitasak

experienced, are well documented phenomena in the history of religion.

They are similar to other familiar examples of dissociation such as

hypnotic states, mediumistic trances, glossolalia, auditions and

visions of every variety. In Vital's case, the initial communication

is a simple audition in which an external voice is speaking to him,

whereas the subsequent experience consisted in unmistakeable speech

automatism. Such a phenomenon closely resembles that claimed by

spiritualistic mediums in which an individual becomes the vehicle for

104
communications from the spirits of departed individuals. As with

such spiritualistic phenomena, Vital's automatism was expected and

thus conditioned by the prevailing cultural environment. This point

has been stressed by Werblowsky in speaking of Karo's Maggid:

It appears that phenomena of dissociation as psychological pro-

cesses are indeterminate as far as the precise form of their

manifestation is concerned. Their specific form and character
(divine voices, angels, spirits, souls of saints or relatives,

shamanistic encounters, etc.) are determined by the cultural
background of the medium, i.e., by the theoretical background
which he or his group provides for the event. *-®-'

That is, even though Vital's sudden bursting forth with speech

was genuinely involuntary, the proper conditions for such a thing to
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occur had been well set. In a spiritual environment where immense

value is placed upon the revelation of heavenly mysteries from such

sources as the prophet Elijah, angels, the souls of departed persons

with whom one's own soul is bound, it is hardly surprising to find

extraordinary psychic experiences assume precisely these forms. In

the spiritual life expectations do more than explain reality—they

provide the conditions under which alternative realities can be pene-

trated. To the circle of Isaac Luria "alternative realities" meant

the deepest recesses of the divine world—the apprehension of which

was a mystical goal of the highest order.
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The yihudim were personalized. That is, Luria gave each of

his disciples meditations that were appropriate to each of them alone.

In SRH Vital records twenty-five yihudim which he claims to have re-
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s
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See above, p. .45 ff

.
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the new Kabbalah.

In the Encyclopedia Judaioa, vol. 10, p. 631, Scholem writes that "the
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zeruf." Werblowky, speaking of Vital's use of the term yihudim in his
Shdhrei Kedushah, writes:
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See Werblowsky, Karo p. 38. Elsewhere, (Karo, pp. 71-2) Werblowsky
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Abraham Abulafia (Jerusalem, 1969), p. 163. Scholem indicates that in
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the synagogues of Bet-El and Porat Yosef in Jerusalem's old city, head
movements used in Abuxafian meditation were still employed in recent
times. Many Abulafian manuscripts were copied by the Kabbalists of
Bet-El. It is not likely that they would have bothered to preserve
these texts were it not for their interest in using them for practical
purposes.

This summary of Abulafia's system is based primarily on
the accounts of G. Scholem in Major Trends, lecture four; idem., Ha-
Kdbbaldh shel Sefer ha-Temunah ve-shel Abraham Abulafia, pp. 85-253.
We have also drawn directly from two of Abulafia's most important in-
structional manuals: Hayyei'clam ha-Ba* (Ms. Heb. 8° 540 of the Hebrew
University National Library) and Or ha-Sekhel (Ms. Munich 285).

57
Abulafia believed that his doctrine of prophetic mysticism

was the logical extension of Maimonides' theory of prophecy. The
latter also understood prophecy as a temporary union of the human and
divine intellects, brought about by the influx of the active intellect
into the soul. The prophetic faculty, according to this theory, con-
sists in the union of the human intellect, at its most advanced stage
of development, with the active intellect. For Abulafia, the divine
intellect was the highest principle—permeating all of creation. It
allows for the possibility of union between the human and divine spheres.
But instead of the intellectual process prescribed by Maimonides,
Abulafia's means of elevating the human soul is through a complex system
of meditational practices and devotional techniques never considered by
the foremost Jewish Aristotelian. Abulafia wrote a commentary to the
Moreh Nebukhim which is extant in two versions : a) Hayyei ha-Nefesh
(Ms. Munich 408); b) Sitrei Torah of which there are more than twenty-
five manuscripts. Parts of it were anonymously included in the collec-
tion of Kabbalistic literature Likkutei Shikhhah u-Fe*ah (Ferrara,

1556), pp. 23-31. See G. Scholem, "Major Trends, pp. 138-9; idem.,
Ha-Kabbaldh shel Sefer ha-Temunah, pp. 118-9, 129-34. For an illustra-
tion of Abulafia's attempt to show the essentially mystical character
of the topoi of the Guide, see A. Altmann, Monatssohrift fur Gesohidhte
und Wissensohaft des Judentums 80, (1936), pp. 320-2.

58
The Sefer Yesira (Book of Creation) represents the earliest

extant Hebrew text of systematic, speculative thought. It was written
sometime between the third and sixth centuries. According to its
author, all of creation came into being through the interconnection of
the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet, and particularly by
means of the "231 gates" or combinations of the letters into sets of
two, representing what he felt were the possible roots of the Hebrew
verb. All that exists contains these linguistic elements and exists
by virtue of their power, the foundation of which is the Tetragrammaton

.

This linguistic-mystical cosmogony played an enormously important role
in the history of Jewish cosmological speculation—philosophic and
mystical. For the relationship of the Sefer Yesira to Kabbalah see G.

Scholem, Ursprung und Anfdnge der Kabbala (Berlin, 1962), pp. 20-29;
idem., EJ, vol. 16, pp. 782-787.
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Shaarei Orah, 2b. We have used Scholem's translation in

On the Kabbalah, p. 42.

fin

Sefer Gan Naul, Ms. Munich 58, folio 322b. We have used
Scholem's translation in Major Trends, p. 134.

61
Abulafia relates these three levels to the external real-

ities of the eyes, tongue and heart. Moreover, they correspond to

Muskal (known) , Maskil (knower) , and Sekhel (knowledge) , the latter
corresponding to the highest level, Mahshab'. See ShebaiNetibot ha-
Torah by Abulafia, published by A. Jeliinek in Philosophie und Kabbala
(Leipzig, 1854), pp. 18-20, where these levels are described.

fi?
The Seventy-two letter name of God is based on three verses

of Exodus 14: 19-21, each of which contains seventy-two letters. It
was constructed by joining the first letter of vs. 19, the last letter
of vs. 20, and the first vs. of 21, to form the first triad; the
second letter of vs. 19, the penultimate of vs. 20 and the second of
vs. 21, to make the second triad; and so on until 72 triads are con-
structed comprising all the letters of these verses. The composition
of this name was well known in Geonic times, and it was used by Rashi.

It was also an important magical name to the author of Sefer Raziel.
See J. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magia and Superstition, pp. 95-6. Moses
Cordovero discusses this name in chapter twenty-one of Pardes Eimmonim.

Hayyei Olam ha-Ba, 6a; Cf. 11a, 23a, 34a.

64
For a description of a variety of types of gematria forma-

tion see J. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magio, appendix I: The Formation of
Magical Names, pp. 262-3. In Ms. Oxford 1,822, folios 141-6, a special
tract lists seventy-two different forms of gematriot . In Shaar ha-

Seruf, chapter eight of Cordovero' s Pardes Rimmonim, he describes nine
different types of gematriot. The use of gematria is already prevalent
in Rabbinic literature." It was especially developed by the Hasidei
Ashkenaz and by circles close to them in the 12th and 13th centuries.

In the beginnings of Spanish Kabbalah gematria occupied a very limited
place. The Gerona Kabbalists used it little and its impact was slight
upon the Zohar and the Hebrew writings of Moses de Leon. Only those

currents influenced by the traditions of the Hasidei Ashkenaz absorbed

gematria into Kabbalistic literature of the second half of the 13th
century, primarily in the work of Jacob ha-Kohen and Abulafia. Joseph
Gikatilla's Ginat Egoz (Hanau, 1615), written in 1274 under the influ-
ence of Abulafia, is greatly concerned with gematria. Much of the

literature after this period was heavily influenced by the Abulafian
stress on this technique.

Hayyei Olam ha-Ba\ 172. For details of the method of

hotarikon, see J. Trachtenberg, Jewish MacCo, pp. 261-2.
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Luria's use of notarikon is particularly evident in those
yihudim given to other members of Luria's circle. Most of these are
based on a biblical verse from which the initial letters of each word
are drawn to form a word. The word formed in this manner is then re-
lated to divine names and parsufim to create the meditations . See SRE3

146 ff.

fi7
See J. Trachtenberg, Jewish Magic, pp. 263-4.

See above, p. 130.

Hayyei Olam ha-Ba\ 20a. There are a number of important
techniques conceived by Abulafia which the Lurianic writings do not
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hour that he was about to die, told his son to retract these four
opinions: "In the hour that he died he said to his son, 'My son,

retract (hazor bekha) the four opinions which I gave.'" It is this
phrase that Vital imagined he heard.
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CHAPTER FOUR

READING IN THE MISHNAH: A TECHNIQUE OF
MEDITATION TAUGHT BY HAYYIM VITAL

It is the destiny of many great historical figures to stand

in the shadow of a personality more luminous than their own. Though

not forgotten men, their full importance remains unappreciated. Such

has largely been the fate of Hayyim Vital. Vital is recognized pri-

marily for his role as Isaac Luria' s chief disciple, the diligent

student and faithful recorder of his master's teachings. In the intro-

duction we have already discussed the nature of this teacher-disciple

relationship and the crucial role it played in the preservation and

dissemination of Luria 1
s teachings. It will suffice for us to reiter-

ate that without Vital, despite his own efforts at concealing it, much

of Luria' s system would have been completely lost.

But Vital was far more than the most important formulator of

Lurianic Kabbalah. He was a distinct personality in his own right,

with a spiritual career whose creative dimensions moved beyond the con-

fines of his relationship to Luria. In the first place, Vital was not

only a student of "hidden" {nistar) knowledge. He was also well-versed

in "revealed" (nigleh) or exoteric subjects. Vital studied in yeshivot

in Safed where he became immersed in the classical tradition of Judaism.

His foremost teacher in talmudic studies was Moses Alsheikh, by whom he

135
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was ordained as rabbi in the year 1590. His proficiency in talmudic

studies is attested to by the fact that he served as rabbi and head

of a yeshivah in Jerusalem from 1577-1585. Though only some of his

rabbinic writings have been preserved, they are sufficient to reveal

Vital' s interest and involvement in halakhic affairs. Included among

those that do remain are: a responsum from Damascus published in the

2
responsa of Joseph di Trani; halakhic responsa contained in his son

Shmuel's Befer Mayyim Hayyim; talmudic commentaries collected along with

3
those of his son.

Vital' s interest in Kabbalah began before he met Isaac Luria.

He had studied with Moses Cordovero beginning in 1564, and composed a

commentary to the Zohav based upon Cordovero 's system. To this commen-

tary he subsequently added Lurianic notes. It was included by Abraham

Azulai in his compilation of Zoharic commentaries, Or ha-Hammah. We

possess small parts of another work, Es ha-Dcfixt, also following Cor-

dovero 's teaching. It apparently included Kabbalistic comments on

most of the books of the Bible. Furthermore, Vital composed several

Kabbalistic works intended for a wide audience. The most well known of

these is Shaarei Kedushah, to which we have made frequent reference.

This little book became highly influential and was reprinted many times.

His other books in this genre were Leb David and Derekh Hayyim.

Beyond all this, Vital had an intense interest in the esoteric

sciences that flourished in his day. We have already had occasion to

speak of his enthusiasm for alchemical studies. In addition, Vital

indulged in all manner of magic and esoterica. He used to visit fortune-

tellers , palm-readers , oil-readers and magicians in order to inquire
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concerning the past history of his soul and learn about the promises

of the future. His willingness to seek out neighboring Moslem wonder-

workers and holy men attests to his extraordinary eclectic spiritual

interests. Sefer ha-Hezyonot depicts the portrait of a man inclined

to drink at the well of a vast variety of magical and esoteric special-

ties. Vital wrote, in addition, a treatise dealing with astronomy en-

Q

titled Sefer ha-Tekhunah.

The aspect of his life with which we are concerned presently,

however, is Vital' s unceasing attempt to achieve altered states of

consciousness and merit esoteric communications and revelations. We

have already discussed how Vital experienced mystical illumination

through the Lurianic practice of yihudim. We wish now to consider

another technique which Vital himself developed for such purposes.

II

Hayyim Vital was a true visionary. His diary reflects a life

filled with experiences of auditions and visions through encounters

with a plethora of spirits, demons, angelic personalities, departed

colleagues and ancient rabbinic teachers. A highly imaginative and

suggestible spirit—even for the world of sixteenth century Safed

—

Vital was addicted to super-natural experiences. According to the

testimony of Sefer ha-Hezyonot, such celestial revelation and discourse

characterized nearly all of Hayyim Vital' s long life. The major source

of these communications was dreams. The largest portion of his dream-

diary consists in accounts of Vital' s rich dream life. In them he holds
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conversations with, among others: Elijah, Luria, Cordovero, tannaim

and amovdXm, members of his family, fellow Kabbalists and Moslem

Sheikhs. Often he suddenly finds himself in a strange environment:

praying in a synagogue in a different city, confronting an invading

army of soldiers, or walking through gardens surrounded by large moun-

tains and rivers. While his dreams contain a wealth of information

concerning Vital' s inner life, his anxieties and aspirations, they

do not represent a technique of contemplation. Vital only occasionally

reports a dream-revelation brought about by asking a dream-question be-

9
fore going to sleep. While he was acutely conscious of the value of

dreams as a revelatory medium, he appears to have refrained from

employing the dream-question technique to any significant degree.

Sefer ha-Hesyonot , however, contains more than dreams. For example,

several passages in this text describe an interesting contemplative

practice in which the recitation of mishnayot induces visions and audi-

tions. Though he draws upon the techniques of others, Vital' s practice

is original and unique. The first entry to describe such a practice

indicates that Vital had already become Luria' s disciple:

1571. Rosh Hodesh Iyyar. At the time of the afternoon prayer
I secluded myself by means of reading in the Mishnah three times,
as is known to be my custom. And I concentrated upon inquiring:
"Who was my gilgui prior to myself?" I became drowsy and I

perceived my teacher, may his memory be blessed. He grasped me
by my arm and said to me: "Behold, this handsome young man who is

standing near us is my brother-in-law, and you were his teacher.

And I [suddenly] awoke. (1)

Whereas Luria specifically prohibited the practice of yihudirn

at the grave on the day of the new moon, Vital does not seem to be
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averse to this form of contemplation on this day. The time of the

afternoon prayer was considered by Vital as a "favored time" for

12
spiritual activity. It is unclear whether the reference to "three

times" indicates that Vital practiced reading in the Mishnah several

times that afternoon, or the number of times mishnayot were read on

one occasion. We shall see other evidence which points to the latter

explanation. Vital uses an unique phrase with regard to the function

assigned to the reading of mishnayot: "I secluded myself by means of

reading in the Mishnah." Apparently, the very act of repeating mish-

nayot served the purpose of inducing a state of solitude, i.e., a state

free from the distractions of the material world. While reciting a

mishnah, Vital asks a question having to do with his former incarnation

and descends into a form of drowsiness. Thereupon- he immediately sees

Luria who informs him that in his former gilgul he was the teacher of

Luria's brother-in-law. Having learned this, he is aroused from his

drowsy state. On the heels of this experience Vital returns to recit-

ing mishnayot'.

And I began again to read a mishnah and I became drowsy. I heard
a loud voice actually calling: "Hayyim^ Hayyim." I was aroused
and awoke. And I thought to myself that my teacher, may his

memory be blessed, is Rabban Gamliel, and he is the brother-in-
law of R. Eliezer, the disciple of Rabban Yohanan ben Zaccai. I

went to my teacher and told him all this. He said to me: This

is without a doubt a supernal arousal [that you have experienced.]
However, I do not wish to reveal to you the meaning of these

matters, as I do not want you to know the gilgul of my intellectual-

soul. 13 (2)

In this second experience Vital seeks to determine whom Luria

meant when he said that he (i.e., Vital) was the teacher of Luria's
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brother-in-law. Vital solves this puzzle for himself by imagining

that Luria is identified with R. Gamliel, whose brother-in-law is R.

Eliezer. Thus, Vital places himself in the exalted position of having

once been the teacher of R. Eliezer. Structurally, this experience

follows the basic pattern of the earlier one. The recitation of

mishnayot induces a state of solitude and he becomes drowsy. In this

case, however, Vital receives a communication without first asking a

question. Whereas in the original instance it is Luria who appears to

him and speaks, here the communicator is merely perceived as a "loud

voice" with no other specific identity.

14
Again Vital secludes himself in the same manner. Upon inquir-

ing whether his gilgul is bound up with that of "our holy Rabbi" (i.e.,

Judah ha-Nasi) , Luria appears to him and reports that he is indeed re-

lated to the soul of Judah ha-Nasi. It is perhaps significant that

Vital aspired to such a relationship, inasmuch as Judah ha-Nasi was

responsible for editing the Mishnah. We also learn explicitly here

that the drowsiness which Vital experienced each time he reads in the

Mishnah is not to be construed as actual sleep. Instead, it is a state

of consciousness in which he is fully aware of what is transpiring:

And I awoke from this slumber of solitude since I was not
actually sleeping. 15 (3)

In yet another experience Vital again inquires concerning his

soul. However, in this case a most significant variation is added.

Vital recites a specific mishnah and thereby cleaves to the soul of the

fcmna who has authored this text:
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The 27th of Iyyar. I secluded myself as mentioned above. And
I asked myself: "Is the soul of R. Ele'azar b.

cArakh that Is im-
pregnated within me, still impregnated so?" And I cleaved with
my soul to his soul by means of reading the mishnah: "R. Eleazar
b. Arakh says: Be eager to study the Torah" etc. (Abot, 2:19).
And while I was completely awake with my eyes closed, I saw a
group of sages studying Torah. They said to me: "Know [concern-
ing] this book which is in our hands , in which we are presently
reading, and in which are written certain verses; know that the
sage R. Ele'azar b. Yohai while he was alive, told us that the
verses written in this book indicate the name Ele'azar as being
alluded to therein. ^ (4)

Of all the variations of this technique, this one seems to repre-

sent a more highly developed stage of practice. Here, it is not any

mishnah that is recited, but one chosen because it contains the teach-

ing of a particular sage. Moreover, the intended goal is to commune

with the soul of this tanna. Vital desires to cleave with his soul to

that of R. Eleazar b. Arakh; therefore he recites a mishnah in which

this tanna' s opinion is stated. By doing so he indeed succeeds in

cleaving to the soul of this particular saddik. The communication that

Vital receives, however, is not from the tanna himself, but from a

circle of sages who are studying Torah. In part four of Sefer ha-

Hezyonot. in which Vital delineates the gitgutim through which his

soul has passed, he mentions R. Eleazar b. Arakh:

He [i.e., Luria] also told me that when I was thirteen years old
the soul of R. Ele'azar b.

e
Arakh, disciple of Rabban Yohanan b.

Zaccai, was impregnated within me through the mystery of 'ibbur. 17 ..(5)

Vital' s question is answered affirmatively inasmuch as he succeeds in

communing with this saddik.

We are fortunate to possess a text which clarifies the nature

and meaning of the passages in Sefer ha-Eezyonot which we have described.
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It is found in the unpublished fourth chapter of Vital' s popular

ethical treatise, Shaarei Kedushah. Before discussing the fourth

chapter, however, it will serve our purposes to consider the chapter

that precedes it. The third part of Shaarei Kedushah is called: Con-

cerning the Ways of Achieving the Holy Spirit. It consists primarily

in a condensation of some of the qualifications and techniques for

achieving inspiration which have been described by us earlier. Vital

emphasizes the need, as did his teacher, for proper preparation in

order to achieve mystical inspiration by any means. He summarizes

] 8
the procedures in the last gate of chapter three:

a. Repentance from all sins; avoidance of such qualities as anger,

strictness, pride, gossip and slander; practice of such qual-

ities as humility, joy and modesty.

b. Observance of all misvot; fixed times for study of Torah;

prayer with kawanah; love of one's fellow and rising after

midnight to mourn the destruction of the Temple.

c. Material purification through ritual immersion and donning

of clean clothes.

d. Seclusion, preferably at night, in a house where there will

be no distractions.

According to Vital, the contemplative Kabbalist, having pre-

pared himself, may attain mystical inspiration by one of several means.

He delineates five different sources of celestial revelation, all of

19
which we have seen discussed in Lurianic sources

:

a. The adept can draw down upon his soul supernal light from his
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celestial soul-root. This Vital calls the Holy Spirit in

the strict sense.

b. By means of study of Torah or the performance of a misvah,

an angel known as a maggid will reveal itself.

c. The revelation of a departed saddik will be merited by the

most worthy pietists. This is the most superior form of

illumination.

d. Elijah will reveal himself by virtue of stringent piety.

e. Revelation can manifest itself in dreams. This is the lowest

form of inspiration.

Against the background of the general concerns of this chapter,

we can better appreciate the last part of Vital' s book. The intro-

duction to the fourth chapter is found in the printed edition of Sha-

tavet Kedushah. It indicates that Vital conceived of it as a continua-

tion of the third chapter's basic theme: how to achieve heavenly

inspiration. Thus, we read the following;

We have already explained in part three, gate seven, that there
are five means of achieving inspiration (hasagah) : The Holy
Spirit, the souls of departed saddikim, angels called maggidim,
Elijah and dreams. And every one of them can be attained by
itself by means of a man's holiness and study of Torah, without
recourse to any other activity. [But] it is also possible to

attain them as a result of special actions after one has become
worthy and is prepared for inspiration. And this second matter
will be explained in this part, from everything that is found

in the books of the ancient scholars. (6)

Much to the disappointment of the reader of Shdhrei Kedushah

the promised fourth chapter does not appear in any printed edition.

Instead we find the following words of the original printer:
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Thus speaks the printer: This fourth part will not be copied
or printed, for it is all [holy] names, combinations (serufim) ,

and secret mysteries which it would be unseemly to print. (7)

Fortunately, however, at least three manuscripts of the fourth

chapter are extant. Of the two manuscripts available to us, only one

contains the entire text. It alone has the section in which Vital

discusses the proper method of reading in the Mishnah for purposes of

21
mystical inspiration. But before considering this particular section

we wish to offer a general description of this chapter entitled: McSmca?

Hitbodedut (Essay On Solitude). This chapter is primarily an anthology

of older Kabbalistic authors, nearly all of which were already in print

by the time the printer rejected the manuscript. These selections con-

stitute an extremely interesting collection of Kabbalistica around the

themes of prophecy, holy spirit, cleaving to God and achieving heavenly

inspiration of various kinds. Vital was apparently seeking to offer

the modern aspirant to mystical illumination the benefit of earlier

traditions. He culls from, among others, the writings of Nahmanides,

*Azriel of Gerona, Abraham Abulafia, Moses de Leon, Joseph Gikatilla,

Menahem Recanati, Isaac b. Samuel of Acre, Moses Cordovero and Elijah

22
de Vidas. Being drawn as they are from a vast variety of Kabbalists,

they form a highly eclectic composite of earlier contemplative trends.

By the same token, the chapter as a whole lacks any real uniformity and

23
cannot be considered a manual of instruction in the strict sense.

What then was so offensive to the sensitivities of the original printer

to compel him to exert such powers of censorship? It was evidently the
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Illustration 4
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serufvm and the extensive use of "holy names" such as the seventy-two

letter name of God which frightened him.
24

Now, in addition to that which Vital gleaned from earlier

mystics, there are several pages of original material.
25

It is here

that we find descriptions of several techniques for achieving mystical

illumination. One of these bears directly upon the technique described

in Sefer ha-Hezyonot. The following is a translation of the section to

which we have alluded from this hitherto unpublished chapter:

[This is] the second way of the practical methods to achieve
the three types [of inspiration] mentioned above. And I will
not record any practical activity [accomplished] by means of
magic formulae (hashbdbt) and Holy Names (hazharot shemot)—
other than by means of reflection and thought alone, or through
prayer to God in the [traditional] manner of prayer.

You already know that all types of inspiration require a
man to be alone in a house so that his mind will not be dis-
tracted. The person must seclude himself in his mind to the
farthest limits and divest his body from his soul as if he did
not feel that he was clothed in matter at all—as though he was
only soul. The more he separates himself from matter the more
his inspiration will be increased. If he senses any voice or
movement that disturbs his concentration, of if any material
thought comes to him of his own accord, this will stop his soul's
concentration upon cleaving to the upper realms, and he will not
gain any inspiration whatsoever because the supernal holiness
does not rest upon a man while he is [still] clinging to matter,
be it even a hairsbreadth [of attachment to matter] . There-
fore prophecy or the Holy Spirit are called "deep sleep" or
dreams or vision [i.e., states free from distraction]. The
end of the matter is that one who wants the Holy Spirit to rest
upon him, if he does not become adept at completely divesting
his soul from his body, the Holy Spirit will not rest upon him.

And this is the secret [meaning of]: "the sons of prophets
with a timbrel and pipe before them" ate. [i Samuel 10:5].
For by means of the sweet voice of the melody, solitude descended
upon them with the pleasantness of the voice, and they divested
their souls [of worldly sensation] and then the musician stopped
the melody and the sons of the prophets remained cleaving to the
upper realms and prophesied. This is the first condition.
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The second condition is that a man should annul all those
things which cause solitude to be interrupted. For in the
first condition we mentioned only the material things of a
natural character [i.e., things external to him] which cause
the interruption of solitude. And they [i.e., with regard to

the second condition] are the powers of impurity which are
derived from the evil inclination with which a man invests
himself. They are strengthened by virtue of man's sin. There-
fore, he who intends to seclude himself must first repent of

all transgressions. Afterwards, he must be careful not to

resume sinning by way of any one of these. Following this he
should accustom himself to remove the evil qualities which have
become ingrained in him such as anger, sadness, pedantry, idle
conversation and the like. After he has mended the sicknesses
of the soul—Whether they be sins or [injurious] qualities

—

then the impure Spirit has no power with which to cut off his
cleaving to the upper realms.

Then he will accustom himself in the avoidance of material
things as mentioned above in the first condition. And after
[having accomplished] all this he should begin with the
activities that bring about [lit. draw down] the [state of]

cleaving to the upper realms as I recorded with the help of
God, according to that which I was able to find in the words
of the sages and the words of those who seclude themselves.
However, the matter of the second condition consists in re-
moving from himself the impure powers—and this [is accomplished]
by means of repentance of his sins and his dissociation from
blameworthy qualities.

We have already explained matters with regard to the first
method according to that which I have found in books. And
having instructed you concerning these two conditions, I will
now consider the activities which are [designed] to cause the
power of a man's soul to cleave to the upper realms—after there
being [found] in him the two conditions mentioned. Would that
it might be as this.

Seclude yourself in a lonely house, as mentioned above,
wrap yourself in a prayer-shawl, and sit and close your eyes,
divesting yourself of the material would as if your soul had
left your body, and was ascending to heaven. Following this
abstraction [from matter], recite whichever single mishnah
that you wish, many times in uninterrupted succession. Concen-
trate your mind upon attaching your soul to the soul of the
tanna mentioned in this mishnah. And this is what you should
concentrate your mind upon: That your mouth is an organ which
articulates the letters of the text of this mishnah. And that
the voice that you produce from the mouth's organ consists of

the sparks of your inner soul which emerge and recite this par-
ticular mishnah. It [i.e., the soul] becomes a throne so that

in it [the soul] there may be invested the soul of this tanna*
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the author of the mishnah, and so that his soul will be invested
within your soul. When you become exhausted from reciting the
text of the mishnah—if you are worthy of it—it is possible
that the soul of this izcnna will abide in your mouth, and he
[i.e., the tanna* viz. his soul] will become invested within it
[i.e., the mouth] while you are reciting the mishnah. And then
while you are reading the mishnah he will speak with your mouth
and offer you a salutation of peace. Everything that you then
think of asking him will he answer you. He will speak with your
mouth and your ears will hear his words. It is not you yourself
speaking, but he is the one who speaks. This is the meaning of:
"The spirit of the Lord speaks by me and His word is upon my
tongue." [II Samuel 23:2].

And if you are still unfit for this exalted level [of inspir-
ation] it is possible for it to occur in another fashion. That
is, on account of the vigor of your speaking, you will weary and
become silent without your intending so. And direct your question
in your mind and you will become drowsy, half asleep and half
awake. Then in [this state of] drowsiness you will perceive an
answer to your question—either as a veiled reference or explic-
itly. And it is all in accord with your preparedness. 2 6 (8)

Vital begins the instructions for this form of meditation by

rejecting the path that employs magical formulae and holy names.

Such methods are undoubtedly what he means by "special actions" in

his opening statement of this chapter. Whereas earlier in the chapter

he records such formulae and names, in the text we are considering

27
here he disavows these means in favor of less magical methods.

Similar to the practice of yihudim, Vital sets forth two

stages prior to the actual contemplation, a qualifying period in which

the adept makes himself worthy, and a preparatory period in which he

seeks to achieve a state of solitude. The qualifying stage parallels

the tikkunei *avonot required by Luria for the performance of yihudim.

Those evil qualities, such as anger, sadness arid idle conversation,

must be expurgated from the soul. Such "sicknesses of the soul" serve

as nourishment to the Sitva Ahra and are thus an impediment to cleaving
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to the upper realms. The preparatory stage consists in those activities

designed to bar all normal sensation and stimulation from the contem-

plative 's psyche. Vital goes to some length to emphasize the intimate

relationship between detaching oneself from matter and the attainment

of divine inspiration. Anything that distracts a person's concentra-

tion will prevent his cleaving above. Undistracted attention produces

a state of solitude. Here Vital clarifies what he means by the "slumber

of solitude" or drowsiness to which he alludes in his diary. Such

solitude is a solitude of the mind and body from all external and mater-

ial sensation. The mind achieves a vacuity which enables it to become

a vessel for divine inspiration.

Vital was particularly intrigued by the practice of solitude.

Many of the authors whom he cites discuss the issue of solitude includ-

ing Isaac of Acre, Recanati, the author of Mctarekhet ha-Elohut, de

28
Vidas and Cordovero. Vital's instructions for achieving solitude

resemble closely those in Abraham Abulafia's Eayyei'olam ha-Bal Though

Vital makes extensive reference to this Abulfian text he does not

quote the passage dealing with preparations for contemplation. Never-

theless, the similarities between the two are striking. As in Vital's

instructions set forth in the third and fourth chapters of Shaarei

Kedushah, Abulafia includes: using a lonely house where there will be

no distraction; wrapping oneself in a prayer-shawl, cleansing the body

and wearing clean clothes; shutting out all mundane sensations and

practicing contemplation at night.

As for the technique itself, it joins two elements of medi-

tative methods with which Vital was well acquainted: recitation of
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mishnayot and communion with the soul of a departed saddik. It is

clear that he drew upon both of these meditative ingredients in de-

veloping his own technique of reading in the Mishnah. In our analysis

of maggidism we have discussed the nature of Joseph Karo's Maggid.

Karo was able to induce the audition of his angelic mentor through the

repetition of mishnayot* Often a great number of mishnayot had to be

recited before the Maggid would visit him. He would fall asleep at

night amid thoughts of the Mishnah and then begin to recite again upon

wakening. In one case, Karo indicates that he recited about forty-

chapters before his Maggid appeared to him. Karo did not concentrate

on any one mishnah in particular. The sheer quantity of mishnayot

recited, as well as the incessant regularity with which it was done,

appear to be the crucial features for him. Vital instructs the adept

to recite the same mishnah over and over again. The mystic's simul-

taneous concentration on the communion of his soul with that of the

tanna mentioned in the mishnah, is designed to produce a state of

awareness in which he becomes open to such communion and the consequent

communications. That is, the repetition of the mishnah appears to

serve two functions. It deepens the contemplative 's solitude, already

somewhat achieved through physical actions. In addition, the vocaliza-

tion of the mishnah functions as the means by which he focuses in on

the sparks of his soul. By concentration on his voice, which con-

sists in the "sparks of his inner soul," the adapt brings his soul to

the surface, as it were, from its deepest recesses. Here, as in the

case of maggidism, vocalization is absolutely necessary for the
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materialization of the revelatory voice. Even though "it is not you

yourself speaking," the tanna* s voice becomes incarnate through the

voice of the mystic himself. It would seem that at the moment speech

burst forth involuntarily the mishnah reading is forcibly suspended,

and the adept begins uttering the answers to whatever queries he might

make of his communicating spirit.

As we have shown earlier, Vital was quite familiar with Karo

and his Maggid. Vital appears to have had a deeply ambivalent atti-

tude towards Karo. On the one hand, he extols Karo's greatness and

30
admires the latter' s position in the Safed community. Vital even

31
reports that his and Karo's soul-root are the same. On the other

hand, Vital seems concerned with convincing himself of Karo's inferior

status vis-a-vis his own. On one occasion, for example, Vital dreams

that Karo appears in his house to honor him. Vital eats in his cus-

tomary way, i.e., sparingly, whereas Karo consumes milk and cheese

—

32
displaying his less ascetic character. In another dream, God offers

33
Vital the seat of honor to His right normally reserved for Karo'.

Thus, it is evident that Karo held a special place in Vital 's uncon-

scious life. It should, therefore, not be surprising that he was

drawn to a contemplative technique practiced by Karo. Inasmuch as

Karo was the only person we know to have used the recitation of mish-

nayot for such purposes , it is apparent that Vital was directly in-

fluenced by the experiences of the renowned talmudist.

We must now consider the question of why Vital used the Mishnah

as a vehicle for contemplative practice. While the link between Karo's
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experiences and Vital 1
s is evident, it alone does not explain the

significance of the Mishnah to him. Was there any special meaning

attached to Mishnah by the mystics of Safed? It is clear that the

special study of the Mishnah became a popular activity in sixteenth

century Safed. From several different sources it appears that renewed

interest in learning the Mishnah was widespread. Moses Cordovero, in

his list of special customs—presumably written for his followers

—

specifies the important place of Mishnah study. The following are

required of the pious

:

1. To study every Sabbath night as many mishnayot as he can.

2. To review each week all the mishnayot that he knows.

3. To learn at least two chapters of mishnayot by heart each

, 34
week. (9)

Cordovero 1

s student, Abraham Galante, echoes his teacher's in-

structions regarding the study of the Mishnah on the Sabbath:

On the Sabbath night they [i.e., the pious] recite eight
chapters from Mishnah Shabbat [i.e., the tractate of the
Mishnah dealing with the laws of the Sabbath] , in the morning
eight and in the afternoon eight, since this was designed by
our holy Rabbi [i.e., Judah ha-Nasi] when he arranged twenty-
four chapters in the tractate Shabbat corresponding to the
twenty-four ornaments of the [Sabbath] bride. 35 (10)

R. Abraham b. Eliezer ha-Levi Berukhim reports that most of the students

of Torah study two or three chapters of Mishnah when they rise to study

at midnight. According to Elijah de Vidas, the pious study at least

37one chapter from each of the six orders of Mishnah every day.

One of the goals of regular study was memorization. Karo's

Maggid, for instance, praises him for his diligence in attending to the
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Mishnah and tells him that although there are also others who know

the entire Mishnah by heart, none of them merit communications as

he does. An anonymous pietist informs us that there are a number

of students of Torah who know all six orders of Mishnah by heart,

39
though most have memorized only one. Vital himself writes that

Isaac Luria instructed him that he is only obligated to learn by

heart the order of Mishnah Nashim.

We know also of a custom which involved chanting Mishnah.

R. Joseph Ashkenazi (1525-1577) was known for his practice of chant-

ing mishnayot and his intense interest in textual criticism of the

Mishnah, by virtue of which he was called ha-Tanna ha-Gadol . Safer

Toldot ha-Ari records that when Luria emigrated to Safed, one of the

wise men that he met was the Ashkenazi called Tanna Gadol because he

42
always teaches mvsnnayot in melody. This was apparently a method

by which he memorized the Mishnah. A story preserved in Toldot ha-Ari

describes an experience in which Joseph Ashkenazi' s singing of mish-

nayot produces a strange effect that Luria interprets as an omen of

evil:

Once on a Sabbath night the Rabbi [i.e., Luria] came before the
sage R. Joseph Ashkenazi known as ha-To,nnc? ha-Gadol . They found
that he was learning mishnayot by heart, as was his custom.
[According to other versions: . . . learning mishnayot by heart
melodically] .43 in the midst of study the candle [by which they
were studying] began to bubble [le-fa'pe'a] as does a candle that
has fallen into water. It did so for about half an hour. Upon
leaving for home he encountered R. Avigdor, the son of R. Joseph
Ashkenazi. :He said to him: How is your younger brother?
Frightened of answering he asked: Why does my lord ask about him?
He is healthy. He [i.e., Luria] said to him: The candle has told
me that in the course of this week he will depart for his eternal
home. And so it 'was.^ (11)
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While this preoccupation with studying, memorizing and chant-

ing the Mishnah on the part of the Safed Kabbalists represents an

important backdrop against which to understand Vital' s attraction to

reading in the Mishnah, it remains for us to seek the meaning the

Mishnah held for him elsewhere. For this we must turn to consideration

of a complex set of associations which the Mishnah possessed in Hayyim

Vital* s Kabbalistic universe.

In classical Kabbalism the Mishnah is the representative of the

Oral Torah, and as such, symbolizes the Shekhinah, i.e., Malkhut.

Correspondingly, the Written Torah is symbolized by Tiferet. The

Shekhinah constitutes the female aspect of the Godhead, that part of

God which is most manifest and closest to the world of man. She is

the culmination point of God's ever-flowing self-revelation, containing

within Her the light of all the other Sefirot. As such, the Shekhinah

stands on the line between the world of God and the world of man. Most

important, She is the point of contact between the Godhead and man

through which the latter must pass during the course of mystical ascen-

sion. That is, She is the initial goal of the Kabbalist in his attempt

to achieve devekut. While the Shekhinah is the fulfillment of all the

other Sefirot from God's perspective, She is the beginning of the world

of God from man's point of view. Because She is symbolizsJ as the

Oral Law, study of Torah and prayer draw a person closer to the Shek-

hinah. Moreover, in her guise as Oral Law the Shekhinah is the outspoken

or articulate aspect of the divine Being. She is symbolized by the

"speech of God"

—

dibbur—the final manifestation of God's "vocal"
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revelation. Consequently, as we have seen earlier, She is the source

of virtually all prophecy and divine inspiration.

In all these guises the Mishnah, as a symbol for the Shekhinah,

makes an appropriate instrument of meditation. To pierce through the

realm of the divine from that of the material, to experience esoteric

revelations, the Mishnah served as a powerful tool. If Misknah/

Shekhinah is the well-spring of prophetic utterance and divine inspira-

tion, the reading of mishnayot for contemplative purposes is especially

potent. This identification of the Mishnah with the feminine principle

within God is not overlooked by the Lurianic Kabbalists. In Vital 1
s

account of the kavvanah with which mishnayot ought to be read, found in

Shaar ha-Misvot, the equation is made via another term associated with

Shekhinah , i.e., Metatron

:

Know that the Mishnah is the mystery of Metatron, which is [in
the divine world of] Yesirah. One must concentrate upon raising
up Yesirah to Beriah by this means in this fashion [i.e., read-
ing of the Mishnah] . For the Mishnah is [in] Yesirah:
intend that by your reading in it, the Mishnah which is Yesirah
becomes Neshamah which is Bertixh, as is known. And their letters
are equivalent: MSNH-NSMH (sWJ-nje*/) .47 (12)

The varied role of Metatron in Kabbalistic literature explains

its association in this passage with the Mishnah and its relationship

to Shekhinah. According to the Zohar, the "upper brightness" of Adam's

soul which left him as a result of his sin, came to reside in Enoch so

that he could perfect himself in this world. After achieving this,

Enoch became transformed into Metatron, an angel who stood at the head

48
of all angelic creatures. Metatron 1 s most common appelation is Naar
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(servant). This name indicates the role of Metatron as a servant tc

the Shekhinah (Naar ha-Shekhinah) . He serves Her, aids in Her tasks

and suckles divine light from Her. He is sometimes called the "light

49
of the Shekhinah." Elsewhere, Metatron is known as the Shekhindh' s

son who draws all his strength from his mother. Metatron is thus

depicted as deriving from the light of the Shekhinah. Moreover, he is

represented as the master of mystical secrets who opens the gates of

wisdom and serves as the soul's guide to that hidden wisdom. He

possesses the light of understanding x^hich endows the soul with the

ability to perceive heavenly mysteries. This light arouses a person,

enabling him to attain that which would otherwise remain hidden from

52
him. Even more, he gathers the souls of the righteous each night and

53
raises them up to sing praises to God. Metatron also has a special

relationship to the souls of the departed righteous. They are in his

hands, and in the world to come he will be responsible for their bodily

54
resurrection. In possession of the light taken from Adam before his

sin, Metatron returns that light to the righteous individual. The

latter require it for their soul's perfection and its ascent to the

heavenly realms. Metatron thus symbolizes the goal of man's ascent--

his self-perfection.

We see here, then, that just as Mishnah is always associated

in Kabbalah with Shekhinah, Metatron is associated with Shekhinah as

Her son and servant, who radiates his mother's light and receives

those who ascend to the heavenly realm. According to Luria, man's task

is to raise up Metatron to the higher world, i.e., that of the throne,
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known as Beriah from the world of Yesirah. This, according to Lurianic

teaching, can be achieved through the contemplative act of reading and

studying the Mishndh. Such activity transforms Mishnah into Neshamah,

two words whose composition is equivalent. Vital adds that the word

Mishnah in gematria is equal to the words: "I shall not forget her"

(
.-->\ K atic |c a ) . This teaches us not to remiss in studying Mishnah.

Thus, according to Luria, study and recitation of mishnayot serves a

deeply mystical purpose. It raises up the lower Shekhinah from the

world of Yesirah to that of Beriah.

This same set of associations is found in Karo's system as pro-

pounded by his Maggid. We have seen elsewhere that not only did Karo's

mentor speak as a result of his Mishnah study, but it was identical

with the Mishnah itself. In other words, the Maggid was the personfica-

tion of the Mishnah. That the Mishnah is also identical with the

Shekhinah is also clear. The Maggid often says: "I am the Shekhinah

that speaketh to you." In one passage the MaggidlMishnah suggests

its guise as Shekhinah/Bride by describing herself as being adorned by

the recitation of mishnayot'.

Lo, I am the Mishnah that speaketh in thy mouth, that adorneth
herself with excellent adornments, the strings of mishnayot
which thou always recites t. '

This description parallels the earlier-quoted passage by Abraham

Galante, in which the twenty-four chapters of Mishnah Shabbat to be

read on the Sabbath constitute the ornaments of the Sabbath bride. As

in the Lurianic scheme in which the Mishnah: is identified-with Metatron3
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the servant of the Shekhinah, Karo identifies the Mishnah/'Shekhinah

58with the lesser servant of the female Sefirah. Thus, we see in Karo

the same basic set of associations: Mishnah-Shekhinah-Metatron.

Of what significance is all this for Vital on the plane of

mystical comtemplation? It is reasonable to suggest that the transforma-

tion of Mishnah to Neshamah which is realized by the study of the

Mishnah—as our text in Shaar ha-Misvot indicates—represents the ascent

of the mystic's own soul to a higher world. The transformation repre-

sents the elevation of the soul to the place of Metatron—the world of

Berihh. That is, the adept himself undergoes a mystic transformation

to a higher plane in which he comes into contact with the divine light

59
radiating there. Moreover, the Zoharic associations with Metatron

suggest that Metatron also represents the soul's guide to the hidden

mysteries of the divine sphere. Luria's association of Mishnah with

Metatron, the keeper of heavenly secrets, is perfectly understandable.

The study of mishnayot, with proper kavvanah, raises one to the level

of Metatron where the keys to divine mysteries are held.

The second constituent element of Vital' s technique of read-

ing in the Mishnah consists in the communion with souls of departed

saddikim. We have already discussed in some detail two other medita-

tive techniques in which such communion was an intrinsic goal. One of

these is in the case of maggidic revelation where the celestial voice

produced by a man's actions joins that of a departed saddik. The

voice that speaks through the mystic's mouth is that of the saddik.

This merging is only possible if the adept is from the same soul-root
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as the saddik, or if the adept performs a misvah which is in accordance

with this saddik 1 s character. Strictly speaking, this Lurianic theory

of maggidism does not talk of soul-communion, but rather of the unit-

ing of voices. Nevertheless, the essential concept remains the same.

Moreover, the result is identical in both cases: automatic speech in

which the voice of the saddik or tannc? discloses esoteric or Kabbalis-

tic knowledge.

The second technique in which such communion is a primary com-

ponent is the performance of yihudim. This is true whether they are

performed by actually prostrating oneself upon the grave of this saddik,

or in one's home. As with maggidic revelation and Vital' s technique

of reading in the Mishnah, the result of successful meditation is again

mystical illumination by means of automatic sp-.ech. As in the technique

developed by Vital, the voice has a particular identity—in this case

it is the saddik upon whose grave the yihud is performed. We have seen,

of course, that Hayyim Vital practiced such yihudim on a regular basis

and experienced esoteric communications in just this manner.

Why was discourse or revelations from the mouths of saddikim

or tannd\m so highly prized? Why is so much effort devoted towards

cleaving to the soul of a departed saint? In our analysis of the

yihudim, we learned that this technique enabled the souls of the living

and the departed to mutually aid one another in their heavenly ascent.

Moreover, it was believed that the souls of the departed had greater

access to the realms above. But- beyond this, the Safed Kabbalists were

immensely interested in the origins and fate of all souls. They did
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not tire of speculating on the vicissitudes of the souls of biblical

personalities, talmudic figures as well as their own souls. The

doctrines of ibbuv and metempsychosis compelled them to learn their

personal "soul-tree" as well as seek the soul-ancestry of their con-

temporaries. They felt that their own destinies were intimately bound

up with, and in a sense controlled by, the nature of the souls with

whom they were connected. In other words, their religious conscious-

ness was thoroughly immersed in the world of past spiritual personali-

ties. The accomplishments, shortcomings, status and importance of

former rabbinic figures was not a matter of mere historical curiosity

to them. It was a question of immediate and ultimate significance.

It was a method of analyzing oneself—of delving into one's spiritual

origins and learning about the possibilities in store. No less impor-

tant, it was a means of fixing one's status within the community—

a

concern that appears to have been especially strong for this extra-

ordinary group of individuals. All this resulted in a situation where

communication and communion with departed souls was considered not

only possible, but extremely advantageous. The latter were a reposi-

tory of wisdom and knowledge of a specific sort. They knew all about

the situation and the destiny of the souls of the living. Further-

more, they possessed Kabbalistic knowledge that was hidden and shielded

from present day Kabbalists. The truly righteous of earlier ages, who

merited God's grace and mercy, were fortunately within reach of those

pietists who had made themselves fit and worthy for such communion.
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III

How are we to understand the immense preoccupation with the

revelation of new mystical knowledge on the part of the Kabbalists

of the Safed community? Aside from the personal aspirations described

above, what other significance was attached to the acquisition of

esoteric wisdom? This question applies to the several methods of

achieving mystical illumination with which this study has been con-

cerned.

We have already seen, particularly in reference to the Lurianic

yihudim, the relationship between mystical contemplation and messian-

ism. Luria is ultimately concerned with the task of tikkun— the goal

of all religious activity. There is an aspect of the relationship

between contemplation and messianism which we have not considered,

however, and which is relevant to the variety of methods studied.

This is the intimate relationship between the approach of redemption

60
and the increasing knowledge of Kabbalistic mysteries. An analysis

of this theme will help us understand more fully the meaning of the

meditative techniques and theories we have treated.

In the Baya Mehemna the eschatalogical aspect of Kabbalistic

61
knowledge forms a significant motif. Although rooted in a tradi-

tional halakhic framework, the R<$ya Mehemna is written out of an acute

messianic expectation. Utilizing the biblical symbols of the "Tree of

Life" fes ha-Hayyim) and the "Tree of Knowledge" fr?s ha-Daat) , also

known as the "Tree of Death" because its fruit brings death, the author
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of this Zoharic text distinguishes between the "Messianic Torah" and

the "Torah of Exile." The "Tree of Knowledge" represents the world

in its present state of exile and sin—a world in which both good

and evil exist. This world requires all the laws and restrictions

in order to cope with the powers of evil. Unredeemed existence is

sustained by the limits and standards imposed upon man. The "Tree

of Life" represents the pure continuous flow of divine light in which

no admixture of evil is present. Prior to Adam's sin this tree pre-

vailed in the world; it will rule again in the time of redemption.

This Torah, now hidden, contains the mystical meaning of the Torah

which will be completely revealed in the messianic future. The

"Messianic Torah," i.e., the "Tree of Life," is partially revealed,

however, through the Zohar. Not only will the esoteric layer of mean-

ing prevail in the redeemed future but the very study of the Zohar

will facilitate the redemption. Through the merits of the book Zohar,

writes the author of the RcEya Meherma, the children of Israel will be

redeemed from exile:

And the enlightened will understand [for they are from] the

side of Binah which is the Tree of Life. Of them it is

written: "And they that are wise shall shine as the bright-

ness [zohar] of the firmament;" [Dan. 12:3], by this composi-

tion of yours [R. Simeon b. Yohai] , which is the book Zohar;

from the brightness of the supernal Mother [Binah] Teskubah.

Those [who study the Zohar] do not need to be tested—and

since in the future Israel will taste the Tree of Life which

is the book Zohar they will be delivered from the exile in

mercy. 62 (13)

This motif is also found in Tikkmei Zohar. The end of days

will be accompanied by the complete disclosure of the Zohar, the
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repository of all divine mysteries. Moreover, the revelation of the

Zohar 1
s inner secrets will be instrumental in bringing the redemption

near:

And how many men below will be nourished by this book of yours

when it will be revealed below [in this world] in the final

generation, at the end of days. And because of it [i.e., the

Zohar] "you shall proclaim liberty throughout the land." [Lev.

25:10]
63

(14)

A further attestation of the prevalence of this doctrine is

found in the debate surrounding the publishing of the Zohar in Mantua

in 1558. The proposal to publish the Zohar and the Mahrekhet ha-

^Elohut aroused bitter dispute among the Italian rabbis. Isaac de

Lattes (d. c. 1570), vigorously supporting the publishing plan, wrote

a decision in which he systematically refuted the opposing arguments

fi&

that had been set forth. His argument draws upon the conception found

in the Zohar itself to the effect that Israel would merit redemption

by virtue of the Zohar'.

Hence it is clear to you that the merit of studying the book

Zohar is sufficient to deliver us and to overturn our exile

—

and of this it is said: "If they are worthy I will hasten it"

[i.e., the redemption]. 65 For, on account of it [the Zohar]

Israel will be redeemed. 6" (15)

This theme assumes immense significance in the sixteenth century.

In the messianic tension which was rife following the Spanish expulsion,

Kabbalism turned fully outward in its appeal to the masses. It now

demanded of the community of Israel at large participation in religious

activities in order to quicken a process already set in motion. These
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activities included not only penitential acts, pious living and

mystical prayer—but preoccupation with the secrets of Kabbalah it-

self. It is not that Kabbalah was no longer viewed as esoteric know-

ledge. Now, however, such knowledge was not to be restricted to a

small number of initiates. The esoteric nature of Kabbalah did not

depend wholly on the fact that it" had been confined to small mystical

circles in earlier Kabbalism. It derived from the deeper level of

knowledge that it represented. Thus, Kabbalism could make a general

appeal without divesting itself of its special qualities. It is pre-

cisely because redemption was nearing that study of the hidden wisdom

became necessary. This issue is directly addressed by an anonymous

sixteenth century Kabbalist whose testimony is preserved in the intro-

duction to Abraham Azulai's 0x> ha-Hammahi

I have found it written that the heavenly decree prohibiting
the study of the Kabbalah in public was valid only for a

limited period until the end of the year 250 [1490 C.E.].
Thereafter it [i.e., the generation living at that time] would
be called the last generation [before the final redemption]

.

The decree was abrogated and permission was granted to study
the Zohar. From the year 300 [1540 C.E.] onward it will be
accounted an act of special merit to both old and young to

study {Kabbalah] in;public,: as- ifis stated in the Raya
Mehemna. And since the messianic king will appear through the

merits [of this study] and through none other it behooves us

not to be remiss."' (16)

This theme is also found in Lurianic doctrine. Sin and exile

have caused the exile of the secrets of the Torah. But though the

Torah's mysteries are essentially hidden, in the end of days they will

be revealed once again. In Shdca? ha-Kawanot we read of the "Exiled

Torah."
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And concentrate in this regard, upon the burning of the Torah
that has become ashes. And also concentrate, as we have ex-

plained in Shdkr Ruah ha-Kodesh, as to how since the Temple
was destroyed and the Torah burned, its mysteries and secrets
have been delivered up to the external powers [la-hisonim]

.

And this is called the exile of the Torah. 68 (17)

This doctrine goes to the heart of Lurianism. Holy sparks have

become trapped in impure shells. But a spiritually pious and rigor-

ously ascetic life, combined with adeptness at certain mystical tech-

niques, can enable a person to redeem elements of holiness. In this

case, that which is imprisoned or "exiled" are the mystical secrets

of Torah itself, that is Kabbalistic knowledge. Religious life in-

volves developing those skills by which one will be capable of inducing

esoteric revelations. In the future end of days, every Israelite will

attain knowledge of the entire Torah, whereas now only fragments are

within reach.

In the Lurianic framework the revelations merited in the unre-

deemed state are not merely foreshadowings of redemption; they are

actually instrumental in hastening the messianic age. The celestial

communications that abounded in Safed were symptomatic of redemption

in that their disclosure pointed to the nearing of the end. But they

were also conceived of as salvational in and of themselves. Explicit

evidence of this is found in a passage in Sefer ha-Oilgulim:

... in these, our generations, which are the final genera-

tions, it is necessary to reveal the true knowledge in order
that the Messiah will come, as it is written in the Tikkunim,
that by the merit of the Zohav the King Messiah will be
revealed. 70

(18)
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By the time of Luria's arrival the Kabbalists of Safed believed

strongly in the imminence of redemption. The year 1575 was widely

held to be the year of the Messiah. Mordecai Dato, an important

Italian Kabbalist who studied with Moses Cordovero from 1560 to about

1566, composed the book Migdal David which was devoted to predicting

the redemption in 1575. The Yemenite traveller al-Dahari, who

72
visited Safed in 1567, reports messianic expectations for 1575.

D. Tamar has suggested that Luria himself was probably convinced that

this would be the year of redemption, and that it was this belief that

73
compelled him to leave Egypt and come to Safed. There is evidence

that Luria was looked upon as the Messiah son of Joseph, the figure who

would appear prior to the Messiah son of David, in order to combat the

forces of evil. Luria's death in 1572 seemed to strengthen this con-

74
viction. When the Messiah failed to appear in 1575 it was believed

that this was merely the beginning of the messianic age, after which

each year might be the redemptive one. A text written by the Kabbalist

Moses Prager toward the end of the seventeenth century claims that in

the year 1575 all knowledge which was esoteric had become exoteric

by virtue of Luria's teachings. Men are duty bound to purify the holy

sparks by the study of the Zohav and Tikkunei Zohar according to their

Lurianlc interpretations. In other words, Lurianic teaching itself

came to be seen in this same salvational way. Luria's doctrines were

regarded as part of the new revelations whose acceptance and under-

standing pointed to and helped bring near the Messiah.
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Thus it is clear that both during Luria's lifetime as well as

after his death, the conviction was commonly held that the study of

Kabbalah, disclosure of new revelations and the increasing spread of

Kabbalistic knowledge were directly connected to the coming of the

Messiah. No mere promise of redemption compelled Luria and his follow-

ers. They were driven to seek celestial communications and novel

Kabbalistic interpretations, as these were regarded as crucial features

of the fulfillment of time and the messianic deliverance. They were

convinced that they were living at a dramatic turning point in history

in which the final secrets of the Torah were being disclosed.

Here we witness a perfect fusion of two tendencies: mystical

and messianic. Kabbalistic contemplation has as its goal not merely

the spiritual fulfillment of the individual, but the end of historic

time and the beginning of messianic time. As a central and determina-

tive element of Lurianic Kabbalah, messianism penetrated the most

private realm of religious practice, mystical contemplation. Th"

Lurianic Kabbalists who devoted themselves to the techniques for achiev-

ing mystical illumination which we have studied, had to have been

acutely aware of the cosmic significance of their sacred task.
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CHAPTER 1

-naa Wsnai mina poiyi T»oni p*ix o*rKn nvna ... (1)

I'nni 7»o»Vd imaa l'oa 7"»ks;i'» niVipn ]niKD ni

*bb o'xxvw naa o'Knasn o'aK^an iVki ... .7'W'tp

.o'Taasi no on 0T«n

^isi in* B"»*pi3 i* "3? nnn nixa nwiyn >3 f V'TttB3i (2)

•35 ,0'yT ik caio o*3KVa 0^x13 ,Di«n -nana *a

.niai

,na pioy»ip minn nniK ok 'a ,m«n nwya '33 Van ojaK (3)

,«Tita Kin un? ,o«ra massi iKVan n"»n» ^aw1
? nniK mip

Kiip ok 7ai .Tiaa naKa l'nan Vaa 78^1 ,-?kb 71'Vyi

,myo 'Va Kinn iKVan n'n' ,m*yai o'ttiaw "»Va nniK

K'n or ,0TKn n«ny» nixan 731 ,1'nai Vaa 70K3 n'n'i

Kin 'Kti 03aKi . . . ,*?Ka vn->? iK>a nsaa n&ys nspna

-3n (TK^an) naa ,minn poya n^ysn iKVan ns Kin >ni»
.nisan nniK '"y nvy

,»a onV o'^ana o*»T3?3n o^vaan 7*k» u'wan ®'i (4)

ik .on'nioijj 4,»na »3a Kin ^sni ^nV o'Vanas' *a ©m
. . . .on'rcya '33

naKB Kin ok 13'xiiKTa ,Kin V1
? »iia 'V 7n3» 7B»oni (5)

iV'bk Voa* k\»i jD'ow bv*? vim Va ok ik .Tna-r ^aa

.n'nnioi minn 'tn iKaV n 1 ok oai ,T»Taio nnK niK

van^i yi'^ ^313 1'iai '331 ,ia 7'aKn^ Vai3 *kti nr

.iny»T '33 mVyai iVia

-Va niV* Vip Kinw 'Kii ,inpn nni nKiasn -no njm (6)

,Kinn onpn nn >ya oy ik ,Kinn K'aan oy ia-?V ,nVya

,na*7 Kinn Vipn i©3K *»k ,nnnn 71'^yn Vipn iniK VaK

nVnn tfa^TPw "'y k> ok ,Kinn masn *»3TKa 033'Vi ownnV

-ly nny ini'na ,Kinn otKn 'sa kit© ,'aiwn ^ipn iniKa
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,iay nannai ,ia rcaVno tm ,KST»ai nVsna ik mvna po

-n iaxy DiKn Vip 'nVai ,iyawi mnn masn px ny «ai

.ni'nV *i«?bk 'k ,nny »»owa

V? mVai *»a nan 'n nn" ,'a a"a 'a Vmaor pios o"n (7)

* "y las nwpjn .
8 *n -nan mnrc nVani nna *a ".*3iB?V

t
i3iirV Vy i'Vy nny nnvn mn ,V"t3ai nixani minn pay

Tin ,T»sa «?aa naiai ,nan Vip i*»s Tina waa sxi'i

e iyat© QTsn

Vw Vipa ,7VVy Vip iniK ©aVn'w :nnn jama ircs* da (8)

ik jd'anpicia ]ata ,i»Vk laipw o»3i»m o'nnic d'p'tx

n:vi lma'i ,nann» on'swi .v»»ay i3aTarc onma
is ,*na"» '* I

171 ? Ka,w ^ 3 "> WS1I! '** ,y» . . . .lay

-lrca ,mnn p'nxn n'n* a"KX ,iay 13tV itix p'tx V© Van

-n u'ltn n&yu? n*n' ok ik ,T»way Vtt am rc'sn na&3 «n

-3n 'swa nnK »"yi .mnn pmxn ma 'aa ,mxa it'k jit

.natsn Vy T»Vy nwi Ka*» ,iVk o'R

kVk . . . .Knni «Vj>i KaVyi »i*p o'Van Ti3*m (9)

annV pwana pnaiyi «nywa n"n .sin 'am m»piK 'an

Van vayT nVa mnn xnp naVai mnViaa Vin«?K ^3 iai

i?*Voi «Vp n»V n'Vn Van iV n'Vi .KV'yV n'3'a vayn*

P3"»k Vai ,n"ap "*ap ktja'sd vaynm KV'yV loynm

mnn a"apT mnVia tis'k ikVt vi ia ma V inunci 7'Taiy

iai .saVya ntsKsi kVtki n»3*»a -payn* Van .Tan nVa

K3a*a KaVya n»V maVia Van mnn «?3 iai n'narca npaa

ki n'nai mnVia *n"»Ki nVa mnn Van . . . Kn'aoipa

. . . wip Van n'sa vaynm K»arc 7a ttV'yV p»Vo

i3»Ktr ,T»"ai?n »aa kxt» imi man t'k" ,V"'?i »"a o'-n (10)

TB8 Kxi*»n ,Vipni Vann fay mm h .*ikVb 1 3aa «na3

a"V cVnn) ,n"om .naT3a a'31'Vyn yp'wsn ant nya

,mVip o
,»Kni?3n o'aicVan iVm ".oKax Va rs nnai" (*i
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bri" (n"* *3 niorc) pica by jO'sipnn naoa T3T33

lb'a* '3 .y-ns nsto nbi-ni ".nibipn n» b^kit ayn

.o*yn osi o'me ok jQ-MnK o'aiuba o'isi3 ,Disn ima
.na'K b"s .na K'ony tnitn ny-n mw nba »« V'r (11)

is sbpns sbp a'n' 3"a .yisab na'yn «mm Kbp nan

-Tp KT»on *k b"s y»T «bi mnx Kbp mini KinK nnsa

. . . nynK j'bp hod kt nba by sc

o'ynai ,Dnwn ('3a) bK D'banan o'aKban j'sy nn (12)

.cvaa a'naoa o'Knpsi ,nmoi ,niT»ny dhir

See p. 41, n. 49. ( 13)

by *mn n'nw oyai oya baa (©) n"y ns? «]ot» 't ( 14)

cna-rn bai „ . . T»ian vby nbins na bya m's&an
-an iso iniK Knp'1 iao by oniK nbyn faan lb nb'air

nn ,niaan 'nan la Tain -|Kba ia rcabn' 13'ki 731 (15)

,-raa o-tk *aa muip'»

tods p
Hnn *ian (nnna n*na) Kinn nson 'nan ba (16)

.rcnpi vonb jaK3 iua na by is na b« naa

-nw ,fl'»nia 7'aya *nbm '3R i*n*03tf na K'n . , . (17)

T'apbs 7a nabw Vinaa 'nban oy ,m«?n o'anana 13"
I'm jT^'y 'ba oiKna nnnn *pioaa pioyb 1 "13 nbn
Kb« ,nt 7'3y t*axnb i©a* »r«? o'nai cannna o'Tain

naa 'nbapw nisnai ,nian D'aya t»3yn no3 ik nK-irc 'a

DTos-spa am* p*nyK ,"»by 'n mbana *pbnb mai ,o»»

.nasty "»3aa

CHAPTER 2

m ^«baa mrnssn jina'bpn oni* na baana dt» byu? »sb (1)

-an *t» byi ,onu baixn ,0111a ana o'painai o'-namn
a«n Ma^bpn ona voo Kin jaajisa^rrtnaKjn ,an*by» man
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-tm .nunp Va?V 73101 ,it nwyai ,iVo7 nainn tatai

.HY3 IKS 'jva

K^nw ,nao;3i mm wsu Kino? mixi lanna maa niKno? 's^ (2)

ism ,o"n nova T3Ka ns'i ti»k307 ,^yaa ni>K pVn

-'Vw o-rKn nysiai nnapajj ,n3"»^pn txb nny iam sin

0"TK 7*K 73>1 . . , ,»»m R3!?*Sa nn'nsn^ wssn ma
.Ken' k\>i 310 now no7K fiK3 p*ix

-n vain 'Vin inn ,07333 miVm onsi oas Kenno? nvi
-Vi niK-iV aViD*» ns*K ,nain33i hdi3D3 K*no73i .mine

7*»ym . . . nmnn nino Kino? ,'n'aitn nia^n i'wn

D'T3i3 7'3nVi niKiV
8
n3ip 7

,»3 ,

? ns'a Visai n,oa nwy*

n3"»o?a na*an *n mm TaK3© ,D*iiniii o^np o'si^yn
a'VDsa tk ,H3n mino s ,

»no73 o?33n ts . . . .©33

nain33i miVna K'no?3i jO'si'^yn D'wnpn cnsnn n3

-n oKia Kin ,i'Vn3 sina?3 nVinno? iaa .pina ia Va tk

Ksnm .(o)'Vinn o'nssan D*T3tn sniKi o'sion D'nai

oniKao? .nsyVa ana ,o'3aao i> ynn ,niK'T3n iV mpV
.n'noo miK'nai ,7io?Kin lysaV ysan mm' a'Tain

-a vVy Va?'© vis .naas 'Vinn vonV ,nVinn o?33n T3

nsKai po?3 ,ni*3ynai o'sii'oa ,n3io?m ,nKi3in nivi
'T3 ,ni3iyn nnsi iis'aa mnai .niVstni ,ni'pVai

^v 1310733 on© .o'ai^yn o'i3T3 j'snVi i'©nV ^ru
• • . o^iy

,nK?a ao?npa nasna nnraa mo mw nVaa n»n k 1
? Kim (3)

iV 71113 a'ac? iy ,107333 dab ,o?Tpn nna nnn a*»no? *»a>

71113 .'pan »snn\r iaai ,nn*y io?k >3 ns tpn> 7ipn

T»aa n*»n a"y 13 ,'Vinn mi* nKBiV v*>*n oon "»^in Vsb

V^ 7"'P
, ns iV 7ni3i ,01307 oipan iV naiKi ,7iyn

,71'Vysi niKn ^>3pV Vsi'o? 'is ,10733 033^ ,717 iniK>

.(•p :t n'av) ,,,
»yo7in 7ya> a'Vo?iv T3> nyna *033" 3'n3i3
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in'K kt saVy 'Kna 3"a ma aKnoKn 7'am 713'K Vaa (4)

7Ka *»nKT KaVyai KaVy 'Kna tit i"a n'3 skuoki K3in

.K , 3P
-, T2 n'yiY VttlKI

CHAPTER 3

apy '11 "nam K'smo *a^ n'naaa tik mn was 'an (1)

na« asrcaV iya 73 ,«no nnaa iy tvk ,n»ay mn n*»na

Km inwK V'k .K^iaann nan n*K Kir»aT miaV xaK *i

i:»a n' 1
? *s*Va *Kiny 'api kVpb 7*»-rm Kn'aa »V saa'o

-Vanm K"»a mVa 7pin« s?aa k'V'^ nn>sa v° V& T'oai

-Vs Kin 7'iat Kn'a Vaa KVp yanrcsi o*n3i kbb'p *Kn Va

nan ."»Kn iay td '3'aai Kn"niKa mno?Ki K'V'V ma
-a a*n3 « , V

,»^ ma^sa .nan 'min Kaam via «a« <s
i

KinnV lyaw apy *am K3K *ai lap .ksd'pi sVaVa Kin

ibk mm n'ay '13a ]»im Kn»a 'Vissn a*n' mm Kiaa

Kp *»Ka Tpis 'DBtra ^y i
1
? mmnV Dips nV? nun a'na

nnn k^k nW msna k>i nV'V nixn naK rn'Ki in Kan

nixn Km r« .'tp* »an n"ap '3i 'an naK n"apV 'Km
^"yT KnyB? K»n 7*131 n»>"»T Knyoi nane?K n"ap rcaa nV'V

apy *3nV KaK 'ai tbk .«'p'.»ix Dy KyvynwK 1
? 7nyi Kn3A3

iiok n'ay la'n'i ia'Tp Kins nannsi Kns'awa «]nrw3 'Km
ia« .'Kn "jV K3a .masp ma^i naisT n^>a «a'K n'V

-t k'Js) nVm naK mn im .'Kaoa ksd'Vik kt nVa 71b

7*Vtki 7'iyna KnnVn 7'sm Va st'^'V-? Kn»'ap 'Jiyrc (nVn

7ny*r snaaa nyriK n M3p ©aa »'V> maVss KaVys 7'bkipi

,7nan©a kV KnnVn 7»3'm

TtkV o'aci* nal?> nV'Vn 'xna a'apwa nmn 'Vya an (2)

-iy 731 n'an jain Vy o'siai o'33ipai e'mnrc o'says/ai

• nawan dt» naism »^>ya rnsn o">v

msaV t*» 13*1 73inn Vy 73ip'i v\Kii Vy a®' n?'V V33 (3)
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,n>iKan YP T'a'iKOtt Tnnny Vy ox

T'3? *3 ,iVt>aV *tkt 7'ki ,Vni minn poy& naxn Vki (4)

-a in"© Kin »3 .minn ?oya ^ni ki* ,'t3n DMin'n
-a Kin Vam ,nnM minn poy KTpai jD'si'Vyn niaViy

,*rn*

^y inonwna miK in'a ok ,oViya© D"»-nn*n ^aa '3 yi (5)

nns i*Vy ininonrcn * My '3 ,7*i3ns? v»x ,»*>» P'nxn Tap

t'niasya essnm ,hpd3 nonw* a"a ainn pMxn oaw mii
*7K *pa **na T»niaxy D'vysi

f
m*nV mm papa ov iwk

mKiran nnr* K*n rcasn in ,03ina D^snoi nnwiwan wssn

Kinn p»«?xn 'ini .VaKn vVy ii»93i -noa ,?mi3 tapa

.rcssi iiaa "»n Kin iVk3 ,nyw nniKa

.7*»K3T a»»pTt 7i3*»«i -»a?n K»>y V"im*i Kny^a kskiii (6)

Vtki p*Vo wsa t«aVy Vy K3a«V aa^ya KnanwKi »S3 Kinn

naimV ymoi laynKi p*Vo nni .nnV ymai KaVya bkim

KV»y» kiw3 7'na ,«aVy Vy n"ap on ?M3i ,n MapV naom
.kbndsV y-riK nni mi^ y-n* na«?3 ,KnnV

-n nap Vy m?s3 -jsiw ini*na isui irssa rcs3 i»p inn (7)

lynai p'nxn ©93 oy naiai vai oy »S3 pa-mai p*»ix

. . . ,mv93n i*v miy* wosni

-i* nsynK© ,V r
't 'ma V'k ,nvx'V n"Vrcn nsw ViVk n"na (8)

,ViV* Vw io*y n"i dt nnK i«;k ,0'sixn o'a» »3w Dn

.nawn it'k a'lTK T'^y^i

,mawn Vy firsni ,7"i3»3n Vy naiK3 aVia minn Va (9)

-nKna oVisi n'^in* own Vy o"iVii oVo o'umpn niatpni

,n"in» ov Vy naiK3 nVis minn Vs nxxoi ,ia o't

-Vipn nyaiv 7?iKn *a o*»»3TRn yaaVnan «|iT»xn» iV yn ( 10)

lyn iV nil maani yia'sn mix *»sV istbs' niVipni m
^i*?n nyaiip 7tiKn niVipn Tivxai D'sTaxa© Vasi Ti3»3

-a dk *3 o\nn^ nt *»wsk 'ki ... nan« *Vani miani
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(iipaa
. ) in*a nas Kin 73 Tivxni .o'sivsn mix

>k 'a'a'n ni7'i Vwa Tua n3i&m niirt> Vwasn tivmn
mvn» nwon ik nyais 1 «c n«rt>» ik cp'sv i*t in* in**

o'sxasw D'mom . . . .nmann ^i^Va »rc»ann nn'nai

-na nnaun l'niV* n* y«n' a\>n tk& a>n o'naina oViaVaa

.tVk ion

V© nmon ©n'sa as D'siix&n oVia mawn nV« "»a yn (11)

.«an aViy "n o'ltaana 1
? i»r onai .nV* ni'niK a"y

nyaw , 9 :a"yn nson nT (mpi V'i) uipi a"yi

. . . flmpn mi **»«? l'Vy yswn o'siixa V'arcan aannw

ay Tim Tin oy rcrni a?snn By "peni «pon oy &ma» na

Tmn »sV i^»ia |di— «po ny Tinni Tin oy Tioni »m
nnaa Vnnn e D*an oaiA'aa iinm o'3s mi ^>a ViVan*

-n 'sii^'na Tina "»pa n»n'«? iy ^axy Vivi -ny ina»i

.nta ni 7'!iits

'"naa « n a (na'K V'x) d3*k o'lcaan n«iaa >a nam (12)

-*n inmai ''Vi 'pn nia^an Vk 7"p«a ova 'a k"tt

dipV na.&n dip 7'kw . . . onmaa o'K'asV nairaj m
.*"tt *p>i3 '"y kVs nnn lit K'aa

-«? k^k nnn 1'Vy msni nawn nxp a'vnV V'nnnw 'a w* (13)

-lwVai Tnowa p
naii nmas Vip awnnV ma*»Vv n^> 7'*?

nyn? T»y»»B7 Tin»n nya laxya rc*:na ?t naia 13»ki 13

.laian na vaa t*ki marc nysni Tna'Ki isia yityn

ixa nmiynn ht'k ^»k tn^'an mxn naT iaa dk xini (14)

ia t'ki ,n»iy& Tin' nt'K "p Vy ,ioy maian ina®3

nT Tin' nrcy ,Vyisn Vk nan 7a ,1'nsrca iia-in nt'xin* na

.nwiy xinw insn mn»n nwu Dtip

,nn»nyi mm *ino onV 7'Vaa a'tin^n tmx '"y (15)
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-nn to in* nap Vy '« ots nonir' ?nx»3 mp'ann Kmi (16)

lmn i«?33a iwsa paTi o'K'asn 7a nnK Vy ik o'rs

inKn Vk b'k nan' n*?K3 iay na«rV Vnna K3nni ,inna
.mm 'tn Va iV nVaai miVKwi? na Va Vy iV a'rcai

,iVk nisiaa iasy ainsV onKn Tan* ok 'a pso 7'Ki (17)

Va nynV i'«?M .ypna B'nnrcan D'aKVan 7a nnics n'n'rc

mipannm insia osiy 'sa 'iVn Vam . . . .nxv n&s

.nVyaV

Vy ntmrcai ,D'p*nxn 'napa o'mn' nircyV ym' n'n oa (18)

bv na&3i nn waa n'mai .o'Vin o'n' aitf'sa on'nap

Kinn p'nxn n'ni .nay (m'nai «"j) nsnai p'ns mix
.Kypnn Kna'naa iwnanso? 7'KV'y 7'tm mnie iV nVaa

-V Via' n'na dib? n(n)'n kVi ,&a&a nin'Ka i'3a i»m

.l'asa Vanon

"3K nnyaV ,V't 'ma 'snV* K"Vrcn nsrc ViVk n"n any (19)

mn' »mn"i ,n"nVT "an nap Vy 'nnanrcs gen ,Kani

-ki n3'rc 'Vy nVssi ,Ki&'np Kp'nyn oeim nsn V® nVnn

nnnic oys *nnon»3i 'rntn a"nK .nan 'n*Kn kVi yp'

'ma 'n' na'ioa ainarc mn'n 'nnn'i ,iaxy "3K nap Vy

,y«ii3a ' H 3nK n w in' m*mx aVwai nana 'ni'nai .?&*i

atrcnVa VnnKi ,onanV Via* 'nnnn kVi ,'nacna nanym

'V nam Vip iV«a 'narcnaa 'Vk nann3 tki ,Kinn niana

,naiV 'nyna airna 'ii^m
f
nian o'ays n,a rntn n,a -iiTn

-nrn tki ,yni3a 133 Vk VitVVna 7a K'apy 71&V inr nsn

iVks ,'nawnaa nans tin
f
T»nnaAi Kinn mana aicnV 'n

**n iVksi ,'33 nViyV nwn 1V nun' o'nVK ,'V o'ibik

kVw Vy AKin 'n"ns? na 'a :mni ,r»?'!n's 'V o'nxaa

'3sV n'Vsni V'yin osbk ,73 13'k» *«n mn'a 'nVyin

'nsrcnas nann'i ,*i3i nwn iV nicn' o'nVK inn ,n"'\rn

'nn mn'n Va Tan3 nm piosa 'a ,'V n'nusa i'n iV«a ^

,i"a K'noa'aa nrcn iV nm' o'nVK Vw n"n '3 ,'n»©yw

,Van Kin '3a nViyV n«rn n"m ,n"'nK n"in' nin' 7'3aa
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nansi .Kinn nn'a 'nsia© 71'Vyn nsn Van -no Kim

f
nViyV nrcn lV na*n V© n"*»3 ,»V D'naiK i»n lVKa *V

• u'^ay 7*aa 'S'ki .7pTn Wn K'n

'V? nVss na inKi ,'nawnaa tk 9 V mans nt Va nsm
it nn?n »vi j'na'K Vaa ikb ny nVn* myii mm

-»naa niyyisnai ,k&tia isi nuni vn »now oa ,itV

Vy awi* n*»n Vij? tVaai ,nVn;i nsnsn nis'aai nn
nKaa inT» nVna nsnaa iaiK n»ni ,»nD«? 7'a *3upV

n* pMna 'n^'n '3ki ,naiK na ,iaiK na ,7ircV3 o'ays

,VVa DB'pwnV da 'nVia' kVi oyaysV kV» 'nsw nKi 'axy

*Da T^isna Vipa n*»n tki naann Vy VikwV 'nawn a"nKi

a"nm oO'ays o'lwya mi* naann naann isixi »3i&Vai

.o'ays. naa iy ,yiam naann ,yiani naann ,na*i itn

,iaiRi ntn a"n«i t -\^ 71ns yram naann, ia«i ntn a"n«i 1

-i .Ka'py *i ny'Ta jD'awn ta iV 7ina yiam naann

aiai ,naiK a»"nKi .Ka*»py *ia ini^
f
iaKi Tin a"nn

a"nin .nao «a»' 3^ im'i
?
iaiK a"nKi ,mao «a"

.KaVrc t> 7*TTwa K'a© 7a naiK "a"nKi ,T'Vy oiVrc naiK

^T'pna man o'oys kVs>3 nan ,"?ni nivnaa n»n nt Vai

.''aK Vw -paa nanrca ,'js Vy Vsi3 *3Ki

Chapter 4

nK'ip »"y 'nmsni nnsan nya .vk win wm .k^Vb (1)

:Vikb?V 'nawnaa "»n3ian3i ,'Vxk ynsa ,o'ays 'a n3»an

-n"»i ,V"t »iia kiki d-mki ,*Vk mip 'ViiVi n*»n 'a

ntVn iKin ns* iinan »*k nsn r'V iaK'i 'ynta pt

-1 ,iai n*"»n nnm ,'mnx Vya 'o'a Kin isVxk laiyn

-lp rcaa Vn* Vip ya©«i ,'nasa3n3i nsrcan sipV »mtni (2)

'na 'a t'aVa aiwnici .YP'K'i xvxi .o^n ^"n :kt

TaVn TTyVu 'an Vu? io»i Kim Vk'Vbji Tat Kin V"t

• Van iV 'mson "»tibV 'naVm .'Kar 73 73m' 731

'3'k tk .pso 'Va 71'Vy nmiynn Kin nt :"»V naK'i
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-w am '3'«» 'sV ,!•?« o'lm wits -|\> m>aV am
.sin *»a 'nawa Via^a y-rn

.wbb ]V» ^n^n kV *»d ,nmnnaa Vw aann nmxa yp'ki (3)

ws3 as :*»na»nB3 Vrmi .>'•» 'imuna ,v»kV t"d (4)

.'a msyna **n 7"»»ny dk ,*a maynan *py 73 it? 1?* *ai

uyVK 'an" Vw nspan nK»Tp »v Vy 157933 *»»93 'npa-31

*nt*nai .'iai ,"ann tibVV Tip© nn :tbix iTy 7a

o'aan-'TB^n man *n*xn ,nniao M'yi *"»aaV Y'pna

,i3'T»av ison at 'a ,yi :'V nann .nmna o'poiy

'a yi .o'pios naa o'aina iai ,ia nny 7'iip "> 3«»

-pioaa iVkb ,13V tbk *»n tni'aa *m*» 7a iTyVx 4
i nana

.oaa nan xiaw -ny^x ob Vy o»ni» nsoa nta o'ainan a'

iu'7 Tioa *a Tayna o'3w a"* 7a *nvnaw *> nax oa (5)

.'X3T 73 7Sm» 73T TB^n ,-\-\? 7a 1Ty\>X '*» «7B3

-n 'ssik nrcan 'a *y*atpn *iy»a *v^vn pVna istx'3 13a (6)

:d*ktp35» o'axVai .D'p'ix niaum ,ampn nn :Da niv

-in© ircsx

—

7?jb inx ^ai .oiVm ,V*t in'Vxi ,"o*T»aa"

•pnsn 'baa ,mina ipoyi mxn n»np »?* ^y ,n*Vxa iff

DTp*tt inx ,»ms nwya •»?» ^y aa'^nV ivsx da ,nnx n»ya

pVna TX3n» *3c;n nT vw* .nawnV 7318*! »ikt mxn ni»n

.D'siBTpn D'aann *ibo3 3in3 xxosn *?aa ,ntn

onoannV kM apnyaV xa x> ,"»y'3Ta ntn pVna ro'sian nax (7)

ma xV ircx Q'aVys nmoi d'bivxi maw Vaarc -mxa 'a

• oiDin nata Vy ix'an 1
?

-ax xVi ,V'3n 7*3'B 'a a'rcaV awyaa *39ixa 'an 7sixa (8)

'nViT maw Hiatal myarca "»"y nwya V& nViya oiw am
.m^snn ina n"»«?n Vx nVsn ' My ix 13^3 nswnBi main '"y

'fn' onun ni'nV o'3*nx nawnn 's^'sy Va *»a nyT» laa

Tfisn'w t»ix laxys DfKm .insrcnaa lanno' n^w n*»33

13*k iVna 1B793 Vya isia o'va'i pinna nsp ny inawnaa

Vai .T3>3 i«7S3 iV«a k^»k ^Va naina wsVna itinw wuid
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Vip nt's civ oki ,inaipn lain' namn 7a -nan**© na

nrx 1V Kia' laaya la a* ik ,ina©na nVaaan nyisn in

t3'3T>ya painn V? i©d3 nawna posn nan ,'tain unin
D-rwn Vy hub nai'K nsi'Vyn n»np 'a 7?' naiKa *•»»» kVi

(73m V'x) 73^11 mprcn ams iVsk ,Tamn ay psi rinw
ik aibn ik na-nn (ova Vx) awa ki|?3 p"nn ik nKiasn

V'iT kV ok p"nn i»Vy niv*v mna nai «po .71*™
i"»>y ;nr kV »naaV iaiia lvn aiwaV a'wanV naa laxy

,nna
pna "'y 'a . 'm Vbni «jin on'ssVv a'K'aan '3a o"n

7-»e*»sai vipn nia'iya nmiann an'Vy Vais ,71**3:1 *>np>

miM d*tk©3 o'K'asn *3ai 7ia ,»3n Vaaa 7*.3an tki atzraa

. 'kh *K3n n? 'ini .n'Kasnai 7i'Vyn nip'atn

-•nan o'nann aniK ba T»Vya aiKn Vea'ar Kin 'an 'K3nn

-lain pn maT kV *Kn 'K3na 'a nmiannn p'aanV cs
mna om .nmiannn a'p'oaa i^k yae -pia o"iainn a*

-tnna Dm lasy oiKa waVnan i
Mnx'n 7a o'awasn nKaian

n»y* nVnn -niannV Kan V"i* 73m .oiKn nKon '"'y 7'p

Tot» k^> inr* a"nKi ,Ken ibk (>aa V Mx) >aai naittn

nnan TVya von 1
? laxy Viv a"nKi .nsna nnKa KionV

nn'un mspnm 7iasyni cyan ma laa ,ia niyaoian niyin

-a (7"»a V'x) 7a «?s3n 'bin 7pm? inKi .ana »xi*ai nVoa
P'osnV nKaian nna na 7*»k tk nnaa (7'a V'x) 7a mmay

• D'si'bya lnip'n
'K3na V"3a l'Vya nainn 'ist V-a'aa icxy Wt» tki

-Vya nipain o'a'waan niViysa V'nn* nt Va *wki . *Kn

*nanai o'aann 'naia »v nKxa i^k *aa n"ya w"aa a' si'

I'Vya p'ninb Kinn? *an 'K3nn 7*3y asas .Q'nunan
~iaan nnana lpin'n l'Kan naiwn '"y ati nKaian nina

,nu
,D'nsoa »n82B iipx 'sa *«n 7aiKa as^sy fnK'a naa

na?K niViysn nny Tan ,*T3n CKsnn '3 vn'nms? ihki
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»a m'n (in* Vx) igm cai'Vya ciRri ©S3 no patV on

.^ok nn .'van o'tcann 4
o

T»3"»? D'syni awni n'Vas s{oynni V'33 'vn' n*»33 Tnann
-*? n^iy R'm "iDia ?a i©a3 nta' i^xa ioinn 72s eronm

-ays ,ns*sni!; tv»k nns nrws snpn mwsnnn insn ,y»pT

K3nn ©D3a i©03 p'ainV fiam
9
i?V it moion ,ni:n o'

K'sian *V3 svn T»aw n'lan© na an .s^nn nswaa *T3n

'Va iinn k'xib nnK© Vipm e ic*nn ns&an tic;
1
? ni'imt

H3CDTJ Q'Kmpi Q'KSl'57 O'a'Jon H^S3 'SIX'S Kin DSH

nsrcan Vya «3nn woi nama wa^srwV naaia n'tpysi .K'nn

TKTipa nK*?3 n'nn *?a?K3i .i^sa im iQ7£>3 ©a'rnm K'nn

©93 T»9a mw© iwss ^a 5

* nm n'nn ok ,n3»an fircV

piya tki .narcan imp "piya lay ©a^n'i
t
mnn ssnn

-nn© nr Vai ,diVb7 *|V jn'i T»aa Kin iaT» n3©an imp
Ts oy T3T»i n*? 3'b?' K-,n 130a Vik©V nnawnas t« 3iw

sin kVk nasya Taian nn» t^ki .Tiai myaio? i(*)3nn
.''3^©,

? Vy m'j&i »a 131 'n mi inn .nanan

-© less nsm nVnia n:ma^ "»i«t t.3** 7'ny as nam
-vm nKVn t»b nma ana 'a Kim .-ins 701*3 M'n*

-nm ina&naa "inV'K© 7'iani .in^is '>a n'Vxa pin

nsnn s^nn nauna tki ,vn k>i vn ,0*3 kVi a'3 0333

*»oa Vani .iivaa ik Tana *inVK© naircn *)V 7'>a , ©atf

yis© Vaa mrnV .ina 'oa ni^^a na© W Vaa ^^o ,
?

,

? (9)

Vy ni'3©a cpno *a yia© Vaa n'!? s yTT»© nrswan Va

.nina'? no

*n nnsasi *n npsai na© 'aa o'pns 'n T'-np na© V'Vai (10)

i33a marc
4 aa B'pns T"a moV ©npn 13'aT 7T»a 'anVn

.nba 'oittp T
M a

"©k tot "^ oann "»3aV ann 0333 na© V?a nn« oys oa (11)

ns Vy rn'awan noi 1
? n»n© ixsai Viiin K3n Knpsn 'tsa
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-n yxaKai .(71**33 na Vy ni'awan naiV k m
3) lanaaa

73 nrcyi jO'aa ^aian nan inna yays^> nan Vnnn ma' 1
?

V'naaV kxb ^n'aV n>7i(i) ann HS^ai .nyu? »sn laa

7»?n vns ^ ">»* .'tan M33WK '"nn V© 133 mi'aK
,1'^y ^kib 'mK naV :nam a^n^ ^naa tk .laiVw t»k

-a? *V 130 nan i*? nas ^nTnan ips noaa 7©' Kin nan

„n'7i 73i ,ia^»iy n'aV noa' nT yiawa

T'la? vnxi .nvx'n xinp ,]noo8 o"n narcan 'a ,yn (12)

n3n 'a ,nr 7siKa ,3
l, '»y nirnan Vk nn'X'n niVynV

nnnn ,na nfiK'np »"y 'a 7'iani jnn'x'n K'n nss;an

ynias nmnan R'nu? nawa mwyV ,avs'a mn© nawan

e nawa ,nawa :nn» 7n»Tii , nim

-3"»aa »»m mVk in'Kn na'an Knooa la'a* o^'swani (13)

man 'una "ypin nmts n'nt' o'Vsipani" nan* in"

-a . naiwi nic^y Ka'sn Kim i 7a nnin nao in'Kn n,Vn

KiV'xa oyoaV Vxiw 7»T»nyn 7'aat 71*03 "pns k^» 7
r

? , K

.'unia uni>a 7a n'a ftps'* mtn nao 'nn in*m "m
-n*» na iV»n KTian *«na 7ioani)n ,

» «nnV «wa *aa xaai (14)

Tim onKipi" n'a'iai k'»t «iioa nsnna xnna snnV '^a

".YtKa

-maw a'wn 1

? p'aoa nntn naoa 7T»yn mats; n«iaa n,^ 'nn (15)

may a '3 "nawnx ist" inaa vVyi la'mVa, n'aynVi 13

.7'^Kaa Vm»* T»n*»

nann naana lpoyn** sVw nVya*? nnsw na '3 aina 'nusai (16)

iV'Ki owai 7"nn naw oiVvn ny aisp 7atV n'n 'iVaa

poynnV nama niwnm m»un nnmni nmna «m my*

ipoyn'w nnaian 7a nixa *vx»V w"n nawai .intn naoa

-aw nnm .Kaan'a n'yna xn'sna o'aopi o'Vma D'ana

nm 7'K nn* nia?a k*?i n'wan n>a xaV T»ny nt ma?
.Vtznnn^

^'isn oai .n9« n»wya«? ,nnmn na*»nw Vy nta 7
, i3m (17)
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n*a aim*? ova v« ,p"an *>?tfa u'^xk iKaruff naV

jO'aix'nV n'Tii a'nnio noaa ,minn HDium ,«H!?»n

,nnna m>a mpa mi

mVa> Tnxi *mna **n Kin» nny nt u'niina . . .

mata^ ''aip'na nataa mvan 8a*c 'na n»*n naa" ia

.Kn'WJ naVa n^an' nnitn

(18)


